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Abstract

This thesis discusses the development of a class of highly accurate, positive

flefinìfs, implicit ffnite difference schemes for modelling advection. These schemes

a¡e developed in two steps. Firstly, some high orde¡ irnFlicit ffnite difierence

schemes a¡e derived using the moöfied equivalent equation approach of Noye and

Ha¡rman (1986). These schemes a¡e then made positive definite using the method

of flr¡x-corrected tra,nsport (FCT) as described by Bo¡is and Book (1973) and

Zalesa^k (1976).

The modified equivalent equation approach is shown to provide vzluable in-

fo¡mation on the performance of a dass of explicit ffnite difierence schemes. Al-

teraatively, by manipulation of the modified equivalent equation, it is shown how

to obtain a ffnite difference scheme that advects well-resolved For¡rier components

with ¡ninirnal error. this teehnique is used to develop some high order implicit

finite difierence schemes that advect all components (rp""t from those close to the

Nyquist limit), to a very high degree of accu¡acy. These schemes a.re shown to be

considerably more accu¡ate than another dass of implicit high order schemes and

to be very efi,cieut in compa¡ison with explicit schemes.

Flom a discussion sf fsehniques for obtaining positive definite solutions f¡om

finite difference schemes, it is apparent that flux-corecfsd l¡ansport is the most

direct a,nd effcient method for aehieving this goal for implicit schemes. It was

daimed in Boris a.nd Book (1976), however, that FCT could not be used in con-



juaction with implicit schemes due to the faih¡¡e of the algorith'.' REVFCT. It

is shown in this work how the REVFCT algorith"' ca.n be modifi.ed so as to be

positive definite. The resulting algorith- is improved by using Zalesak's approach

to FCT to obtain a robust a.nd accurate algoritht ' for modelling advection.

The thesis condudes with fr¡¡ther numerical tests involving rn¡iable velocity

and a discussion on the application of this technique by Morrow (1991) to the

highly non-lin ean' problem of modelling gas-discha.rges .



Chapter 1-

Introduction

This work is concerned with developing an accurate numerical scheme to model

transport processes involving completely a,rbitra,ry velocity fi.elds. Transport pro-

cesses occur in many fields of study, for exa^mple gas discha,rges (Morrow, 1982),

pollutant transport (Cunge et al., 1980), meteorology (Leslie et aI., 1985) and ocean-

ography (Owen, 1984).

The use of numerical models and computer simulations needs little justification

due to their proven ability to give detailed information for any specified area of the

solution domain and the ease of changing the pa,ra.meters of the ocperiment. There is,

however, always the problem of establishing whether a predicted phenomenon is due

to the physics being described by the mathematical model or to the approximations

in the numerical model. As such, the selection of the most appropriate numerical

scheme for any specific application must be based on knowledge of the behaviour of

the system being modelled, as well as the general behaviour of a variety of numerical

schemes. Understanding the physical system being modelled will indicate certain

desirable features of the numerical solution. An exa,mple of this is in pollutant

transport where a negative concentration is meaningless. By examining a variety

of schemes and keeping these desired features in mind, an appropriate súeme can

be selected. This selection will be, to a certain extent, subjective and problem

dependent.

This thesis aims to develop a scheme that will be robust and widely applicable.
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To achieve this, it must be possible to rank the expected performance of schemes

under a wide variety of conditions. Such a ranking will become appa.rent during the

course of this work. The compa¡ison of different schemes requires that the overall

accuracy of a numerical method be quantifi.ed. There are, however, considerations

other than the simple difference between the numerical model and the real world,

such as the total time spent by people and machines in achieving the results and the

nature of the errors in the numerical solution. The problem of how much computer

time may be used in the mqdelling process is problem- and user- dependent. Some

users (operational meteorologists, for exa,mple) impose absolute constraints on the

nln time taken for a numerical model, whereas some researchers have virtually un-

limited computer time to obtain the results. All that ca,n be done here is to ¡elate

the time spent in obtaining a numerical solution to the gain in numerical accuracy.

Depending on the particular problem beiug modelled, different types of errom crtt

be more serious than others. An exa,mple is the presence of spurious oscillations in

numerical results, which in some problems, such as aedelliag gas discha.rges, leads

to catastrophic errors.

The numerical models examined in this work will all be finite difierence schemes,

because they a.re the most widely used for modelling transport processes. Many

other dasses of numerical model exist but some are not suited to arbitrary solution

domains (e.g. spectral tecåniques) or are better suited to solving steady state rather

than time-evolution problems (e.g. finite elements). Furthermore, for reasons of

space and time, it is not possible to give a detailed analysis of every numerical

scheme developed. For these reasons, attention will be confined to finite difierence

sche'-nes, which still allows for a great flexibility in the choice of schemes. It should

be noted that, for problems in one spatial dimension, finite element schemes and

finite difference schemes are equinalent.

Pa¡ticular emphasis will be placed on the ability of a scheme to model gas dis-

charges. The problem will not be discussed in detail until later, but certain aspects
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of it are worth mentioning now. It is a problem in which the fi.ne structure of the

electric field is important, thereby making it an ideal case for numerical modelling.

It also incorporates many features that present difrculties for numerical models,

such as the presence of a boundary layer, of sharp gradients and a wide range of

velocities. In addition, it is highly non-linear. Aoy sc.b.eme that accurateþ incorpor-

ates all these features will be widely applicable since some, or all, of these features

occur in a wide variety of problems.

In many applications, and in solving for gas discharges in particular, it is very

important for the numerical results to be "smooth", that is, every local e:ctremum

in the numerical solution corresponds to a local extremum in the physical solution.

Another term is therefore "non-oscilløtory" since there can be no spurious oscilla-

tions in the numerical results. Schemes that produce such results are also referred

to as "Ttositàue ìlefinöte" since, if all the initial and boundary values are noû-negative

then so must be the numerical results. This is both necessary and sufficient for

non-osollatory behaviour in linear schemes that accurately model linea¡ systems,

because if qsdllations are produced, then by subtracting appropriate values from

the initial conditions, these oscillations can create negative r¡alues in the numerical

solution.

The approach taken to develop a general, accurate a,nd robust scheme for mod-

elling transport processes is as follows. Taking the problem of modelling gas dis-

charges as ân exa,mple, certain desirable properties of the numerical results are

obtained. In Chapter Two, a collection of standard explicit finite difference schemes

is reviewed. Associated with this is an investigation into the calrses of numerical

dispersion and numerical diffusion which a¡e two undesirable features in a numerical

solution. Methods for comparing difrerent schemes based on the modified equivalent

equation (Noye and Hayman, 1986), and how efiectively the schemes model single

Fourier components of the initiat condition, Noye (1984), and groups of Fourier

components (Cathers and O'Connor, 1985) are demonstrated.
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The distortion of the r¡arious Fourier components by a numerical scheme will be

quantified by three functions known as the wave propagation pararneters for that

scheme. It will be shown that there is an equivalence in the order of accuracy of the

modifi.ed equivalent equation and the accuracy with which difierent Fourier compon-

ents of the solution are modelled. It is possible to explain the major fl.aws of each

scheme by exa.rnining how successfully the different Fourier modes are transmitted.

Using the modified equivalent equation, it is then possible to design schemes that

improve the t¡ansmission of the For¡¡ier modes, and are correspondingly more accur-

ate in general. This process is shown to yield the more cornrnonly used high order

schemes and raises the possibility of improving other schemes. From this we obtain

a benchmark with which to compare new schemes.

Chapter Three discusses implicit fi,nite difference sch.emes. Starting from stand-

a,rd implicit schemes, some new high order schemes a¡e obtained using the modified

equivalent equation approach as discussed in Chapter Two. These methods are not

only of a high order of accuracy in theory but also in practice. It will also be

shown that the approximations must be of high order in both space and time and

that neglecting temporal approximations imposes a severe restriction on the over-

a.ll accuracy of the scheme. A further complication in the use of implicit schemes

is the problem of supplying appropriate boundary conditions. This will be briefly

discussed, since although it is not a diff.cult problem to overcome, the application

of incorrect bounda¡y conditions may lead to a significant loss of accuracy. Results

f¡om some simple tests will verify that this process is successful in improving the

accuracy of linear schemes. A collection of error measures will be used to quantify

this improvement.

It ìrill also be shown, that for the oçlicit schemes to obtain the accuracy of the

new implicit schemes requires considerably more computational time, and so in this

sense, the new schemes axe very efficient. Furthermore, the improvement in accuracy

due to increased resolution is much greater for the high order implicit schemes than
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the other schemes discussed.

All the numerical schemes discussed in the next two chapters will be linear, in

that if a linea¡ system is beiug modelled the numerical scheme will also be linear.

Godunov (1959) showed that if smooth ¡esults are required then first order upwind-

ing is the least diffusive explicit two-level linear scheme. As shown in Chapter Two,

however, this pa^rticula¡ scheme is not satisfactory for modelling advective processes.

As a result, various non-linear modifications have been developed. A review of these

is presented in Chapter Four to provide ¿ þsaehma.rk for positive def.nite schemes,

a¡rd also to try to find an avenue by which some of the high order schemes developed

in Chapte¡ Three may be made positive defi.nite.

Chapter Five details the development of high order implicit positive definite

schemes. By combining the approach of Boris and Book (1973) and Zalesak (1979)

with the new methods developed in Chapter Three, new schemes are obtained that

pleserve the accuracy of the high order schemes but remove the associated numerical

oseillations. For some time it was considered that this approach could not succeed,

but by careful consideration of all terms in the finite difference equation, a highly

accurate implicit and smooth finite difference scheme can be obtained. Possible

improvements to this new scheme are also discussed. There are essentially three

components to the new scheme, the high order solution, the low order solution and

the process by which the two are combined. Each of these will be dealt with in turn.

Chapter Six discusses additional numerical tests of the new method developed

in Chapter Five for the case where the velocity field varies in space. This chapter

also includes a discussion on the use of this new method in a model of gas discharges

developed by Morrow (1985), demonstrating the success of this scheme in overcom-

ing the difficulties mentioned earlier. A discussion on avenues for future research

concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Standard Explicit Finite
Difference Schemes

In this chapter, different approaúes to obtaining accurate finite difference schemes

are discussed. Comparing some sta¡dard explicit schemes that ¡esult from these

approaches provides a bench"'ark for testing other scl.emes. The limitations of

these different derirr¿tions in producing higher order schemes will be discussed. It

will also be shown how the modif.ed equivalent equation and wave propagation

characteristics may be used to derive most of these sc,b.emes and so obtain a strategy

for developing schemes of arbitra,ry order. An important pa,rt of modelling is the

computational efiort expended in obtaining results. The balauce between accuracy

and speed depends very heavily on the particular application. The length of the

model time, the speed of the computer being used and the number of grid-points

in the computational mesh must all be ta^ken into consideration, and as computers

become more and more powerful, the balance between speed and accuracy will

continue to e.hange. It will be demonstrated in Chapter Two that, for a given

level of accuracy, it is more efficient to use a high order scheme tha.n a low order

scherne. As mentioned previously, other features of the numerical solution, such as

smoothness, may also need to be considered, depending on the pa,rticular application.

Fo¡ the moment, however, attention will be focussed on the differences between the

numerical schemes a,nd the exact solution, leaving the problem of obtaining smooth

results to Chapter Four.
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To compare the accuracy of different numerical methods a model problem is

required, such as solving the one-dimensional advection equation

ðþ _a@Ð nü,# = o (2_1)

þ(',0) : Í(')

for þ(a,ú) over the domain. æ e [0, f], t ì 0 and where u: : at(t,ú) is the advective

velocity.

Numerical solutions to this equation exhibit the dispersive and/or diffusive errors

that are typical of numerical simulations of all advective processes. The diffusive

euors lead to undue smoothing of the numerical solution and the dispersive errors

ma,nifest themselves as oscillations producing many unphysical local extrema. These

two different types of errors may even occur at the same time. The reason for their

appea,rance will be seen later to be inherent to any numerical approximation.

A diffusive term is not included in the model equation since physical diffusion can

serve to mask the numerical errors; by smoothing out the profile the oscillations are

reduced and both the dispersive and diffusive errors a¡e then further reduced by the

physical diffusion. The spurious oscillations are d¿mFed out, and by smoothing the

solution the numerical diffusion is not so obvious. Since a scheme should produce

accu¡ate results in as broad a rarge of conditions as possible, it is worth investigating

the case of pure advection, modelled by Eq. (2.1).

The advection process will be modelled on a uniform space-time grid with gúd-

spacing Aæ and time-step Aú. The grid coordinates will be given by (r¡rtn) :

(iA;rrzAú) for i : L,..., J and rù: L,..., JV. The r¡alue of any function h at a point

(r¡rt*) on this mesh will be denoted bV hî. As in ma,ny nr¡merical models, the

velocity will be assum.ed to be given at half grid-points as in the Arakawa-C grid

(or "Richardson lattice" ). This gives a more accurate representation of the physical

process as the grid values of u now represents the velocity of the material being

advected between neighbouring grid-points. It is trivial, holrever, to change the

difference equations for the case where the velocity is given at the grid-points.
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To avoid errors due to the approximation of bounda¡y conditions, cyclic bound-

ary conditions will be used in the numerical tests discussed in this chapter. With

cyclic boundary conditions, the cotttFarisons between the different schemes are more

representative of the relative performances in general. Since a widely applicable

scheme is desired, it is reasonable to determine the general shortcornings of each

scheme without reference to its application in specifi.c cases.

To fully understand a numerical scheme it is essential io know how accurately

the numerical solution approximates the true solution at the mesh points. From

this, the cause of errors and thei¡ severity can be determined. This can be done

in two ways. One method is to compa,re the results of numerical experiments,

the other is to measure particular aspects of the numerical solution, such as how

much dispersion and diffusion is introduced by the scheme and how well it models

the true group velocity for a range of Fourier components. Eac,h approach has its

disadvantages. Numerical experiments only show how well the scheme performed

with a particula,r initiat condition (other initial conditions may produce difierent

results), but they do serve to illustrate the theoretical findings. Alternativel¡ by

lqeldng at the distortion of difierent For¡¡ier components by the numerical scheme,

it is possible to see how well the scheme performs for general initial conditions, but

only in the case of coustant velocit¡ that is when solving

a*-*:o e.2)ù'-ar-"
where u:ut a positive constant.

Throughout this thesis, to will be used when the velocity may vary and ø when

the velocity is assumed constant.

It is also difficult to see the interplay between the difierent t¡res of distortions.

For example, some schemes do not transmit short Fourier components well, intro-

ducing a lag and da^mping, yet other schemes may only introduce a lag. It may not

be obvious which is the better scheme, since the da,mping of small oscillations can

stop the development of the spurious oscillations introduced by the phase lag. This

8



interaction between the va¡ious deformations is only shown by certain numerical

tests. Used in conjuaction, however, these two approaches give an indication of how

a numerical scheme will perform in most problems.

To quantify the overall accuracy of a scheme it must be tested on a pa,rticular

problem, such as the wideþ used test case of advecting a wavetrain of "Gaussian

1" pulses at consta,nt velocity. Later, other tests will also be used to illustrate

certain features. A Gaussian pulse is useful as it possesses steep gradients, and a

sharp peak. (Throughout this work, 'þulse" shall be used to denote the body of

the waveform, a,nd the "peøk" is defrned to be the region within a few gridpoints

of the majrimum of the pulse.) There a,re, however, deficiencies with this test. For

example, initial conditions may well not be infinitely differentiable in practice, and

so there is some value in using an initial condition that is not so smooth. In later

chapters, semi-elliptical pulses will be used to demonstrate specific failings of certain

methods. Initially, the problem of the simple advection of infinitely differentiable

pulses will be solved, before other complicatioú.s are dealt with.

2.L W-ave Propagation Parameters

As mentioned earlier, it is useful to have analytic quantitative compa.risons as well as

numerical results to compare more readily how certain aspects of advection a¡e mod-

elled. In order to do this, formulae are needed that relate the numerical propaga-

tion of Fou¡ie¡ components to their analytic propagation. This ca.n really only

be done in a constant velocity field. The main features of the advection plocess

which a¡e of concern involve the amplitude, phase speed and group velocity of the

numerical ïsaves. To derive relationships between the numerical and the analytic

propagation of waves, consider a Fourier component of wavelength ) being propag-

ated by Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2). By defining the aea-rlimsasional wavelength and

lWhile it is acknowledged that functions of the form exp(-øz f ø) have ouly a slight conuection
with C.F. Gauss, it has become standa¡d practice in the lite¡ature to refer to such functions as

Gaussiar.
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ì¡¡avennmber to be lV¡ - ),lAa aîd P:ZtrlNx, respectively, one obtains the ex-

act solution to the difference equation, pl : G^ exp{i/j}, i : ,1/--l which may

be compa.red with the exact solution of the differential equation Eq. (2.2), nameþ

pi : 
"*p {2tri(æ¡-ut^)lÀ}. The complex amFlitude or the "uon Neumo,nn o,rnp-

I'i,ficøtion føctor" (O'Brien at al. 1950), G, depends on B as well as aûy constant

appearing iu the difference equation, such as the Courant number c - ut&tlAæ. An

e:çression is obtained for G directly by substitution into the diffe¡ence equation.

Noye (1987) has shown that the numerical phase speed of a Fourier component is

given by
.lV.rA-

u¡¡ : :ffi ars{G(c, B)} , (2.3)

so the ratio to the exact phase speed (u) is given by the relative phase speed,

p(c,Nx)-b-- -iVr

2rc
arg {G(c,B)} (2.4)

and the ratio to the numerical a.rnplitude of the component to the true amplitude

(unity) is the amplitude response

((", /vr) - lG(c, p)l*^t" (2.5)

An expression for the numerical group velocity is fouud by difrerentiating Eq. (2.3).

Comparing this with the exact grorlp velocity gives the result obtained by Cathers

and O'Con¡or (1985) for the ratio of the numerical group velocity to the true group

velocit¡ namely the relative group velocity

z(c,/vr): (w)lw)
: -R4G)LapWrn(G))+_rnù(G)hlRe(G)l (2.6)

"lGl'
In the particular case where lGl : 1 the above equation reduces to

z(", /vr) :fuY:'"lg)l (2.7)
c Im(G\
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z.L.L Modified Equivalent Equation (MEPDE)

Another analytic gsmparison which shows how successfully the advection process is

being modelled, is to deter-ine how closely the finite difference equation resembles

the advection equation, Ee. Q.2). For sufficiently differentiable functions this can be

done by means of the moilified equiualent pørtiøl ilifierentáal equation (or MEPDE)

as follows. Firstly, the the equivalent partial difierential equation (p.d.".) is ob-

tained by replacing the discrete values pî bV the continuous function p(a¡,ú') and

oçanding each term of this equation about the point (r¡,t"). The solution of this

p.d.e. agrees with the difference equation at the gridpoints and will involve both

spatial and temporal derivatives. From this, the modified equivalent equation may

þs qþfa.insd by repeatedly differentiating the equivalent p.d.e. and then cancelling

various derivatives leaving an equation of the form

#*,3;:åltff)n-'roç"¡ffi (2s)

where the functions r¡n(c) depend on the pa,rticular difference equation. For conveni-

e\ce, nq will be used in place of.qoþ), with the dependence on c being assumed. The

term on the right hand side will be known as the residuøl of the modified equivalent

equation.

This process ïsas first described by'Warming and Hyett (1974) and modified and

expanded by Noye and Eayman (1986). In the following, a scheme is referred to as

being of order k if.q" is identically zelo for all q < k and 7¡..,.1 is some non-zero func-

tion; that is, it approximates the original p.d.e. with an error O{(Aæ)È}. There is

also the co"nection between the modified equirralent equation a¡d the wave propaga-

tion parameters mentioned previously. It should be clear that this process assumes

that the initial conötions (and hence the solution from then on) axe everytvhere in-

finitely difierentiable. While this is not generally the case, it will be assumed for this

chapter; the problems that arise when the initial conditions are not difierentiable in

some places will be discussed in Chapter Three.

It will be shown that if a scheme is of o¡der É, where fr is odd, then the difference
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scheme has an amplitude response of the form L + O{iV;É} as JV¡ a oor that is,

the arnplitude response of well resolved Fourier c,eñFonents is approximated with

error O{(Aø)È}, and that the numerical phase speed errors a¡e at most O{(A*)**t}.

Similarly it r¡rill be shown that for a scheme of even order, these compoaents pos-

sess a numerical phase speed that is in error by terms of O{(Aæ)e} and that the

a.mplitude response is approximated with error a.re at most O{(Â,æ¡t+t}. So a con-

nection exists between 1þs ls¿rting error term. of the modified equivalent equation

and the dor"inant source of error. From this, it is clear that the odd terms in the

modified equivalent equation contribute to the phase error a,nd the even terms are

associated with a-Flitude errors.

This approach also gives the minimum number of points needed to produce

a scheme of order lc, namely k + 2. This is because the Taylor series errpansion

of a difference scheme has as many degrees of freedom as the modified equivalent

equation. To obtain a scheme of order &, the coefi.cients oL p, àpl0;, ..., ffpl0æk

at (a¡,ú') must all be set to zero and the coefrcients of ïpl0t, 0pl0æ must match

those in Eq. (2.2) , St"iog k + 2 degrees of freedom. Alternativ"ly, it gives the

maximum order possible for a scheme with a particular stencil.

As the modified equivalent equation was obtained by algebraic manipulation of

the original Taylor series expansion, it equals the solution to the difierence equation

at the gridpoints. Now if the initiat condition for the modifred equivalent equation

is a single Fourier component of wavelength ), i.e. p(a,0): exp(i2ræl)t), then the

solution is

p(r,t\ - Gtt^t exp(iBæl\.æ) (2.9)

The solution to the difference equation is given bV p'] : Gn expþPi). Substitution

of Eq. (2.9) into the modified equivalent equation, along with the ¡esult il(Gt)ldt:

(ln G)Gú, gives

h G : -icB -t "Ð,r,#" (2.10)

Writing Z - Gz*l@'), then the a,mplitude response of the difference scheme is given
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by ( : lzl. h then follows that

2r
InZ lnG

Bc

or

: -hci*Tp_r"+"

/-
z : exp lzñ\rt"

\ o=,

(ip)n-'
ql

(2.11)

(2.t2)

(2.r7)

Suppose thal q. is the first non-zero even coefficient in the series, then only the

odd coefrcients qn are non-zero, and so TrGB)q-l is real for g ( m, making

0 :2r E qnup)o-t lq,. (2.13)
q<tn

real. Hence

Z : ei9 exp
2riBþB)^-t

(2.14)
ml

which, when expanded asymptotically, gives

e:Vl-1+2"{"+q^+O{P*} as þ-0. (2.15)

If a scheme is order Ic then the modified equivalent equation is

0p - ðp u(/'æ) h }ktlo å u(Aa\q-r Tqo

*+ufr: ffi nn+tffi*,J-;,Ë q"# (2'16)

and by definition, m ) k* 1. Hence, Eq. (2.15) implies that the amplitude response

is at least order k. If a scheme is of odd order then the leading term is such that m

equals k * L, and the leading error term is associated with a'nplitude errors.

l¡ ¿ simi]¿¡ fashion, it can also be shown that removal of terms from the modified

equirralent equation also gives higher order approximations to the phase speed. The

relative phase speed is given by p: -arB{G}/(cB) aú, Eq. (2.10) gives

G: erfp -icþ * cD (¿p)
Tc

q-lhri 
"rr^Y"-'r"l

oo

q=2 q

q

Denoting the first non-zero odd coefi.cient by T,n úd redefi-ning I by

rlsc0 D
Q1n

qlsl(

13

i,B) (2.18)



which is real, gives

(iB)"
(2.1e)

the two solutions depending on whethet (n - L)12 is even or odd, respectively.

Asymptotic e:çansion in B gives

B ^-1p-L++ q,"+O{F"}øsB+o (2.20)

showing that a difference scheme with modified equiwaleut equation of order & will

also propagate Fourier components to within a factor of order lc. Note that this

analysis describes what happens as B tends to 0 which corresponds to .\ (or /V¡) ap-

proacl'ing oo and gives no information on how well the very short wave components

a,re propagated.

Not only do wave propagation parameters, the MEPDE a,nd numerical exper-

iments give a comprehensive means of comparing different schemes, but the lin-k

between the first two gives the opportunity to design schemes with r¡a¡ious prop-

erties. Noye (1987) has shown the link between a given computational stencil and

the possible MEPDE's for that stencil and has used that to derive schemes which

rninirnizs (in som.e sense) either the numerical diffusion or dispersion present. The

task here is to really minimize both, since the goal is to design a positive definite

scheme. Using the MEPDE approach, howevet, restricts the choice to purely linea¡

constant coefrcient schemes. If only explicit schemes a¡e considered, limits a¡e im-

posed by the result of Godunov (1959) to a scheme with no less diffusion than first

order upwinding, whic,h will be shown to be unsatisfactory for the purposes of this

a,rgnment. The equirralence between terms in the MEPDE and the wave propaga-

tion para,meters will still be useful, since apart from the problem of smoothness,

the higher the order of the residual terms in the wave propagation para.meters, the

more accurate in a broader dass of problems is the numerical scheme. So, given any

appropriate computational stencil, it is possible to construct a difierence equation

G : eo .*pl-¿.B ¡4- rnl,
q^+ E

9)m
rlc

ql
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that maximizes the order of the wave propagation parameters, i.e. maximize /c in

/2k(:1+n;kffi.tt*+tto{Pr*'} (2.2L)

for & odd, or
6*P:L+fuTn+t*o{Pr*'} (2.22)

for & even.

Since it is not possible to examine every stencil (as they are infinite in number),

only two-level methods will be examined here. This still leaves considerable scope

and has the adrr¿ntage of including many schemes that a¡e unconditionally stable

(in the von Neumann sense)2. \ryith two-level methods, it is relatively easy to ensure

unconditional stability, whereas once data f¡om more than two distinct time levels

is included, it is not so simple. As shall be seen later, the unconditional stability of

some schemes has considerable advantages.

2.2 Upwind Difference Schemes

In the remainder of this chapter, various well known finite difierence schemes are

analyzed in the light of the above measures of performance. Some of the schemes

discussed here may be developed by many difierent approaches, however, only the

approaches that best lend themselves to obtaining higher order sctremes will be

presented. This is not intended to be an exhaustive classif.cation of all ûnite differ-

ence schemes but rather an attempt to disclose the failings of, and describe the at-

tempts to improve, the commonly used methods. Some Iess cottrttronly used schemes

a¡e included to illustrate how they frt into the general developmeut of the high order

schemes described in the ne:ct chapter.

The discussion begins with the basic lsshniques and points out their successes

and failures. The precise nature of the errors of each scheme must be determined in

order to compa,re the strengths and weaLtresses of the different schemes.

zFbom hereou "stability" wilI be assumed to be in the von Neumann seuse uuless explicitly
stated otherwise.
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The comparisons will be made on the basis of MEPDE's, ïvave propagation

parameters and numerical tests. The v¿lue of the fi.rst two was discussed earlier.

The latter provides a guide to the amount of computational time required to obtain

the solution, as well as being necessary to demonstrate the impact of high frequency

rtraves in the initial conditions. There is also much rralue in an illustration of a

numerical solution as this is often the best way to appreciate the efiects of dispersion

a¡d diffusion which, to some extent, cancel each other.

There are many ways of deriving the class of finite difference schemes knowu

as upwind ili,ffercncing, one of which is based on following the chørøcterùstics fot

Eq. (2.2) given by æ - ut + C for any a,rbitrary constant C. Along this path, p is

constant, gt.'iog p(art + A¿) : p(a - u&t,ú). Thus the problem of approximating

p(*¡,t +t) reduces to one of estimatirg p(æ¡-u\t,t"). This can be done by Lagrange

interpolation between the values at time ú', with different knots for the interpolation

grtiog different schemes. This will be seen to be equivalent to successively removing

terms from the modified equivalent'equation.

To constru ct a kù order upwind scheme requires a &Úh order polynomial, involving

(/c + 1) values at time ú', which is used to interpolate the ralue of. p(æ¡ - u&trtn) :

Rf+1. This gives a stencil involving ft+2 points, which is consistent with the modified

equation approactr. The selection of these Ic points leads to the difrerent classes of

upwind schemes. There is no restriction on how these points a¡e chosen, except

that if the interpolation is through the points t¡-tr...tair...,æ¡a- then m 1llot

stability. The simplest argument for this is based on physical reasons, nameþ that

since information is advected ftom upstream to downstream points, it does not seem

logical to incorporate mo¡e downstrea,m information than upstream information. It

should also be noted that when extended to the case where velocity u - u(a,t), il,

is then assumed that the velocity is locally constant within the interval (æ¡-t,æ)

so that the scheme is no longer strictly order ft. This is also consistent with the

modified equation approach as this corresponds to terms involving derivatives of ur

16



entering the modifi.ed equivalent equation.

In all of the cases discussed in this thesis, the modifi.ed equation approach gives

an identical difference equation to that obtained by upwind differencing, if the same

stencil is used. This is as e:çected, since both Lagrange interpolation and the

modifred equation approach are based on removing successive terms of the Taylor

series expansion of the difference equation. In fact, the author and associates have

always found there to be a unique scheme of order /c for any given stencil involving

lc*2 points, although no proof has been found that this is always true. Provided that

there is a unique scheme of order Ic for a stencil of fr + 2 points (such as is the case

for the stencils described here), then by the equivalence of the modified equivalent

equation and the wave propagation parameters, it then follows that upwind schemes

have minimal phase and amplitude error. In this case, the minimum is taken over

all finite difference schemes defrned on the same stencil as the particular upwind

scheme.

2.2.L First Order Upwinding

If linea¡ interpolation between the points æ¡ and æ¡-r is used to estimate p(æ¡ -
u&t,tn), then the interpolating polynomial is

Pr(") : pî + (, -')þi - P'iìlaæ (2.23)

Since pT*' : p(æ¡ - u\t,t ) = P1(æ¡ - u\t), the resulting finite difference

equation is

pT*' : p'i - "þi - pî-r) (2.24)

where c, the Courant number, is constant. The modifi.ed equivalent equation for

this scheme is then

#*'3;: ffa-\#+ o{(aæ)'z} (2.25)

Writing F,q. (2.2\ in f.ux form, namely

Pi*' : Pi - Í¡+î + Í¡-i Q.26)
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where f¡+ï: c¡¡\p?, gives a scheme suitable for use with variable velocity, namely

PT*' : p'i - "¡+rp'i 
+ c¡-¿ei-t Q.27)

\[hen the velocity, z.r, varies with time, c¡*; should be calculated from a r¡alue of

ø¡*¡ that is representative of the velocity over the interval [ú',¿'*t]. The simplest

form is an arithmetic mean, but other choices are available, depending oû the par-

ticular problem at hand a,nd user preference. The value of. c¡*2 will be assumed to

be given by suc,h a representative value throughout this thesis.

For the remainder of this thesis, only the flux-form will be given, although the

MEPDE and wave propagation parameters refer to the special case ü, : ?¿, a con-

stant. In all numerical results, it will always be the flux form that is used, even if

the velocity is constant in the experiment. This is because the Central P¡ocessor

Unit (CPU) time required by the scheme will naturally differ, depending on how the

scheme is coded. Since it is the flr¡x form that is used in practice, it is appropriate

to quote times using this form rather than the constant velocity form. This has no

efiect on the accuracy of the sc,heme since, if the velocity is constant in a numerical

ex¡leriment, the two formulations give identical results.

The diference equation Eq. (2.27) is still often used because of its simplicity

and the fact that it guarantees smooth results. In many applications it is crucial

that the numerical solution is smooth. A linea¡ difference scheme is guaranteed to

pÌeserve smoothness in the data if it preserves monotonicit¡ which is equivalent to

fi+1 b"iog betweeu pi-t andpi' (Boris and Book, 1973). Stability requires c ( 1 and

thus this method must give a value of p';*t which satisfies the smoothness condition.

Unfortunatelg this is the sole adr¡antage of using this method. An slr¿mFle of the

performa,nce of this scheme is shown in Fig. 2.1(d), where the initial condition was

a Gaussian pulse of the form exp{-400(æ - 0.5)'}. The pulse was advected at a

speed ø : 0.8 for 10 periods with a grid-spacing of 0.01, and a Couriint number of

0.4. This test will form the basis for comparing most of the schemes discussed in

this ùapter. The excessive damping due to this scheme is readily apparent with

18



the numerical solution (the solid line) being so diffuse that only the last vestiges of

the pulse remain. That such behaviour is typical of this scheme ca¡ be seen from

Fig. 2.1(a) illustrating the amplitude response of a range of Fourier modes for a

variety of Cor¡¡ant numbers. Modes of wavelength up to fi.fty grid-spacings are still

signifi.ca.ntly damped after only one period, and so it is not surprising that after ten

periods all but the longest modes have been damped out. The phase speed of these

components is better although it could still be improved. This is not surprising, as

it can be seen from the modif.ed equivalent equation that the a,mplitude response is

of the form 1+ O{/V;l} but the ¡elative phase speed has form 1+ O{jV;z}, i.e. the

amplitude response has fi¡st order errors but the errors in phase speed are second

order.

The relative phase speed of this sc,h.eme is shown in Fig. 2.1(b) for completeness,

along with the relative group velocity in Fig. 2.1(c). While the relative phase speed

is mediocre in comparison with schemes discussed below, the considerable da,mping

of the short Fourier components mea,ns that they are eliminated from the numer-

ical solution and so it is immaterial how accurately they are propagated. For this

reason the position of the numerical peak relative to the true pea,k is quite accutate,

since only the components that have a relative phase speed nea.r unity survive the

numerical damping.

For a process to be well-modelled by this scheme the grid-spacing should be

less than about one'fi.ftieth of the smallest significant component. So although this

scheme produces results very quickly (one multiplication and one addition per time-

step per grid-point), to produce accurate results requires a very high number of grid-

points a.nd hence time-steps, since for stability the Courant number c is required to

be no greater tha.u one. It rrill be shown at the end of the following chapter that

the increase in resolution required to obtain accurate results makes the scheme

rather ineffcient in terms of absolute computational resources required and as such,

the scheme is of little practical use as it stands. The one feature in its favour
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is that the solution is gua,ranteed to be smooth. Godunov (1959) showed that

this was the highest order explicit two-level linear scheme with this property. As

this scheme is obviously unacceptable, and in the absence of any better smooth

implicit solutions, considerable effort was spent on developing non-linea^r schemes,

as discussed in Chapter Three. One of the characteristics of all these se¡1-lineax

methods is that they generally require a high order súeme to blend with a positive

defi.nite (and therefore low order) sc.heme. As the low order scheme will always be

very poor, its contribution to the solution should be rninimized, which requires the

high order scheme to be as accurate as possible. It will also be shown that there is a

direct relationship between a scheme being high order and higbly accurate. For this

reason, a¡rd because higher order sctremes turn out to be more effcient at sþf¿ining

accurate results, the rest of this chapter and the nerct will be devoted to developing

higher order schemes.

2.2.2 Lax-Wendroff

This is another sc,heme which has many derivations. One approacb. is to consider

it as a second order fo¡m of the scheme discussed above, which uses quadratic

interpolation between the points (æ¡-t,t"), (t¡,ú') and (ri*r,ú") to estimate p(a¡ -
ut&t,ú'). This interpolating polynomial is now given by

pr(r) - p1(æ) -þ - u)@--'¡-') þ,]*, - 2p,] + pi-r) (2.28)

grving the diffe¡ence equation (written in flux form)

(2.2e)

The modified equivalent equation is now

H*"#: "(Íì')'"("'-Ð#+ o{(aæ)3} (2.30)

which means that the dominant errors are now phase errors and that the a'nplitude

errors are third order. The increase in order of the ¿mFlitude errors over those for
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first order upwinding is evident by comparing Fig. 2.1(b) and Fig. 2.2(b).

The scheme may also be derived by noting that the leading error in Eq. (2.25) is

H';o-ù# (2s1)

and that Eq. (2.29) is merely the second order centred-space approximation to this

term subtracted from Eq. (2-27). Such a scheme may thus be considered as first order

upwináing without the domin¿a1 nrnplitude errors. As can be seen from Fig. 2.2(a-

d), this provides little im.provement over first order upwinding; while the amplitude

errors have been pa.rtially corrected, the phase speed errors now dominate. Large

osollations in the numerical results are thereby produced.

2.2.3 Second order upstream biassed differencing

There rvas no particular reason for choosing the points tj-Ltæi and æ¡4r to be the

knots for the interpolatiug polynomial. It would have been just as r¡alid to use

the points æ¡-zta¡-t aæ.d a¡. This choice of points, leads to the differencing known

as "upstreørn biassed," which involves possibly some downst¡eam points but always

more upstrea,m points than downstre¡m points. The point o¡ is considered to be

neither upstrearn nor downstream., and so in the case of first order interpolation only

one scheme is possible. \ryith higher order schemes, differences arise in the location

of the interpolation lc''ots as mentioned above. Using the three points æ¡-zræ¡-1 a''d

o¡ gives an interpolating polynomial

Pr,(*) : Pt(æ) þ'; - 2pi-, + p'i-r) (2.g2)

Str.iog the difierence equation (in flux form)

P,;*
1: 

Pi þi - p'i-,)

þi-, - P'ià (2'33)
c¡-*(1C;-L t

I )
+ tI

2

For the case of uniform velocity, ú : u, the MEPDE is

# * H : : ,.rr- "Xl - "ry,"+ o{(aæ)'}

22
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The wave propagation parameters and illustration of the results from the Gauss

test are shown in Fig. 2.3(a-d). The amplitude response, shown in Fig. 2.3(b)

is clearly comparable to that for the Lax-Wendroff sc,h.eme Fig. 2.2(b). The main

difference between the two schemes is in the relative phase speeds and ¡elative group

velocities. For small values of Courant number, the second order fully upstream

difference scheme tends to propagate the components and energy too rapidly whereas

the Larc-Wendroff is somewhat too slow. This explains why the major negative lobe

precedes the pulse in the test exanrFle using second order fully upstrerttr differencing,

whereas it trails the pulse in the results for the Lax-Wendroff scheme. As far as

overall accuracy is concerned, there is little to separate the last two schemes.

By combining the four comparisons (i.e. a'nplitude response, relative phase

speed, relative group velocity and the numerical s¡¿tttple) it is possible to d¡aw

two conclusions. Firstl¡ that the poor performance of these three schemes is rep-

resentatiíe of their general behaviour and not mereþ an artifact of the pa.rticular

test problem used, and secondly that first or second order errors in phase speed or

amFlitude response lead to unacceptably large erroÌs. It is difÂcult to say which of

these three schemes is the best since none of the numerical solutions particularþ

resemble the analytic solution. To produce realistic numerical solutions in a wide

rrariety of cases, an investigation of schemes that are at least third order is required.

2.3 High Order Upwind Difference Schemes

In this section, due to the poor performance of first and second order upwind

schemes, some high order extensions to upwind difrerencing are discussed. These

schemes a¡e obtained by using higher o¡der polynomials to inJerpolate the value of

p(a¡ - ut&t,n&t), with the order of the polynomial corresponding to the order of

the resulting fiaite difference sctreme.

The schemes presented in the previous section are extreme examples of methods

dominated by numerical dampiug (in the case of fi.rst order upwinding) and by
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numerical dispersion (as in the case of the second order schemes). Similar errors

will also be seen to occur with the odd order schemes (dominated by dispersive

errors), although with increasing order these errors decrease. Such behaviour is a

direct consequence of their derivation, since for a scheme of order lc, the interpolation

removes all terms up to order & from the Taylor series expansion of the difference

equation, in turn eliminating aII terms up to those of lcth order ftom the modifi.ed

equivalent equation. The leading term in the modified equiwalent equation residual

is thus qn(c)(u\æ)hlklüplAæÉ. The equivalence between this term and the leading

term in the error of the wave propagation pa,rameters, indicates that the la"rgest

errors in a scheme of order Ic (& odd) will be a.rnplitude errors and if fr is even, the

major errors will be due to dispersion, both types of errors decaying at a rate of

/v;*.

It should also be noted that upwind schemes will still contain errors due to

both diffusion and dispersion (and experience indicates this is pa,rticularþ true for

very short wavelengths). The overall performance, however, will be dominated by

difusive errors if the scheme is of odd order or dispersive errors if it is of even order.

Despite the very short Fourier components still being propagated poorþ by these

higher order schemes, improving the propagation of the well-resolved components

will improve the overall accuracy. This can be seen by exa.rnining the illustrations of

the numerical tests in the previous section Fig. 2.1(d), Fig. 2.2(d) and Fig. 2.3(d).

Consider for the moment, first order upwinding; the major errors in this scheme are

due to 1þs damping of the longer Fourier wavelengths. This must be the case, since

trþs ¿'npljtude of the short components must be considerably less than those of the

Ionge-r sqmponents, and so although the short components are completely da.mped

out in this case, the loss of amplitude correspondiug to the damping of the short

wavelength conponents is insignificant when compared to the loss of amplitude

due to the da,mping of the longer somFonents. Simila,rly, an exa.mination of the

amplitude of the oscillations in Figs.2.2(d) and 2.3(d) shows that the oscillations
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Ìrere mainly due to the poor phase speed of the intermediate components. This

can also be seen by noting that the oscillations are about 20Aa in wavelength,

although ca¡e must be taken here as the oscillations are due to components of many

wavelengths. Nevertheless, it should be dear that improving the accuracy of the

well-resolved components will increase the overall accuracy of the schemes, a,nd

hence the higher order schemes will be substantially more accurate.

Another view was given by Leonard (1934) who showed that upwinding schemes

of odd order possess "negatiue feeilback sensitiuitg " and so do not suffe¡ as badly

f¡om oscillatory errors as even order schemes. For an explicit frnite difference scheme

of the form

PT*': p'; +Ð{i)pî*, (2.35)

to possess negative feedbacÌ sensitivity, the coefficient fÁi) must be less tha,n zero.

This leads to a d"mping of oscillations with a wavelength comparable to the width

of the computational stencil. So, if third or fifth order interpolation is chosen, then

although the results a¡e dominated by ¿mFlitude errors, these errors a¡e third or

fifth order in Ao, respectively, and so they should give a considerable improvement

on the results seen up to now.

2.3.I Odd Order Upwinding

As mentioned previously, a polyoo-irf of any order may be used to interpolate the

rnlue p(a¡ - ut&t,tn). These polynomials may be constructed by the straightfor-

wa¡d use of divided differences (Kreyszig, 1983). Given any pa^rticular stencil, the

coefrcients of the interpolating polynomial ïvill be unique as these only depend on

the interpolation knots¡ which will coincide with the points in the computational

mesh. Depending on which points are chosen, difrerent scÀemes a¡e obtained. If the

interpolation uses the points a¡-27 a¡-r, a¡ a\d æ¡11, the resulting cubic is

ps(a) : p7 + *fr; - pi-,). +#þi*, - 2p,; + p'i-,)

æ2 - (Aæ)2)
Øi*, - ïp'i + ïpi-, - pî-r\

27

a(
6(Aæ)g

(2.36)



and substituting æ: -ut\t gives the finite difference equation (in flux form)

p'i*' : p'] %+1ei + c¡-2ei-t

+

+

"¡*t(I - .¡+È)

2

C:-L (r - c¡_g)

2

þi+, - Pi)

þT - Pi-,)

If instead the points ti-s,...ræ¡¡2 aÌe used, the resulting quintic is

P"(r) _ P"(r)
t ^2_ L,t æ*2Á,æ

Ø'i*, - apî + 6pî_, - apî_r+ p'i_")
2a(/,ø)a

,(r'- (A.")') (r'-  (Aæ)'?)

120(Ao)5

, (p'j*, - íp'i+, + L}pi - Llpî-, * lp'i-, - p';-")

which gives

"¡+*
(L - 1*+\

6
þi*r-zpi + p'i-r)

"i-+Q : "i-Ð þî _ zp,j_, + pî_r)

"¡+i(L - 1*;)
6

C:-L
J2

(t - c]-;)

ct*iG - c1¡rä)(2 - c¡++\ 

þî*, _ 3pî+, + spi _ pî_r)
24

c'-å1 - í-ÐQ - c¡-+) 
þ,ì*, _ Bpî + tpi_, _ pî_r)

24

"¡+ä(t-.X+i)þ-1*+)
L20

, (pî*, - 4pî+, + 6p'; - ap'j-, + pî-r)

(t-1_+)G-1_+)

(2.37)

(2.38)

(2.3e)

+

þ'i+, - Pi)

þ'i - p'i-r)

þi*r-2p'] + p'i-t)

(pî -2p'ì-'+ p'i-r)

+

6

+

+
C;-L

J2

L20
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x (p?*, - ap! + 6p'ì-, - 4p'i-, + p'i-)

This process of using successively higher and higher order polynomials to inter-

polate the r¡alue p(æ¡ - us\t, nAú) can be octended indefi:ritely. As can be seen

above, fifth order upwinding requires use of points at æ¡-s and a¡¡z and to go to

higher order upwinding requires using points still furthet away from the point of

interest. This introduces complications at the boundaries, a¡d for this reason the

ïyidth of the computational stencil will not be extended beyond six points. This

was given as a reason by Leona,rd (1984) for not going above third order, Iet alone

fifth order. Ii is still worth examining fifth order schemes, however, just to see what

gains a¡e obtained and at what ølpense.

The modified equivalent equation for third order upwinding (cubic interpolation)

is

H * "H : "(T,ù" Ç, * c t 2c2 - 4 ?"+ o{(aæ)a} (2.40)

a.nd for fifth order upwinding is

ôp
0t

.0p+u=:
Oa

u(Aa)a
6!

(2.4L\

(t, - 4c- L5c2* 5c3 * Bca - 4 #+ o{(aæ)6}

As expected, these schemes have very good phase speed, the errors being O{JV;4}

and O{iV;6}, respectively, the amplitude response being one order worse. This is

shown again in the numerical results, Fig. 2.a(d) and Fig. 2.5(d) where the distortion

of the Gaussian pulse is quite small. The oscillations still persist but the pulse has

reasonable shape, especially when compa,red with the results of previous methods. It

should also be noted that the behaviour of these schemes orhibited in Fig. 2.4(d)a.nd

Fig. 2.5(d) a^re typical for Cou¡ant numbers less than about 0.4, since as shown

in Fig. 2.4(a-c) and Fig. 2.5(a-c), the wave propagation characteristics show little

v¿riation with c for Courant numbe¡s of this size. Às such, the results presented

here are a,n apptopriate representation of the perform.ance of this scheme.
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There are other choices of knots that will give third and fifth order scì.emes,

obtained by forcing the interpolating polynomial to pass through different points.

For example, a third order scheme can be obtained by using the poiuts t¡-et...tsit

Sr"i"g the polynomial

Ps'(æ) - Pr

æ(æ * Aæ)(a *2A,æ) (2.42)
6(Aø)3

x (pi - \pi_, * ïp'i_, - p'ì_s)

The resulting finite difference scheme is unstable, as is the scheme tha.t follows f¡om

interpolating with the quintic through the points a¡-52t,æi+t

+

+

Pu"(t)

*(r2 - (Ar)')
6(Aæ)g þ'i*, - Tp'i + Spi_, - pî_r)

,(r' - (Aæ)2)(o *2A,æ)
2a(Aa)a

(p?*, - apî + 6p'i-, - 4pi-, + p'i-s)

æ2 - (A.a)z æ2_ Aa
(2.43)

120(Aø)5

x (pi+, - 
'pi+, 

+ Llpi - L}p'i_, * 
'fi_z 

- p'ià

This is not surprising since, using these polynomials, the interpolation is consistently

being performed towa¡ds one end of the interv¿l of interpolation and it is well Lttown

(Kreyszig, 1933) that Lagrange interpolation is most accurate nea¡ the middle of the

interval of interpolation and becomes unstable as the point at which the interpola-

tion is being performed moves towards the extremities of the interval. For the same

reason, using the quintic on a¡-+t...tai+t will also yield an unstable scheme. F\rr-

thermore, for reasons mentioned in the introduction to this section, there should be

more points upstream oî. (æ¡,¿') than downstream. This means that the only stable,

upwind schemes of order three and f.ve, using equispaced gridpoints are those given

by Eq. (2.37) and Eq. (2.3e).

+

+

+
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2.3.2 Fourth Order Upwind Schemes

Even though only odd order upwinding schemes possess negative feedback, it is

worthwhile investigating fourth order schemes, if only to reinforce the conclusions

made above. The fi.rst observation to be made, is that with even order schemes,

there is a choice of possible stencils to use. This was seen with the second order

schemes mentioned previously; one uses a "centred" stencil (St"i"S the Lax-Weudroff

or Leith scheme ), the other an upstream bias in the stencil. When constructing

fourth order schemes, a similar choice is possible.

If the points a¡-2t...ta.¡1¡z aîe used, the interpolating polynomial is

Pn(r): Ps(æ) +
,(r' - (Aæ)'z)(æ -2Aæ) (2.44)

24(Aa)a

x (pî+, - 4p'i+, + 6pi - 4p'i_, + p'i_r)

where P"(r) is given by Eq. (2.36). The resulting difference equation (in flux form)

1S

pi*' : pi "i+¡ri + c¡-¡ci-r
c¡+* (t - c¡¡¡)

þi*' - Pi)

þ'i - di-,)

þ'i*r-2pi+pi-r)

(ü _ 2p'i_r+ p?_r)

"¡*r(L - 1*;)
6

"¡_+(L - 1_)
6

c,*+(t - 1r)Q + c¡+Ð 
(pî*, _ zp,j*, + sp,; _ pî_r)

24
c,-åG - 4-+)(2 + c¡++) 

þî*, _ spî + sd;_, _ p,i_,)
24

+

+

+

r)

which is equivalent to the fourth order minimum ¿r"plitude error scheme of Rusanov

(1970). The modified equiwalent equation for this scheme is

(2.45)

ôp

0t
+

0pu-
oæ

(2 - cz\(L - "\#+ o{(Âæ)5}
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Alternativel¡ the points r¡-st...ræ¡a1 could have been used to consttuct the poly-

nomial

æ- Aæp*(*) : p'; + *þ'|, - pî) +
2(Aæ)2 ü*r_2pi + pi_r)

=t(## þi*,-spî +3pi-,- pi-,) (2.47)

æ((A,t\z -r')(rt2Læ)þi*, - ap'] + 6pi-' - 4pi-, + p'i-")
2a(Aæ)a

yielding the difference equation

pi*t : Pi ci+lü+t t c¡-îP'i

+

+

+

"¡+i(I - "X* )

6

C;_L
J2

(t - 1-+)
6

"¡*à(L -

(ü*r-2p'j + pi-r)

(pî -2pî-,+ $-,)

(2.48)

24

X2 - "i+tr)

tX2 - "¡-+)

'i*r. - \pi + 3pi-, - pi-r)

(p'ì - ïpi-, * 3p']-, - p'ì-")
(l - c2.\r-

24

for which the modified equivalent equation is

(2.4e)

Diagrarns illustrating the wave propagation parameters and the results of the

nr¡merical test for Eq. (2.a5) and Eq. (2.48) are given in Fig. 2.6(a-d) and Fig' 2.7(a-

d), respectively. It is readily appa,rent that the accuracy of these two schemes

is very similar, the major difference being that, again with the centred form, the

oscillations lag the pulse but they precede the pulse when the upstream biassed

scheme is used, as was found when comparing the two second order upwind schemes.

This i-'"ediately suggests another method for calculating higher order schemes, by

taking ünear combinations of two schemes of equal order, (tc), to produce a scheme

ôp

At
: -"(âä)-(B - c)(2 - "xl - "\Y,,+ o{(aæ)5}+

0p
U7

oa
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of order & + 1. In this case, the linear combination gives fifth order upwinding.

That this must be so, follows f¡om the fact that fifth order upwinding is the unique

difference scheme on the union of the two interpolation intervals la¡-sræ¡.,.1] and

læ¡_2,æ¡¡2] lhat has a modified equivalent equation of the form

0p
0t

:#r,þ)#+o{(aæ)?} (2.50)

That is to sa¡ if a weighted average of the two schemes is formed and the weight

chosen to minimize the phase error (which is equivalent to removing the term in-

volving 06pf ôa6 from the resulting MEPDE), then the weight will be such that the

combined scheme is exactly fifth order upwinding. $irnilarly the optimal combina-

tion of the two second order upwind sc,hemes is third order upwinding. In fact, Noye

(1987) has shown how this process can be used to construct "optimal" schemes, that

is, schemes which are of maximum order for a specified stencil. This technique of

taking two schemes of the same order and using a weighted average to construct

a higher order sc,heme on the combined stencil will be used in the nerct chapter to

obtain even higher order schemes .

The results of these two fourth order sc,hemes slot in very well between thfud

a,nd fifth order upwinding. The relative phase speed and group velocities shown

in Fig. 2.6(a,c) and Fig. 2.7(a,c) are very sirnila¡ to those of third order upwinding

shown in Fig. 2.4(a,c) with a zero c¡ossing in the group velocity for small c in between

Nr : 3 a¡d ]V) : 4, whereas for fifth o¡der upwinding, shown in Fig. 2.5(c), the

zero clossing is generally below Nr : 3' The a'mplitude response of these two

fourth order schemes, however, more closeþ resembles that of fi.fth order upwinding.

This sort of behaviour is as oçected ftom the MEPDE's of the four schemes. The

modifi.ed equivalent equation, Eq. (2.40), for third order upwinding shows that this

scheme has third order amplitude errors and fourth order phase errors, whereas

Eq. (2.a1) shows that fifth order upwinding has fifth order a.mplitude errors and

sixth order phase errors. W'hen compa,red with the modfied equirralent equation for

the two fourth order schemes, Eq. (2.a6) and Eq. (2.49), this is as expected, i.e. the

0p,IT:
Oæ

+
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amplitude errors are simiìa¡ to those of the fifth order scheme, but the phase errors

a¡e closer to those of third orde¡ upwinding.

2.3.3 Holly and Preissmann's Scheme

The scheme described by Holly and Preissmann (1977) uses a slightly different

method to calculate the interpolating polynomials. It involves calculating the de-

rivatives of. p at each of the grid-points as well as p itself, and allows the use of

third order interpolation, but only using information from the points (æ¡-trú*) and

(r¡rtl). The sc,heme has an advantage over the previous schemes as the compact

stencil ma,kes it easier to handle irregular boundaries and boundary conditions,

without signifi.cantly affecting the solution over the interior of the domain.

Again divided differences are used to obtain the interpolating polynomial for

p@¡ - u&t,ú'). This cubic is differentiated to give a quadratic approximation, R,

to the derivative ïpl0æ. The resulting scheme is

p';*' : ci - cz(l - z")(p'i - p'iì +

+ c2(1 - c)Læ77i_, - c(l - c)2A.a17i

(2.51)

R;*,_ -#þi-pi-,)
"(2 - 3c)"cit+ (1 - "Xl - }c)Ri

To determine linear stabilitg substitute

into the difierence equation, gtiog

Pi
Ri

P*
R* GneíPi

P*
R*

(2.52)

(2.53)(Gr - K) -0

where

c(l - c)a,æ (ce-iÊ - (1 - ")) I
-c(2 - 3c)e-;Þ + (1 - c)(1 - 3c) I

1+c2(3 -2c)(e-¿F -t)
6c(1 - "Xl - .-;e)/A,æ

I

l(:
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These equations only have non-trivial solutions if the determiua,nt of the coefi.cient

matrix is zero. This gives a quadratic equation for the eigenwalues of K, nameþ

Gr, G, and hence two solutions for pi anð,1?5. Fox stability, both of these values

must have absolute value less than or equal to unity. Flom these two v¿lues of. G,

the wave propagation parameters may be constructed, with the two values gtniog

two different modes, each with its own form of ¡r, ( u.rrd Z. One of these two

modes closely resembles the physical solution, the other is a spurious computational

mode. The computational mode will be seen to decay very quicHy for well-resolved

components. It should be noted that the eigenvalues for Eq. (2.53) will not depend

on Ao, since the eigenvalues are the solutions of

G' -(hr,rlltz,z)G!k1¡k2,2-lq,2ls2¡:0 (2.55)

where Ie¿,¡ is the (ö,j)th element of K. That is, the two terrns involving Aæ are

multiplied together, gtoiog an equation for G1, Gz which is independent of Aæ.

The initial values for the derivatives can be obtained by standard approximations,

e.g. centred or one-sided differences, such as

Ri Pi+t - P'ì-t
2Læ

Pi+t - P'ì (2.56)

Holly and Preissmann (1977) noted that the overall performance of the scheme

was virtually independent of how the derivatives are initially calculated and hence,

the wave propagation parameters shown in Fig. 2.8(a-c) refer to the physical mode

only. For the numerical test shown in Fig. 2.8(d), the derivatives were initially

calculated using the centred differences. This scheme obviously produces excellent

results, more closely representing fifth order upwinding than four-point third order

upwinrling, md the relative group velocity appea,rs to be excellent. It must be

remembered though, that this scheme requires twice the storage of the other schemes

a,nd so for a fairer comparison with four-point third order, the r¡alues for the wave

propagation parameters for Eolly and Preissma,nn's scheme should be compared with

As
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those of twice the resolution for the four-point scheme, Eq. (2.37). That is, using

"HP" to denote Eolly and Preissmann's scheme and "UW3" to denote four-point

third order upwinding, the amplitude response, eøe(",lVr), should be compared

with (¿rry3(2cr?N¡) and sirnilarly for the relative phase speed a,nd group velocity.

When this is done, the performance of the two schemes is quite similar. This is

shown in Fig. 2.9(a-c) which illustrates the performance of four-point third order

upwinding with twice the grid-spacing. The results show how well a particula.r

Fourier component is advected by third order upwinding with twice the resolution.

Eence, JV¡ refers to the oos-dimensional wavelength in the low resolution case,

whereas the nalues ol.y, lt a,nd ( refer to the high resolution case. For example,

a component of length 2Aa in the low order solution is propagated with phase

speed p(c12,2) in the high resolution case (where c refers to the Courant number

in the low resolution case). The diagrams here are much closer tha¡ those for Holly

a,nd Preissmarn's scheme shown in Fig. 2.8(a-c). Another point about Eolly and

Preissmatttr's scheme is that it cannot be written in flux fo¡m and so when the

velocity ar rn¡ies with space this scheme is not necessarily conserr¡ative.

In one¡dirnensional problems, the issue of storage is generally not crucial, but

in multi-di"'ensional computations it is significant, and for this reason it may be

thought preferable to use third order upwinding which is still quite accurate.

Holly and P¡eissm.'tn's approach does give a fast and accurate súeme, and if

higher order forms can be found then these will be both compact and fast. There

are three possible approaches. One is to advect the second spatial derivative as

well as the first, however, this means tripling the storage of the scb.eme, which is

undesirable. The other two possible approac.h.es involve using a three-point scheme

rather than a two-point scheme. For enample, using values a,t a¡-t, æ¡ and æ¡¡t

gives

pi*' : P'i - þ-+ +fln n';

+ ir, - "')(p']+, - 2p'; + p'ì-,) - iø - 3"')ui+t - pi-,)
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ffo - "')(RT*, - 2'ti +Ri-,)+

R';*' : Ri - e -'$w; - fio - "')(pî*, - zpi + p'i-,)

L5c2 .+ ffirt - "'\þ'i*, - pî-r) + itt - 2c2)(1ti*, - R'i-r)

ia - 'c2)(Iti*, 
- 2r?:; + Ri-,)

(2.57)

(2.5s)

or using values at a¡-z , æi-t and æ¡ gives

c(L - c)2(2-.)
ItrqznT + aRä-r) - sp'i * apî-, + p'i-r)

4

"(1 - c)z(z - c)2 ¡

4 êr7?:i + 4't?i-t + Rià - tpî + sp';-rl

R';*' - R'; +(1 -2c)

+ (t - c)(1 - 3")

(t-"X4cz - 8c*2)

W'; -*r;-c'ì-,)]
lo; *Ri-,- *r; - e';-)]

4 lzni + aui-, * fieu o; + api-, + e';-,)]

(1-c)(2-c) (9"' - I + 2)

4
X

þ, +a*i-r*Rî-,-hr; - nîìl

Unfortunately both of these schemes are unconditionally unstable and so this is not

a suitable approach for obtaining very high order schemes.

2.4 Conclusion

A variety of explicit finite difierence schemes have been discussed in this chapter

in order to provide a benchmark against which other schemes can be compa,red.

These schemes were derived here using polynomial interpolation to approximate
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p(j&, - ut\t,n&t), although when originally developed, many of them were de-

rived by other methods. It was pointed out that using Lagrange polynom.ials to

perform the interpolation was equirnlent to obtaining a modified equivalent equa-

tion of the highest possible order for an equivalent stencil. All these schemes can

be obtained directly using the modified equivalent equation of Noye and Eayman

(1986) as discussed earlier in this chapter.

The derivation using interpolation Ìsas used as it provides some additional insight

into which stencils are candidates to produce stable schemes. The behaviour of high

order polynomial interpolation towards the ends of the interpolation interval restricts

the upstrea- bias of the possible stencils. The modified equivalent equation has,

however, been shown to give additional information on the likely performance of the

scheme due to the equivalence between it and the wave propagation parameters.

In addition to the likety accuracy of the scheme, the modified equivalent equation

also provides an insight into the nature of the dominant errors, i.e. whether the errors

a,re predominantly due to numerical da.mping or numerical dispersion.

The v¿Iiöty of using the wave propagation parameters (or the modified equival-

ent equation) as a basis for compa,ring different schemes is demonstrated by com-

paring the test case of advecting a thin Gaussian peak. That is, irnFroving the

order as Ao + 0 of the wave propagation para,meters (or the modified equivalent

equation ) not only provides greater accuracy in the limit as L,æ + 0, but also

improves accuracy in general. This has only been shown for a case where the initial

conditions are everywhere infinitely difierentiable; the efiect of using more general

initial conditions will be discussed in the next chapter.

The¡e remains the problem of how to quantify accuracy. Table 2.1 presents a

comparison of different error measures for the schemes discussed in this chapter. The

eÍrors were calculated using the standard example of advecting a Gaussian pulse for

ten periods and these illustrate several different features of each scheme's perform-

ance. From this, it is possible to gain an impression of the overall performance
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Table 2.1:Erro¡ measlues for standa¡d difference schemes for the test problem with a Gaussian pulse as the initial condition and
cyclic boundary conditions. The'Peak Slúft i¡ given as a fraction of the grid spacing, Âr by which the numerical peak
leads the true peak. All other measures are given in absolute terms.

rÈ
Ctt

Peak

Height

-0.1

-6.6

7.4

0.0

0.1

0.0
-0.8

0.8

0.0

0.r4
0.89

0.75

0.92

0.71

0.74

0.93

0.92

0.96

Peak

shifr

Drror of
3'd Moment

-7.5 x 10
-5.5x 10-t
5.3x10-2
2.5x 10-13
-1.0x 10-E
2.8x10-8
2.7xl}-s
-6.5x 10-a
-2.2x l0-8

l.2x42.30

29.16

28.74

0.14

2.00
1.62

2.01

1.72

0.05

?.9x 10-2
-1.1x 10-3
-5.5x 10-o
-2.9x 10-6
1.4x 10-õ
6.1 x l0-a

-3.5x l0-{
4.0x 10-8

Rel. Erro¡ of
2'd Moment

Rel. Error of
l't Moment

Minimum

{

Sum Neg.

Values

0
-3.?x10-r
-4.0x l0-l
-5.2x 10-4
-2.2x10-r
-3.9x 10-r
-4.5x10-l
-4.3x l0-r
-1.6x 10-2

3.7x10-r
-3.0x10-r
-2.8 x l0-1
-8.0x l0-3
-4.3 x 10-2
-3.?x l0-2
-8.?xl0-2
-8.8 x l0-2
-3.4x10-3

Maximum

8.6x 10-r
5.7x10-1
4.7x l0-r
?.9x 10-2
2.9x l0-r
2.6x 10-r
1.4 x 10-r
1.4 x 10-l
4.4x10-2

Scheme Error

2.2x10-r
2.0x 10-1
1.5 x 10-r
1.8 x 10-2
7.5x10-2
6.7x10-2
3.9 x l0-2
3.9x l0-2
1.1x 10-2

First order Upwinding
Lax-Wendroff scheme
2'd order Upstream biased
Holly & Preissmann

- with half the resolution
3'd order Upwinding
Rusanov's 4th order scheme
4th order Upstream l¡iased
5th order Upwinding '



of each scheme. The errors are all calculated by examining the numerical solution

after the final time-step only, so that the minimum value of pî is taken over the

values of p?uoo to pïå30. One problem in calculating some of these error measures, is

Iocating the actual position of the centre of the pulse. Since no schemes propagate

every Fourier component with the correct phase speed, the peak of the numerical

solution may lag the peak of the analytical solution by a fraction of a grid spacing.

H the values from the analytic solution are then compared directly with the numer-

ical solution, the resulting error measures may not be truly representative of the

scheme's performance. This is especially true when considering the peak height or

the second and third order moments of the numerical solution.

There a,re many ways of attempting to tttecovet" the numerical peak; the simplest

beiug to use polynomial interpolation near the maximum of the numerical solution.

trhom this it is a simple matter to obtain approximations to the peak height and peak

position. Since all the schemes here are based on polynomial interpolation, this is

a.n appropriate method to recover the ttttue" numerical peak. If the polynomial used

to perform the interpolation matches the order of the scheme, however, it is possible

that this will introduce a favourable bias towards high o¡der schemes, since high

order polynomials can allow sha¡per and higher estimations of the peak height. In

order to maintain consistency between the error measures for difierent order schemes,

quadratic interpolation is used. Having established a fair and representative method

for estimating the peak height and position, it is a straightforwa¡d matter also to

estimate the centred second and third moments of the numerical solution.

Table 2.1 also presents error measures for Holly and Preissmann's two-point

third order scheme, with the grid-spacing doubled (or the resolution halved). As

mentioned before, this scheme produces excellent results when used with the same

grid-spacing which is as expected since it requires twice the storage and efiectiveþ

uses two nalues f¡om each grid-point, (i.e. the scheme is running at twice the resol-

ution of the other schemes, although this extra data originates f¡om the same initial
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condition as the other schemes used). The two sets of error measures for this scheme

are presented, one with Aæ - 0.01, the other with Ao : 0.02 to illustrate the overall

performance of the method and to demonstrate that this is due to the advection

of the derivatives. For the case where Aæ :0.01, Holly and Preissma,nn's scheme

is comparable to fifth order upwinding, as is ex¡rected from comparing Fig. 2.8(d)

with Fig. 2.5(d). The errors for the halved resolution are compaxable to those of

four-point third order upwinding, however, confirttting earlier conclusions based on

Fig. 2.9(a-c).

The erro¡ measures presented in Table 2.1 can be used to quantify the ability

of each sc,heme to reproduce specific featu¡es of the analytic solution. For example,

the minimum value of the numerical solution a^nd the sum of negative values, give

measures of the size of the spurious osollations (provided the minimum rnlue is

negative). The two second order schemes have relatively high values for both of

these error measures, as would be expected since both schemes produce such large

oscillations. If the minimum rr¿lue is positive, such as with first order upwinrling,

then the scheme must clearþ be overþ diffusive since the pulse has been smea¡ed

over the entire domain.

The two fourth order schemes produce oscillations of larger a,mplitude but shorter

wavelength, in compa,rison with third order upwinding. This can be explained by

examining the ratios of the errors for either of the fourth order schemes to third order

upwinrting. The ratio of the minima of the numerical solution is about 2.4 in each

case, indicating that the fourth order scåemes have side lobes more than twice as

large as those of third order upwinding. The ratio of the sums of the negative rnlues,

however, are only about 1.2 in either case, indicating that the side lobes have close to

the same area in the two cases. Thus the side lobes of the fourth order solution are

approximately haJf the wavelength of those of third orde¡ upwinding. This is usefuI

information when it comes to smoothing the solution as higher frequency noise ca,n

be damped out with less distortion of the pulse tha¡ lower frequency noise. So the
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osc'llations of the two schemes may be considered to be of sirnilar severity since,

fo¡ the fourth order scheme, short components must be damped more strongly, but

not so ma,ûy components require damping. For third order upwinding, on the other

hand, the damping need not be as strong but more components must be damped.

The first, second and third moments of a distribution measure the centre of mass,

spread and skewness, respeciively. The sensitivity of the first two moments is best

illustrated by comparing the errors for the three low order schemes. First order

upwinding gives a very large error in the second moment due to large numerical

d¿mFing and the two second order schemes give comparatively la,rge errors in the

fi¡st moment due to the large numerical oscillations of the latter schemes. The

second moment is to some extent, also afiected by dispersive errors, as is shown

in the la,rge errors for the two second order schemes, relative to the higher order

schemes. The sensitivity of the thi¡d moment is best demonstrated in the erro¡

measures for the two fourth order schemes where the error in the centre of mass of

the numerical solution is of opposite sign to the error in the peak position. This is

oçlained by noting that the third moment is quite large in comparison with schemes

of comparable accuracy (third and fifth order upwinding) indicating a defi-nite tilt

in the solution. This skewness is also evident in the illustrations Fig. 2.6(d) and

Fig. 2.7(d).

The peak shift a.nd peak height are both calculated by quadratic interpolation for

the reasons stated above. These give a direct indication of how well the extremum

itseH is advected. Clearþ the higher order schemes handle the peak better than the

low order schemes. Furthermore, it is again apparent that even order schemes are

better at retaining the amplitude of the wave (the second and fourth order pea,k

heights are comparable to the third and fifth order peak heights). Whereas the odd

order schemes are far superior at propagating the peak at the correct speed, the

peak shifts for the odd o¡der schemes are considerably better than for the low order

schemes.
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The two remaining error measures, the maximum absolute error and the root

mean square (RMS) error, provide useful indications of the overaJl accuracy of the

schemes. Of the two, the RMS error provides the better guide in that the maximum

error is somewhat overly sensitive to errors in overall speed of the solution. The

RMS error indicates that the first and second order schemes yield almost equally

poor results, which confrms the impressions gained from exa,mining Figs. 2.1, 2.3.

For a particular application, some of these error measures may be of more importance

than others, but since it is intended to develop a general scheme, it is the RMS error

that will be used to quantify the accuracy of subsequent schemes. Reference to

the other error measures will still be made to demonstrate any special featu¡es of a

particular scheme.

The error measures presented in Table 2.1 clearly demonstrate the improvement

in accuracy due to improved order, as lvas expected from the lsave propagation

para,meters. This test cannot distinguish between schemes of equivalent order, as

for example, ia the case of the two fourth order schemes, where the error measutes

are very close. This is to be expected, from the wave propagation parameters which

rrere very sirnila¡ in nature, as shown in Fig. 2.6(a-c) and Fig. 2.7(a-c) (the phase

lead of the upstream biassed scheme being very dose in magnitude to the phase lag of

Rusanov's scheme). The main conclusion to be made f¡om this comparison between

the diffe¡eut methods is that the theoretical order in the limit as Aæ + 0 is closely

¡elated to the overall accuracy of a scheme in practice. In problems more complex

than the simple test case presented here, other factors will also be irnFortant. It

is clea.r, however, that one of the major factors in determining overall accuracy has

been isolated.

Besides the need for comparisons of computational expense and tests involving

initial conditions that are not infinitely difrerentiable, the effect of velocity being

fully nariable requires some explanation. The derirrations discussed here (Lagrange

interpolation and modifi.ed equivalent equation) both assume that the velocity is
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constant. If the velocity u is a function of space and/or time, then terms involving

derivatives of ru appear in the modified equirnlent equation introducing low order

terms. Alternatively, the derination based on Lagrauge interpolation requires that

the point where the characteristic containing the point (*¡rt"*') crosses the liue

t : tn in (o,ú) space is known, i.e. the point (r¡ - utLt,t*) is known. If this point

is known, then a¡Aú is immediately defined and a consta¡rt value of the Cou¡ant

nu-mber c cãn be used throughout the difference equation lor pi+t. In general, it

is not possible to exactly backtrack along the characteristic and so the value of

æ¡ - atÂ't is possibly of lower o¡der than the rest of the scheme.

Such a process is not necessa.rily conservative. An alternative is to rega,rd the

difierence equations to be in flux fotm, pf+r : pi - Í¡ t f¡-t and the order of the

scheme to be related to the order of the fluxes 1¡ ^d.fj-, acrors the boundaries of

the ith grid cell (which is defined as the interval lr¡-r,r¡+rl). The rnlue oÍ. f ¡*t rray

then be regarded as the flux out of gdd cell j. In suctr a case, the velocity involved

with each flux is the velocity at the grid cell bounda,ry, and so f¡1; depends only

on the velocity ui+1, and if ar va¡ies in time, then some form of mean over the

time-step should be used. This approach allows for a simple extension to the case

of rnriable velocity and is guaranteed to be conse¡native since the net amount of

material within any region of the domain equals the difference between the amount of

material entering and the a¡nount leaving. For these reasons, the difierence schemes

were given in flr¡x form as it will be in this form that the sc.hemes are most a,menable

for general use.
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Chapter 3

Implicit Finite Difference Schemes

In the previous chapter, a selection of explicit f.nite difierence sch.emes fo¡ solv-

ing the one-dimensional consta.nt coefi.cient advection equation were discussed. It

was shown how they could all be developed by the use of the modified equivalent

equation. A method of comparing the diferent schemes based on rvave propaga-

tion parameters and a numerical test was also described. The relative merit of the

difierent schemes determined by these comparisons, closely corresponded to the re-

lative order of the difierent modified equivalent equations. The comparisons clea,rly

demonstrate that higher order schemes provide greater overall accruacy. There a"re,

however, two problems with these methods: fustl¡ to obtain high order schem.es

requires a wide stencil, and secondl¡ there are still stability restrictions on the res-

ults. By utilizing implicit finite difference schemes, it is possible to overcome these

problems. All the schemes discussed in this chapter will be unconditionally stable

in the von Neumann sense, however, there still may be restrictions on the time-step

due to the stability of the matrix inversion. The schemes that do have restrictions

on the time-step will be shown, however, to be higbly accurate. A measure of ef-

ficiency must involve the overall accuracy of a scheme as well as the time spent

obtaining the results. This means that there are two ways in which a scheme may

be considered efficient, either by generating moderately accr:rate results quickly or

by taking longer but providing highly accurate results. Schemes of both types will

be discussed in this chapter.
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As all the numerical experiments were performed on a Pyramid 9820 computer,

a scalar machine, the matrix inversion was performed by an elimination algorithm

of the t¡re discussed by Thomas (1949). This algorithm is easily modified to cater

for different types of bounda¡y condition and penta-diagonal systems. The use of

such algorithtt's influences the timings of the numerical experiments, since these

algorithms cannot be vectorized. If a vector machine is to be used then other

inversion lsshniques, such as conjugate gradient methods are required. Since new

algorithms for matrix i¡version on vector machines are continually being developed,

it is beyond the scope of this thesis to include all the possible effects of usiug vector

machines. Attention will be confined to scalar computers.

S.L Implicit Central Differencing

The most direct method of ensuring that a finite difference scheme is at least second

order, is to use only second order approximations to the derivatives in the model

equation. The simplest way of achieving this is to use central diferences in time

as well as space, an approach which has several advantages over others as outlined

below.

In order to derive modified equivalent equations and wave propagation pa,ramet-

ers, it will again be assu.med that ut(art) : üt ã positive constant. Later, some

numerical damping tests will be presented for cases where the velocity is a function

of æ and it will be shown that condusions reached under the assumption of constant

velocity will apply to the more general case.

For the constant velocity case, the general form of a centred two-level finite

difference schett'e is

It
P=-E

.Rul
9=1

0?

h
2

p']I) - pî+o

Aú
(3.1)

+ :0
2qA,æ

,ñalh 0" : 0-p, p 2I, for some integer, -R. FurthermoÌe, for the difference equation

P,;T: Pit:
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to be consistent with the advection equation,

P=-n
€n

R

Ð
q=1

n
D

n

D oo: (3.2)

This equation can be rewritten in the form

R

D upTTì BnP'ì+o (3.3)
P=-ß

which is of the form

(ø+ib)G:a-öb ø, b reøl (3.7)

a,nd hence lGl : I for all JV¡ and c. So not only are such schemes unconditionally

stable but they also have an amplitude response of unity for all (il¡, "). This can

be generalized to apply to methods involving more than two time levels as discussed

in Noye (1987).

The modified equivalent equation for such schemes will only contain even order

te¡ms (i.e. odd order derivatives) as a direct consequence of using centred difference

approximations. It then follows from Section 2.2 that the only source of error in

these schemes will be numerical dispersion. This ma¡ however, lead to larger errors
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where
loo + 4"1@ù p>o

4:i0o-c(ol(ap) p<0 (3.4)

[áo P=o
and

íon - "Êrl@ù P>o
Br:1oo+c("19fl p<o (s.5)

[,o P:o
so B-o : AE. One of the most important consequences of this " d,iagonøI ilifferencin!'

is that the von Neumann ,tt'plifrcation factor lies on fþg tnif circle for all values of

Nr and c. This is seen by using the relation between the coefi.cients /.n and Bo a.nd

substitutin1 pî : G"eæp(iBi) iato Eq. (3.2) gr.io'

fr".à{rr-cos(B&) 
+iþÊh,t"(ofr)}] c (s.6)

: Ao rà {rr- cos(Btc) - nþt-sin(Be)}



than those of the explicit schemes (discussed in Chapter Two) because the short

wavelength components that are out of phase with the longer wavelengths will have

larger amplitude than before, due to the absence of any nume¡ical da.mping.

3.1.1- Crank Nicolson scheme

This is the best known three-point, two-level implicit fi¡ite difference scheme and

is also the simplest equation of the form Eq. (3.2). It is obtained by putting .R :

L, 0s : L, 0+, : 0 and fr : 1, gtt ios in the general case

P';*' + ffør+l t p'i*\ - ir;+' + p?!l)

ffø;*+ P'Ð +:tØi + pî-,) (3.8)

The modified equivalent equation for this scheme is

X *'?::-"(â")'( *.u#+ o{(Ào)a} (s.e)

Although this scheme is unconditionally stable in the von Neuma.nn sense, there

remai¡s the problem of stability of the other set of calculations involved with this

scheme, n".-ely the solution of the tri-diagonal system of linear algebraic equations.

A sufrcient condition for this is that the system of equations is diagonally do'ninant,

i.e.

l,aol > lá_11+ 1,411 (3.10)

which reduces to c ( 2 for this scheme. This gua,rantees that the Crank Nicolson

scheme is useful fot c 12.

The results of this scheme a¡e shown in Fig. 3.1(c) illustrating the problems of

dispersive etrors, untempered by diffusive errors. The diagr".'" is similar to that for

the Lax-'Wendroff scheme, Fig. 2.2(d). In fact, the results for the Crank Nicolson

scheme are slightly worse as can be seen from Table 3.1, which lists the sa.rne error

measures which rvere presented in Table 2.1.

The deterioration of results is evident in the larger and sharper secondary peak

in the graph of the numerical results. This is a direct consequence of the absence of
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any diffusive errors to cancel out the dispersive errors. If numeric¿ d¿mping were

present, then the diffusion of the high frequency components should smooth out the

secondary maximum making it more like that shown in the illustration of the test

of the Lax-Wendroff scheme

The relative phase speed and group velocity are shown in Fig. 3.1(a,b). It is worth

noting that there is little change in these as the Courant number naries, so that the

dispersion seen in Fig. 3.1(c) is typical of the scheme. That is, the propagation of

a component is a.lmost solely determined by the resolution of the co-Fonent (.lV¡)

and vi¡tually independent of the velocity freld or time-step.

3.L.2 Linear Finite Element Crank Nicolson

A suggested improvement on the Cra¡k Nicolson scheme was first obtained by im-

proving the order of a finite element scheme (Cathers and O'Connor, 1985). The

improvement comes from using all six computational points in the approximation

to the temporal derivative. The optimal weighting was found to be 0s :2f l, 0, -
0-t :1/6, giving the linear finite element Crank Nicolson difference equation

Pî*' + fføilt r pi*\ - #*;+1 + p|lf )

+ lø;+l - P';*') -lrr;* - Pi..i)
C:t! C:-L: p? + ï(Pî+,* P';) - ïþ'; + pi-r)

+|trh, - PÐ -ir; - p'i-,)

with a modifi.ed equivalent equation

(3.11)

(3.12)

_u(Aa)z cz ô3p

3! 2 ùag

, u(Aa)a (2 3cï 5! \ã-t )#+ o{(aæ)o}
4

As can be seen, the scheme is still only second order, however, the leading term

is now proportional to c2 rather tha¡ 1 * c2 and so for small c at least, an appre-

ciable improvement over the standard Cran-k Nicolson scheme is obtained. In fact,
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the wave propagation characteristics shown in Fig. 3.2(a,b) demonstrate that this

irnFrovement (also shown in the numerical results in Fig. 3.2(c)) is obtained for all

values of the Coura¡t number. Again, the weak va¡iation of the wave propagation

characteristics with Courant number shows the comparisons can be expected to hold

for most rnlues of Courant number, despite only being calculated fo¡ c: 0.4.

From Table 3.1 it can be seen that this scheme is slightly lvorse than third order

upwinding but is a signifi.cant improvement on the Lax-Wend¡off and Crank Nicolson

schemes. The errors are due to the shift in the position of the peak caused by the

phase lag of the short wavelength Fouúer ssmFouents. This lag also introduces a

skew to the peak as shown in the error of the third moment.

3.L.3 Fourth Order Centred-Time Centred-Space (CTCS)

The Linea¡ Finite Element Crank Nicolson Scheme, as discussed in the previous

section, is fourth order in Aæ but only second order in Aú. Since it uses a six-point

computational stencil it should be possible to produce a completely fourth order

scheme by use of the modif.ed equivalent equation. Since a,ny centred sch.eme will

automatically comprise only even powers of Aæ and Aú, if one free par"-eter is

int¡oduced into the discretization then this could be used to eliminate all the second

order terms leaving only the fourth and higher order te¡ms. One such way is to

allow 0-t:0t:0 and de:1- 20 in$q. (3.2). That the sum á-1 tdo*d1 must

equal unity follows directly from the consistence condition, Eq. (3.2). Converting

the difference equation into a modified equivalent equation gives

0p , ^.ôp - -u(!,t)' (-re...- 1- 9'\0'p -o{(^c)a} (8.18)attu6:- gl \-""-ã- 6 ) arr-'
Putting e = (2 + c2)ltZ gives the fourth order scheme

P';*' + ffø;+l + Pi*\ - tø;+'+ pî!l)

2+c?., 2*c?,+ tf{eîTi - Pî*') (pî*' - p;:il

4
(P'ì*, + P';) - %

4
w_
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+

with modified equivalent equation

'-#rî*, - P'Ð -'#,'i - pî-') (3.14)

0æ5
+ o{(aæ)6} (3.15)

This scheme requires slightly more computational time than the second order Crank

Nicolson scheme due to the more complicated coefrcients. The bulk of the compu-

tational effort is spent in the solution of the tú-diagonal system, which is the same

for any scheme. There are, however, significant gains in accuracy to be made using

this scheme, as can be seen in Fig. 3.3(c).

This scheme is r¡¡conditionally von Neumnnn stable, however it is only diagonally

dominant provided l"l < 1. While lack of diagonal dominance does not necessarily

meaû that the solution of the system of equations is unstable, it does in this case.

By si'"Fly using this scheme with a Couraut number slightly greater than one, it

becomes readily apparent that the calculations a¡e unstable, but since the scheme is

stable in the von Neumann sense, it must be the inversion that has become unstable.

This sc,heme may be rewritten in terms of rr¿lues a,t æ¡-2, æ¡-r arrd æ¡ rather than

æ¡-r7 a¡ and æ¡..1 and the scheme may then be marched. It is not obvious that

this marching technique is in fact stable, but it is not difficult to show that this is

the case, by considering the propagation of errors. Consider a general three-point

recu¡sion relation of the form

A-zP¡-z I A-tP¡-t * Asp¡ - ¿Ii (3.16)

where A-2,, A-tr,4,s and il¡ arc all known, and let {¡ b" the difference between the

computed solution and the true solution. Then (¡ satisfies the homogeneous equation

A-zÊ¡-z* A-tt¡-t*Á6{¡:6 (3.17)

The general solution of this equation is given by substituting Êi : \i, where I

is some consta,nt. This gives a quadratic in l, and the solution is

ci - A^1r + B^!, (3.1S)
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where )1 and ì2 are the two roots of the quadratic for ), or in the case where

Àr = ì2,

€¡: (Aj + B)\i (s.le)

The marching scheme requires knowledge of two points, pfr+l and p|+L, a priori, and

the method by which these two r¡alues are calculated determines the values of A and

B. I1)1 and )2 are distinct then {¡ will be bounded provided 11 and .\2 lie within

or on the unit circle. In the case of equal roots, the roots must lie strictly within the

unit circle. In the case of the fourth order scheme Eq. (3.14), the roots are distinct

and lie within the unit cirde provided c) I. For the case where c ( -1 the scheme

may also be ma¡ched, except now Eq. (3.14) is ma¡ched in the teverse direction,

from right to left. So, this scheme may be used for auy rralue of Courant number

provided the two methods of solution can be matched together.

The matching of the two schemes poses little difrculty. Where there is a trans-

ition from the ma¡ching scheme to the inversion sch.eme, the ma¡ched solution can

provide a Dirichlet type boundary condition for use with the inversion scheme.

'Where there is a transition ftom the inversion scheme to the marching scheme, an-

other method for determining the rralue with which to close off the inversion scheme

is required. This can be any other scheme, for example, the linear Finite Element

Crank Nicolson scheme ca,n be used to give two equations for the last three unlrnowns

in the system of linear equations, allowing one to be eliminated. Alternatively, one

of the oçlicit schemes can be used as the overall accuracy of the scheme does not

appear to be particularly sensitive to the scheme used. The marching scheme can be

used from this point on. If the transition point is particula.rly signifrcant for some

other reason (which may be due to the physics of the problem) then a slight change

in the time-step will move the transition point to a less significant position.

The Crank Nicolson and Linear Finite Element Crank Nicolson schemes dis-

cussed earlier also have restricted regious of diagonal dominance, na,nely c ( 2 and

c 1 4f 3, respectiveþ, howevet, they are never stable when used as marching schemes.
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In these two cases, diagonal dominance does not appear to be importa,nt since both

schemes have been run with c greater than six for.more than ten thousand time-

steps without any indication of instability. The matrix inversions associated with

the use of these three-point implicit schemes all appear to be unconditionally stable

but this can only be formally shown for the fourth order sùeme. The fourth order

scheme has the additional advantage that when it is marched it has the effective

computational speed of an oçlicit scheme.

As is shown in the graph of the numerical solution, Fig. 3.3(c), and in the com-

parison of errors, Table 3.1, the main source of the error is the slight shifting of the

peak due to the phase lag of the Fourier components. This is also evident in the

wave propagation characte¡istics shown in Fig. 3.3(a,b).

Compa.risons between these three-point implicit schemes shows a consistent im-

provement as the order of the modified equivalent equation is increased, with the

fourth order scheme being a significant improvement on the original Crant Nicolson

scheme. The fourth order scheme is also seen to be an improvement on the two

erçlicit fourth order schemes discussed in Chapte¡ Two. This is appa.rent from

compa.ring Figs. 2.7, 2.6 with Fig.3.3 and the error measures in Table 3.1. This

is also reflected in the modified equivalent equations. The functious r¡5(c) for the

fourth orde¡ upwinding, Rusanov's fourth order scheme a¡rd fourth order centred-

time, centred-space a,re:

,Ëwnþ) _

qPus þ) _
qSNnþ) _

-(3- ")(2- c)(1 -c)

(2-c2)(L-c2\
(a-c2)(1-c2)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

and it can be shown tnut lzgtro(")l < lzfl"(")l for all l"l < 1, corresponding to the

renge of stability for Rusanov's fourth order scheme ""d lzg'tn(")l s lzf*t{41 t*
0 ( c < 1.52, which is over most of the stable range of fourth o¡der upwinding.

6
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3.2 Five-Point Implicit Schemes

1'¡" tr¡ailing oscillations produced by the fourth order centred-time, centred-space

scheme, Eq. (3.1a), are still la^rger than one would like, but to decrease the size

of these oscillations using linear difference equations requires 2.n even higher order

scheme as demonstrated in Chapter Two. In the sa.me chapter it was also shown, via

the use of the modified equivalent equation, that a scheme using six grid-points ca¡

be at best fourth order. The derivation of this result is still valid for implicit schemes

and so to obtain further improvement on these results requires a wider computational

stencil. For this reason some five-point implicit schemes will be investigated.

3.2.L Khaliq and Twizell's Schemes

The schemes discussed here were originally developed for use with fxed boundary

conditions and have been modifi.ed to allow for cyclic bounda,ry conditions.

Khaliq and Twizell (1982) showed that if the standard two-point central dif-

ference formula is used to approximate the spatial derir¡ative io Eq. (2.2) then the

following system of ordinary differential equations is obtained,

!re: -i#"e+ o {1n')'} (s.23)

where

þ:lþ(Aæ,t),þ(2Aæ,t),...,þ(J\æ,t)lt , (3.24)

with 0t denoting transpose and

0

-1
1

01
-1 0

0 1

0

1

þ: (3.25)

-1 0

-1
1

00

10
1

01

Using Eq. (3.23), Khaliq and Twizell derived the recurrence relation

eU+aú) - s(¿)",ç (-#t)
63
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Using Padé approximants to the exponential matrix function gives rise to a family

of fi-nite difference methods of va¡ious orders of accuracy in Aú, although they are

only ever second order in Aæ.

Any Padé approximant to the exponential function may be used, in theory, to

produce a two-level finite difference scheme but, in practice, there is a limited range.

The form of the matrix B means that the (*,p) approximant leads to a numerical

scheme that involves 2nt,* 1 values at the ú'*1 level and (2pf 1) values at the level

t'. To derive a high o¡der approximation, rn or p must be greater than one, but if

either exceeds three then the scheme becomes ssrnFutationally ocpensive as well as

gt.'iog rise to difrculties near boundaries. For this reason Khaliq and Twizell chose

the (2,0), (2,1) and (2,2) Padê approximants to the ocponential function. Using the

(2,0) approximant gives

e1 1

iþ';ii ¡ e?*' - piri - pi!Ð: p'i G:7)

which is an approximation to Eq. (2.\ of. O{(L,æ\z,(Aú)'}. II pP is the approxim-

ation ,o þî*'obtained by using Eq. (3.27) twice (once to go from time-level ú' to

ú'*1 and then again to time-level ¿"+z) and pY) i" the approximation to the same

value but obtained by using Eq. (3.27) once with double the time-step (and hence

also the Coura,nt number), then these two values may be extrapolated to give

05" : !of' -!of) (s.28)

where O!' ," now â.n O{(Aa)2,(Aú)n} approximation to lî+'. thit extrapolation is

sirnil¿¡ to the "deferred approach to the limit' of Richa¡dson and Gaunt (1927).

Using the (2,1) Padé approximant gives

pî*' + ffW+l t p?*') -TV;+L + efi)
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pi- þi*' + P'i) +
C;-L

J2

6
þ'i + p'i-r)%

6

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.33)

(3.34)

with the corresponding extrapolation being

+

which is of O{(Ac)2, (At)5}. The (2,2) approximant yields

p';*' + irr;f, + p']*') -Trr;+'+ pï1i)

^2v., a

+ff{eîii. + pîIi - Pî*' - ü!Ð
^2L.

-v1ø;ll ¡ eî*' - oîli - p;lll
c:-L c;-L: Pi -ï"(Pil' + pi) + fØi + pi-,)

"2-,+ftØi+,* pi+'- pi - pî-,)

c2. ,

-frbi*'* P'i - P?-'- Pî-')

with

PtÐ :TårÍ" - irf' (3.s2)

being the associated O{(Aæ)2, (At)6} extrapolation. The equivalent continuous

forms of the unextrapolated operators are

rørù1r+¡ : l#."#
-ry

¿@rÐ1rr¡ : IX-"H

e -\#+o{(a')'}]*

pQ)
8rrl L:ioi'-ipt')

#-"(T;'" o#+ o{(a@)', (o,)-}];

¡6rÐ10,:¡ : l#-"#

and
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u(Aæ
fL

6 j

confirming that these approximations are O{(Læ)2,(^ú)'}, O{(Aa)2,(At)s)} and

O{(Áræ)2,(Aú)n}. The operators on the right hand side of the previous expressions

refer to the finite difference operators, and so an equivalence sign is used rather tha,n

an equal sign when relating the diference operators to the equivaleut continuous

operators. It should be noted that the fi.nite difference operators and the modified

equirnlent operators may differ by a multiplicative constant. This comes from the

coefficients in the finite difference operators being rescaled to remove corrrmon factors

in each term. These rescaling factors only become important when other terms are

induded in the p.d.e being modelled, and are readily computed as they are simply

the coeffcient of 0plôt in the equivalent p.d.e.

The modifred equivalent equation for these schemes is obtained by letting these

operators equal zero. The unextrapolated forms are unconditionally stable, but they

a,re only diagonally dominant for c ( tß-L,\,m -2 and tÆ- 3 respectiveþ,

although these appear to be overly conservative estimates on the stability of the

matrix inversion since all three of these schemes have been run with c ) 6 for more

than ten thousand time steps with no sign of instabilities appearing.

Although the two integrations involved in this process are stable (ia the von

Neumann sense), it does not automatically imply that the extrapolations Eqs. (3.28,

3.30, 3.32) are stable. It was assumed by Khaliq and Twizell that this was the case,

but as demonstrated by Noye and Stei¡le (1986), this is not always so. Since the

extrapolation, by its very nature, is not a co .vex combination of the two solutions,

nj:) ""a pf;), th"r, must be a potential for instability. The calculation of the effect

of the extrapolation on the stability of the process is described below.

Conside¡ an a¡bitrary Fourier component of the solution of wavenumber nz, and

let B : mA,æ. Let Gv(c, B) aú Gr(",É) b" the von Neumann a,mplification factors

"f py) ur.ð. p\'), respectively then

Gr(", þ) : Gr(2c, þ) (3'36)
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of Khaliq and Twizell's (2,0) extrapolated scheme Eq. (3.2S)
applied to the Gaussian test case.

and GB(c,p), the von Neumar,', a-plification factors fo- pf),is given by

Gø: o(Gr),+(L-o)G2 (3.37)

where d is the weight used in the extrapolation. Ta^king the square root no¡malizes

Gs to be the ¡s1 ¿mFlification factor after one time.step. So for stabiJit¡ it is
required that lGs(c, B)l < 1 for all B which, in the case of the Eqs. (3.27, 3.28), is

not true for any c ) 0 although the other schemes Eqs. (3.29, 3.30) and Eqs. (3.31,

3.32) a,re r¡¡conditionally stable. The instability in Eq. (3.28) is quite wea^k a.nd takes

some time to grow s"frcieutly to dominate the solution in the coustant coefrcient

case oKarnined here. In non-line¿Lr cases, however, this instability may be mo¡e

severe. The numerical results of this scheme, applied to the test case described in

Chapter Two is shown in Fig. 3.4. By compa.ring this figure with Fig. 3.5(d) it is

evident that the instability of the extrapolation is beginning to dominate the results

after 2500 time-steps.

The wave propagation pararneters and the numerical test are shown in Figs.3.6-

3.9. These results a¡e very similar to those presented for the Lax-Wendroff scheme,

a^nd the Crank Nicolson scheme, show¡. in Figs. 2.2 ar..d 3.1, respectively. The er-
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ror measures presented in Table 3.1 suggest these schemes are, if anything, slightly

rtrorse than the Lax-Wendroff scheme. Using the (2,1) Padé approximant gives some

improvement over using the (2,0) approximant. This is as ocpected from the corres-

ponding modifred equivalent equations, since the leading residual term of Eq. (3.33)

is greater than that in Eq. (3.34). This is in contrast with the use of the (2,2) Padé

approximant rather than the (2,1) approximant, as no\ñ' the change is negligible.

Again, this is consistent with the modified equivalent equations for the two schemes,

(Eq. (3.3a) *d Eq. (3.35)) in which the leading terms are identical. It should be

noted that the results presented here are representative of the general performa"ce

of these schemes, since the risave propagation para,meters shown in Figs. 3.5-3.?(a-c)

aad Figs. 3.8, 3.9 (a,b) show little variation with Courant number, c, e.nd so the

poor results are not due to the particular choice of par".ttteters used in the test case.

Given the increase in computational effort due to the inversion of the penta-

diagonal system of linear equations, these results seem quite poor in comparison with

nea,rly all other schemes. The reason seems to be that although the approximations

to the temporal deriv¿tive (involving terms in powers of Aú) are of high order,

the approximations to the spatial derirr¿tives are still only second order and these

dominate to such an extent that results are t¡4pical of those of second order sc"hemes.

It can be shown by this method that the tb¡ee implicit methods derived by

Khaliq a.lrd Twizell are only second order, despite the extrapolation. For example,

i¡ ¿6rù is as defined in Eq. (3.33), the difference operato, ¿(KToe) that corresponds

to the extrapolation ca.n be obtained ocplicitl¡ namely

L6ro"){p'}} é p';!i - 8"" p'i!â t 4c2 (6 - c'z)ffi

-z4c(2 - cz)l;!l + 6(8 - 8c2 + 
"n)pi+'

t24c(2 - "')pill + 4c2(a - "\pîIî + 8cs ffi
+"oi;ll - +8pi
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ôpU:tot
u(Aa)z ffp

6 ùas

u(Læ )" onp
,¿

-4cg + o{(ao)a}24 ðaa
J

As expected the extrapolation, Eq. (3.28), leads to an increase in the order of the

scheme in Aú but the second order terms in Aæ remain. The other difference oper-

ators have modified equivalent equations of the form

H*"H*ry#+o{(aæ)'}:o (s.se)

The extrapolations, Eqs. (3.30, 3.32), have no efiect on the term involving (Ao)2

as there is no refi¡ement of the grid size, only the timestep is altered between the

two ¡esults. The terms involving (Lr)' c¡nnot be neglected or considered to be

very much less than Aú, since to be of much practical use Aæ must be of similar

or lower order than Aú. To increase the order in Ao using Khaliq and Twizell's

development, a higher order approximation to Ôþ10æ must be used which would

result in the matrix B having more off-diagonal elements requiring more than five

values at the (z * 1)"ú time-level, which is undesirable for the reasons given earlier.

3.3 High Order Implicit Schemes

As was discussed ea,rlier, one ïvay of developing higher order (and therefore more

accurate) schemes is to remove each of the terms from the modified equivalent

equation in turn. This ca¡ be done by taking the weighted average of two schemes

of similar order, obtaining the modified equivalent equation fo¡ the combined scheme

a,nd selecting a value of the weight that removes the leading coefi.cient of the residual.

This process is described in Noye and Hayman (1986) a¡d will be used here to derive

some high order and very accurate finite difierence schemes as discussed in Noye and

Steinle (1986).

The modified equivalent equation approach thus provides a method of using the

difference schemes of Khaliq and Twizell and obtaining methods that are very high
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order in Aæ as well as Aú. To apply the modified equation approach, the difierence

schemes must be written in the form

L{P'i} : o (3.40)

where .C is the corresponding difference operator, and all terms are e)qpanded in

a Taylor series about the point (r¡,t^) to give the equirnlent partial differential

equation. From this, the modifi.ed equivalent partial differential equation is obtained.

Using the modified equation approach and ignoring the extrapolations, it is pos-

sible to construct schemes that are higher order in Aæ but require no more values

than those used in Eq. (3.31). The coeffcients of these equations are more complic-

ated, but since there is no longer any need for the extrapolations (which require the

extra set of ca.lculations every second time-step), the net saving in computational

effort is signifi.caut.

The operatotr ¿(rrfo) ar";d L6rt), defined in Eqs. (3.33, 3.34) a,re both O{(Aæ)2},

so by taking a linear combination of the two it is possible to eliminate the second

order terms in the m,odifi.ed equivalent equation. It can be shown that the linea¡

combination

L@ {pî Ittt*rot + þ, - ÐL{Krt)l {pît (3.41)Ì:1 c
s1)

0o* u**
oa

u(Aæ)s (2 + c2)2 A4p

72 c ùaa
+ o{(aæ)a}

I

I

does preciseþ this. This third order operator gives rise to the difierence equation

z4c¡¡;ci+r + 4(1+ 2"3*Ðþ'ìli + pi*')

4(1+ z"x_r)þi+, + p,;!Ð

*c¡+t(z + "i*Ð(pîI; + piii - p7*' - úlil
_c¡_â(z + cj_)(pi|i + pi*' _ p,;!i _ p,;I)

: 24c¡*;pi + 4(1 - "]*)bi+, + p,i)

+4(1 - "j_)bi+pî_,)
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Another third order scheme can be derived by taking a linea¡ combination of the

two equations Eqs. (3.29, 3.31), in order to eliminate the second order terms in their

difierential forms, na,meþ

cwt'){pîl¡ : fodxrot * þ' - \L6r'z)] {p';I (3.43)

lH."#*
ryry#*o{(a')-}]

1
c

fL

I

whic,h corresponds to the difference equation

48cr*tpi+t r 12(1 +4*ùþiË+pi*r)

12(1 + "j_)Øi*'+p'ili)
+ "¡+r(5 + "1+ï)þ';i; + pili - pi*, - pi!i)

c¡-¡(5 + "1-+)þiii ¡ ci*' - úli - piål (4.44)

-  lc¡+rpi + 12(1 - ",i*¡\b,i*, + pi)

_Lz(L _ 
"r¡_t)þ,ì 

+ pi_r)

-"¡+à(L - .,r*)bi+r I p,ì+, - pi - pi_r)

*c¡_à(t - "3_+)þi+, + pi - pi_, - pi-J

It is possible to continue this process of tt.Liag linear combinations of difierence

operators still further, since the last two schemes are both third order in Aæ and

Aú. Thus Ìye may form the fourth order approximation

c@s") {pî} : [_orrr"'¡ + Q + c\Ê(Ns2)) {p,;}

(3.45)lap . op

lar*"a,
+$$trl+!oc2 * "1#+ o{(ac)G}]

ft

from which we obtain the difference equation

48c¡*tpi+1 t L2e¡*{Sl! * pi*\ - L2c¡-¡þ'i*' + l;!i)
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(3.46)

The wave propagation para.meters and results of using this scheme on the Gaus-

sian pulse test case are presented for completeness in Fig. 3.10(a,c) and Table 3.1.

Clearly the scheme is not as accurate as the fourth order, implicit scheme Eq. (3.14)

discussed earlier. This is also reflected in the modified equirralent equation for this

scheme, which ca.n be obtained by settiug Eq. (3.45) equal to zeto. A comparison

of the leading term in the residual of this equation

?lvsr(") _ 34 + to_cz + c4 
@.47)6

with that of the fourth o¡der three-point implicit scheme, namely

4- c2 1-
(3.48)

o

shows that the leading term fo¡ the three-point scheme is always less than that for

NS3.

To continue further, another fourth order scheme is required. This obviously

cannot be obtained by taking other combinations of the previous methods since

Eq. (3.a6) would be obtained again. The fourth order difference operator LcN4

corresponding to the fourth order scheme Eq. (3.14) may be used to construct the

sixth order scheme

t@tn){pï} : [tr - "rxa - ¿z'¡¿Gtss) - ¿(s¿ * 10c2 + "n)L"*n] tp;l

ng*n("):

c4+c2-20
30240

fL

+ ø(Ao)6
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This operator gives ¡ise to the finite difference equation

720pi+L + 180c¡*r (pi|i + pi*') - 180c¡_e( p';*' + p';ti)

(rao + a"X*à(r + cl**)) þiii - p';*')

(no + +"3_tqr + "l_;)) þi*, - p?!i)

(a - "3*+(5 - "i*i)) þi|l + p,;ii - pî*, - pî!i)

(+ - "i_,Js - q_ù þîTi + p,;*, - pîli - pî!t)

-180c¡ar (pi*, + p']) + L}}c¡_t(pi + pi_r)

(rso + 4"3+,,(t + 1+t)) þî*, - p'i)

(rso + q"r¡_à(L + cri_à)) þî - p'i_r)

(n - 1*i(5 - "Í*+)) þ'i*, + p?+, - p'i - p'i-,)

(n - "3_+(¡ - "l_+)) þ'j+, + p'i - pî-, - pià

+

+

_ I20pi

+ (3.50)

+

Since these last equations a,re diagonally difierenced, they a,re von Neumann stable

for all values of c, howeve¡ the system of algebraic equations is only diagonally

dominant for c ( 1. This scheme ca,nnot be marched and for c greater than about

1.1, weak instabilities begin to appear after f.ve to ten thousa,nd time-steps. For

c ) 1.3, these instabilities appeax after relatively few timesteps. The schemes

deúved, using the modifred equation approach, are higher order in Ao but require no

mole r¡alues than those used in Eq. (3.31). The coefficients of these latter equations

a,re more complicated, but since there is no longer any need for the extrapolations

(which require the extra set of calculations every second time-step) the net saving

in computational efiort is signifi.cant. It should also be noted that since most of

the computational time is spent solving the penta-diagonal system of equations, the

effect of making the coefrcients more complicated is not very significant.

Eliminating the two ls¿ding terms from the modifred equirmlent equations, Eqs. (3.33,

3.34, 3.35), produces a substantial improvement as shown in the Ìsave propagation

para,neters for NS3 in Fig. 3.10(a-b). As JVr increases, the relative phase speed now

increases much more rapidly for small ÀIr. This is reflected in the improved results in
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the numerical test case shown in Fig. 3.10(c), where the oscillations are significantly

snalls¡ than those produced by the schemes of Khaliq and Twizell. By creating a

scheme that is now sixth order, as is NS4, the oscillations a¡e almost totally removed,

as seen in Fig. 3.11(c), as nou¡ all Fourier components with wavelength greater than

iVr - 4 are advected al'"ost perfectly. The oscillations still exist, as seen is Table 3.1

where the most negative number in the numerical solution is -3.6 x 10-6, or less

than LTo of the size of the oscillations produced by fifth order upwinding and frve

orders of magnitude less than the height of the pulse.

From the result in Chapter One, the modifred equation approach applied to a

ten point stencil is capable of producing an eighth o¡de¡ scheme. To derive such a

scheme, approximate the time deúr¡ative by

ôt
oP

t'(c)

'+ä
tTp orp (t-20-zt)Tp (3.51)+

j-2

orp -lt

+
;-7

Tp

Pi+, - Pi-t
2A,a

J

(3.52)

(3.53)

I

+

,t

where

TPI : (p'j*'- p'Ðlru
)¡

The spatial derivative may be approximated by

H],.' : 
grt,o]'*' * Er,o]" * t 

-ru,nr]^*'

where

i+7 i+z

+

Szp (3.54)

(3.55)

(3.56)

(3.57)

and

S+p
^ P?-, - ïPT-t * 8PÍ'+r - Pî+,

L2A,æ

The first th¡ee terms of the residual are given by

11 þ-at-o å1
I-
'12

: # - *u *3rB -r, *l,,B -Ie

*uo * *¿ * r6f * 807 - tcz + 02
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An eighth order method is found by solving the three simultaneous equations

Ts(c):Ts(c): Tz(c) - 0 for the three weights þ, 1 ^d d. This gives 1

0 - -(ê -!0c2 -e6)1420

't : ("o+35"'+24)11680

p : -(c2 + 5)17 (8.59)

and the resulting scheme is

ln,,c * lot
nz(c) : #- fio+frio-åå' *itu-fia

7 
a * 13 ., +9r, *!e, _!r", +!a,288', 1440 3 ' 6', '3

*to + ftÞ'"'+!tÞ"'+f,,,t"' - huo* nfr

lr' B - 641" - 48072 * 812c2 - lt",u - t2021

+ 401c2 -iro -i*u - o" +It'"' - ito * ho

+ ei++þill - P';*') - o¡-i"(pî*'- pili)

+ Ttu+"i*)þîli+pî*')
C:-L

Ë¿ tto + .j_)b'i+' + pf1,' )

: Pî + 'l¡+äþi+" * P'i+, - Pi - Pi-r)

(3.58)

(3.60)

lThe solution of these equations was found using the symbolic mauipulatio! prograrn, MAC-
SYMA, a product of Symbolics Inc.
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+ o¡++(fi+, - Pî) - o¡-à(Pî - Pî-,)

#ftu + "]*;)b'i+,+ 
pî)+ fff ro + fi-;)bî + p'j-,)

This scheme, NS5, is now eighth order in the case of constant velocity. This system

of equations is only diagonally dominant for c ( 0.40129.., but it has been run for

more than ten thousand time-steps for values of c as large as 1.2 without any sign

of instability. Beyond c : L.2, instabilities begin to appear more quicHy. It appea,rs

very likely that the two schemes NS4 and NS5 may both be used for 0 ( c ( 1 and

possibly slightly further.

The performance of this scheme is shown in Fig. 3.12(a-c). The relative phase

speed for Fourier components resolved by three or more grid-points is aJmost ideal,

while the relative group velocity for components resolved by four or mote grid-points

is also very close to unity and none of these components are in any way damped.

The results of the Gauss pulse test case a¡e almost perfect, with the errors being

beyond the resolution of the diagrams. The errors are only evident in Table 3.1

which shows the oscillations to be about one-millionth of those prod.uced by fifth

order upwinding. The errors in the fi.rst and third moments have begua to be afiected

by machine precision.

3.4 F\rrther Numerical Tests

So far, all schemes have been tested on infiniteþ differentiable initial conditions (a

Gaussian pulse) and it is clear that these can be advected most successfull¡ provided

that a sufficiently high order scheme is used. In many problems, however, abrupt

changes in the solution are possible. For this reason, other initiat conditions have

been used such as the squa,re wave (e.g. by Boris and Book, 1973) and cosine hill

(e.g. Morton, 1985). These were chosen since the first a¿d second derivatives become

singula,r at certain points. Another initial condition that has been used (Steinle and

Morrow, 1989 and Leonard, 1990) is a semi-ellipse, which has the advantage over

a square wave in that there is still some structure to the solution away f¡om the
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Table 3.1 : Error measures for st,andard difference sclremes for the test problem with a Gaussian pulse as the initial condition and
cyclic boundary conditions. The Peak Shift is given as a fraction of the grid spacing, A¿ by wlúch the numerical peak
leads the true peak. All other measures are given in absolute terms.

æ
Ctt

Peak

Height

0.14

0.89

0.74

0.93

0.96

0.63
0.89

0.84

0.53

0.63

0.63
0.63

0.63

0.89

1.00

r.00

Peak

shifr
-0.1
-6.6

0.0

-0.8

0.0

-7.9

-2.1

-0.4

8.7
-6.7

-5.7

-5.7

-5.7
-1.1

0.0
0.0

Error of

3'd Moment

-7.5x l0-
-5.5x 10-r
2.8x 10-6
2.?x 10-g
-2.2x 10-8

42.30

29.r6
1.62
2.01

5.0 x 10-2

1.2x 10-
?.9x l0-2
1.4x 10-6
6.1x l0-a
4.0x 10-o

-5.8x l0-2
2.3 x 10-3
7.4 x 10-ó

-1.2x l0-r
5.5x 10-2
5.5x 10-2
5.5x l0-2
5.5x 10-2
1.5x l0-2
8.8x 10-6
2.4x10-7

Rel

2'n¿

Error of

Moment

50.20
4.15

0.18

39.97
46.34

46.34
46.34

46.34

1r.35
1.3 x 10-3
1.3x l0-3

Rel. Error of

1" Moment

-3.8x 10-r
5.9x 10-3
-4.7x10-3
-8.?x l0-1
4.6x 10-1
4.6x10-r
4.6x 10-r
4.6x l0-r
-4.3 x 10-2
-3.0x l0-?
3.0x l0-ll

Sum Neg.

Values

0
-3.?x10-1
-3.9x10-l
-4.5x l0-r
-1.6 x 10-2
-5.9x10-u
-1.1x10-o
-1.9x 10-1
-5.1x10-o
-5.9x10-o
-5.9x l0-o
-5.9 x l0-o
-5.9x 10-o
-1.4 x 10-o
-9.3x 10-õ
-1.3x 10-8

RMS.

Error

Maximum Minimum

3.7x l0-r
-3.0x10-r
-3.?xl0-2
-8.?x 10-2
-3.4x10-8
-4.1x 10-r
-2.0x10-r
-4.2x10-2
-3.0x10-l
-3.9x10-r
-3.9x10-r
-3.9x 10-r
-3.9x10-l
-1.6x l0-r
-3.6x 10-õ
-4.1 x l0-o

8.6x 10-¡
5.?x 10-r
2.6x 10-l
1.4x 10-r
4.4x10-2
6.9x 10-r
3.3x 10-t
1.8x 10-r
5.3x 10-r

' 7.0x l0-r
?.0x 10-r
?.0x 10-1
7.0x l0-r
2.1x 10-r
3.0x 10-3
6.8x 10-õ

2.2x l0-r
2.0x 10-r
6.?x l0-2
3.9x 10-2
1.1x 10-2
2.5x l0-
8.8x l0-2
4.0x 10-2
2.2x10-r
2.5x l0-r
2.5x 10-r
2.5x 10-1
2.5x 10-¡
6.4x 10-2
6.?x l0-a
1.6x 10-6

Scheme

First order Upwinding
La:r-Wendroff scheme

3'd o¡der Upwinding
Rusanov's 4th order scheme
5th order Upwinding
Crank Nicolson
Linea¡ F.E. Crank Nicolson
4th order CTCS
Khaliq and Twizell (2,0)

" (2,1)

" (2,1) Extrapolated
" (2'2)
" (2,2) Extrapölated

NS3
N54
N55



discontinuities in the fi.rst derivative, and therefore provides a more stringent test.

Since the fi.rst derivative is discontiûuous, it is also more difficult to model than

the cosine hill. To illustrate the performance of these schemes in advecting profiles

which contain abrupt changes, the semi-ellipse test is used as a numerical s¡¿mple,

nameþ, modelling the advection of the fi¡¡ction

(3.61)

with the sa,me boundary conditions and parameters as for the Gauss pulse test.

The graphs of these tests are shown in Figs- 3.13, 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, with the error

measnres presented in Table 3.2. The error measures for schemes which give simil¿¡

results to those already included, have been omitted. The figures are arranged by

the order of the modified equivalent equation for ease of comparison.

The illustrations of the semi-ellipse test show that the erçlicit schemes perform

in much the same manner as for the Gauss pulse test, however the implicit schemes

deteriorate in comparison with the earlier tests. This decrease in the accuracy

of the implicit schemes is due to the absence of damping of the short wavelength

components. Due to abrupt changes in the initial condition a,l, æ :0.4 and c : 0.6,

these components no\û have signifrcantly greater amplitude than for the smooth

Gaussia,n pulse. Noue of the schemes propagate componeuts of wavelength lV¡ : !

at the correct phase speed. The implicit schemes all have p(cr2,) = 0 for all c

and the explicit schemes (apart ftom Eolly and Preissman.n's scheme) have very low

rnlues of. p,(c,2). The energy associated with these waves is propagated at the group

velocity and the relative group velocities, 7, of these schemes shows that this energ"y

is transmitted backwa¡ds relative to the analytic solution. Fulther, the higher order

implicit schemes transmit this energy faster in the reverse direction. This is endemic

to using high order schemes since the derivative of ¡r with respect to /Vr nea¡ the

Nyquist limit, (/V^ : 2), increases with increasing order.

This problem with the short wavelengths is not so apparent with the explicit

þ(æ,0): (0.1)r-(æ-0.5)z
0

10

0

0(æ<0.4
0.4<æ(0.6
0.6<æ
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Figure 3.13: Illustration of nu¡rerical results eþf ninqd using (a) First ord.er upwind-
ing, (b) Lax-'Wend¡off and (c) Crank Nicolson sch"m.s. The initial
condition is a semi-ellipse and the bou¡dary conditions a¡e cyclic.
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Tat¡le 3.2 : Error measutes for standa¡d difference gchemes for the test problem with a semi-elliptical pulse as the initial cond.ition
and cyclic boundary conditions. The Peak Shift is given as a fraction of the grid spacing, A¡ by which the numerical
peak leads the true peak. All other measures are given in absolute terms.

(o

Peak

Ileight

0.25

0.90
1.02

0.97
0.99

0.86

1.r5
0.88
0.96
0.95
1.18

1.05

1.04

Peak

shifr
2.0x l0-
3.4 x l0-2
7.3 x 10-6

-3.7x l0-5
-6.2 x 10-a

-0.1

-5.6

0.0
0.0
0.5

-5.6

-1.2

3.4

6.2
-8.3

0.6
-0.1
-1.0

Error of
3td Moment

1.8 x l0-3
4.0x l0-3
?.3 x l0-a

-6.2 x 10-z
-9.6 x l0-3
1.3 x 10-2

-4.3 x l0-4
2.8 x 10-3

Rel. Drror of
2"d Moment

21.72

8.45
0.82
1.25
0.31

L4.72

7.93

5.75

9.77
14.19

7.99
4.25
3.53

N"g. Rel. E¡ror

Values l" Moment

-1.3x 10-z
l.2x 10-r
8.5 x 10-o
1.1x 10-{
2.1x 10-o

-1.4 x 10-r
4.1x 10-3
2.9x10-z

-3.5x 10-r
-2.3x10-r
1.1 x 10-r

-4.1x 10-3
l.6x l0-2

0

-3.62
-0.48
-0.61
-0.28

-5.73
-2.07
-1.08
-4.05
-5.16

-2.tL
-1.00
-0.77

Maximum Minimum

lError )
6.7 x 10-z

-3.4 x 10-r
-4.3 x 10-2
-4.6 x l0-2
-4.5 x 10-2
-4.0x 10-r
-2.4 x 10-t
- 1.4 x 10-r
-4.3x 10-1
-4.4x10-1
-1.7x l0-r
-9.9 x 10-2
-6.4 x 10-2

7.5x 10-r
7.6x 10-r
3.0x 10-r
3.3x 10-l
2.lx l0-r
7.5x l0-r
3.4x l0-r
2.1x 10-r
?.5x 10-1
8.9x 10-r
3.1x 10-1
2.2x10-r
1.2x l0-1

Scheme

RMS.

Error

2.9x l0-r
2.2x10-r
6.6x 10-2
7.7x10-2
4.0x l0-2
2.6x l0-t
1.0x l0-r
?.8x l0-2
2.2x10-r
2.6x 10-t
Llx 10-2
4.6x l0-2
3.1x 10-2

First order Upwinding
Lax-Wendroff scheme
3'd order Upwinding
Rusanov's 4tlt order scheme
5tl' order Upwinding
Crank Nicolson
Linear F.E. Crank Nicolson
4th order CTCS
Khaliq and Twizell (2,0)

" (2,2) Extrapolated
N53
NS4 r

NS5



schemes since they are also damped out very quickly, but as there is no such da^mping

by the implicit schemes, these componen.ts produce a very noisy numerical solution.

This noise also means that the values quoted in Table 3.2 for the peak shift and

peak height are questionable for the implicit schemes as it is difficult to distinguish

a genuine peak amongst the high frequency noise. This problem also affects the

calculation of the moments of the solution. The values given are therefore only a

guide to the performance of the implicit schemes, the high frequency noise in the

numerical solutions making the error bounds for these calculations much la.rger than

before.

That the upwind schemes axe more successful, relative to the implicit sch.emes,

¿f ¡sf aining the moments of the distribution is consistent with Martin (1975), where

it was shown that these schemes are the ideal oçlicit finite difierence schemes for

preserving the moments of a distribution up to a given order (dependent on the

order of the difierence scheme).

Despite these problems, the conclusion based on the results of the Gauss pulse

test, namely that high order schemes are more accurate, is still v-dtid. The error

measures quoted in Table 3.2 still sùibit general improvement in the overall accur-

acy with increasing order.

It is worth noting some of the features of the fifth or higher order schemes,

shown in Fig. 3.16(a-d). The results from using fifth order upwinding, Fig. 3.16(a),

show some flattening of the peak. In Chapter Four, this flattening will be seen to

þs inFortant. It will be shown that techniques for obtaining smooth results also

produce a flattening of extrema. This flattening of the peak is exacerbated if the

high order scheme that forms the basis for the smoothing technique also displays

this behaviour. The oscillations in the numerical solutions of NS4 and NS5, shown

in Fig. 3.16(b,c) a¡e also very high ftequencg of only three or four grid-spacings

in wavelength, and as such, a¡e the type of oscillations that are most efrciently

removed. The smoothing 1sçhniques discussed in the next chapter are based on
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some form of low pass filter (generally non-linear), and so the higher the frequency

of the noise, the more efficiently that noise is removed. If slightly lower frequencies

(N, : 7 to 10) need to be moderated, then these fiIters begin to impact on the

signifi.cant components of the solution.

While it has been established that on a given grid, for a given Courant num-

ber, the high order schemes provide superior results to the low o¡der sctremes, the

efiect of using the low order schemes on a finer grid has not been discussed. It has

been acknowledged that under equivalent conditions, the high order schemes require

considerably more CPU time, due to the more complicated coefi.cients and possible

matrix inversion.

To demonstrate that high order sch.e"'es do obtain accurate results faster than

low order schemes, Table 3.3 presents the RJVIS errors associated ryith all the schemes

discussed so fa¡ on a variety of grids, (J : LIA'æ - 100, 200, 400 and 800) a^nd re-

peating the previous test cases. The initial conditions, boundary conditions, Cour-

a.nt number and the velocity u have been left unchanged. Included in Table 3.3 are

the CPU times for each. scheme for the cases where J :100 and 800. The CPU

times required by each scheme quadruple for each halving of the grid-spacing since

halving the number of grid-points requires the time-step to be halved as well. In

the case where the initial condition is a Gaussian pulse, the efficiency of the high

order schemes is i--ediately apparent. Not only are the high order schemes more

accurate for J : 100 but the results improve at a faster rate with increasing resol-

ution. The extreme cases a¡e first order upwinding where the errors decrease by a

factor of about two-thirds when the number of grid-points is changed f¡om 100 to

800, whereas for NS5 the corresponding errors decrease to less than one-rnillionth of

the size for the sa,me change in resolution. 1¡is imFrovement in the rate of decrease

of error with increased resolution is even seen when comparing fi.rst order upwinding

with the Lax-Wendroff schemes where the errors for J : 800 are less than one-tenth

of those for J : 100. Of the oçIicit schemes, fifth order upwinding is clearþ the
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most accurate, yet even this scheme requires approximateþ quadruple the CPU time

to attain a similar accuracy as NS5.

When a semi-ellipseis used as an initial condition, the high order implicit schemes

do not seem to be so great an improvement. The percentage decrease in RMS error

for NS5 is still greater than all the other schemes but the improvement is less marked.

F\lrthermore for this test, fifth ord.er upwinding can noïs produce eîrors comparable

to NS5 in less time. For the sa,me grid-spacing, flfth order upwinding requires about

one.quarter of the time of NS5, but the RMS error for NS5 with 100 gúd-points is

close to the midpoint of the RMS errors for fifth order upwinding with 100 and 200

grid-points, indicating that, in this case, fifth order upwinding can attain the same

accuracy in roughly half the time as NS5.

A further point to be considered, arises from the discussion in Chapter Four;

nameþ that smoothing techniques inherently produce results that do not contain

discontinuous derivatives, effectiveþ da.mping out high frequency noise. This is a

direct consequence of all smoothing lschniques introducing numerical diffusion in the

presence of abrupt changes. Converting solutions such. as the semi-elliptical pulse

to a smoother waveform, favours the high order implicit schemes since it has been

demonstrated that these schemes are excellent at advecting infiniteþ difrerentiable

solutions.

3.5 Boundary Conditions for High Order Schemes

A further complication with using high order schemes is the question of computation

of points adjacent to the boundary. Allied with this is the problem of how to compute

the rr¿lue at the downstream boundary. This is not difficult tg overcome, howevet,

especially if the flr¡x forms of the difierence equations are used. Firstly consider the

upstream boundary. For schemes using stencils involving rralues at a¡-zt there is no

equation for calculating the point adjacent to the boundary, pf+1. The three basic

choices are:
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Table 3.3:Comparisons of improvemetrt i¡r R.M.S. error versus increase in CPU time due to increasing resolution. The test problems
uee eitlter a Gaussian pulse or a semi-ci¡cle as the initial condition along with cyclic Lrouldary conditions. The CPU
Times are for the calculations with J = 100 and 800.

(o
ür

CPU
J=800

110

280

280

500

700

750

750

950

1020

12eô

1450

2850

3200

5040

3330

5100

2980

3320

3530

Semi-elliptical Pulse

1.7x 10-r
4.4x 10-z
4.6x 10-2
1.4x10-2
8.3 x 10-3
1.1x 10-2
1.1x 10-2
6.7x 10-3
5.3 x 10-z
2.3x10-2
l.0x 10-2
4.6x l0-2
5.2x 10-2
5.2x 10-2
5.2x l0-2
5.2x 10-2
1.5 x 10-2
6.5 x 10-3
4.?x 10-3

J=400
2.2x10-r
6.8 x 10-2
?.1 x 10-2
2.3x 10-2
1.4 x 10-2
1.9 x 10-2
2.0 x 10-2
1.2x10-2
8.5 x 10-z
3.7x 10-2
1.8 x 10-2
7.1x 10-2
8.0x l0-2
?.9x 10-2
8.0x 10-2
8.0 x l0-2
2.8x 10-2
1.2 x l0-2
8.6x 10-3

J =200

6.0x l0-2
6.6x l0-2
3.4x 10-3
4.0x 10-a
2.8x l0-1
2.6x 10-4
1.8x 10-E

I .? x l0-2
1.9 x 10-2
4.4x 10-{
5.1x 10-6
1.8 x 10-õ
1.6 x l0-E
5.8 x 10-?

2.2xI0-r
1.0 x 10- I

6.6x 10-2
4.2x10-2
6.1x 10-2
6.2x l0-2
4.0x 10-2

1.0x 10-r
1.0x l0-r
4.0x l0-2
2.5 x 10-2
3.3 x 10-2
3.4x 10-2
2.2x10-2

1.8x l0- 1.5 x 10- 2.9x 10- 2.6x 10-

1.2x l0- I

5.7x l0-2
3.1x l0-2
1.0x 10-t
1.2x 10-1
l.2x 10-l
l.2x l0-r
1.2x 10-t
4.8x 10-2
2.0 x 10-2
1.7x 10-2

J=100

2.6x10-r
l.0x 10-r
5.9x 10-2
2.2x10-r
2.6x10-r
2.6x10-1
2.6x l0-r
2.6x 10-r
9.1x 10-2
4.6x t0-2
3.1x 10-2

Gaussian Pulse

J=800

2.2x10-z
1.6 x 10-3
2.6 x 10-8
1.6 x 10-2
2.0 x 10-2
2.0 x l0-2
2.0 x 10-2
1.0 x 10-2
3.0x l0-5
2.5 x 10-o
9.8x 10-12

J=400

?.4 x 10-z
6.5 x l0-3
4.3 x 10-b
6.1x 10-2
?.0x 10-2
?.0x10-2
?.0x 10-2
?.0x 10-2
4.8x l0-a
1.6x 10-7
2.1x l0-o

J=200
2.ox to-t
1.4 x 10- I

1.6 x 10-r
2.0x10-z
3.0x 10-g
4.3 x 10-3
4.0x 10-3
5.6x 10-g
1.6x 10-r
2.6x 10-2
?.0 x 10-a
l.5x 10-r
l.6x 10-l
1.6x10-l
1.6x 10-r
1.6x 10-1
7.4 x 10-3
1.0x 10-õ
5.4 x l0-B

I00Scheme

2.2 x 10-r
2.0 x 10-l
1.5x 10-r
6.?x 10-2
1.8 x l0-2
3.9 x 10-2
3.9x l0-2
l.l x l0-2
2.6x 10-t
8.8x 10-2
1.1x 10-2
2.2x10-l
2.5 x 10-r
2.5x 10-l
2.5x l0-r
2.5 x 10-r
6.4 x 10-2
6.? x l0-4
1.6x l0-ß

CPU

1.8
4.4
4.4

7.8

10.9
tt.7
Lt.7
14.8

15.9

20.2

22.7
45.5

61.1
78.2
52.0

79.7

46.6

51.9

56.2

Fi¡st Order Upwinding
Lax-WendrolT
2'd order Upwind biassed

3d order Upwind biassed
Ilolly & Preissmaru
4th order Upwind biassed
Rusanovts 4tlt order scheme

5th order Upwind biassed

Crank Nicolson
Crank Nicolson (F.8.)
Fourth order CTCS
Khaliq & Twizell (2,0)

" (2,1)

" (2,1) * Extrap.
" (2,2)

" (2,21* Dxtrap.
NS3

NS4
N56



f. interpolation of the value pi+1 from surrounding values,

2. extrapolation of the solution to obtain an estimate of the fictitious value p1,

which can then be used örectly in the equation for pf+1,

3. the use of another, more compact scheme to provide a value Íot p!+L.

It was also mentioned in the introduction to subsection 2.4.2, that Khaliq and

Twizell's derivation was originally developed for Dirichlet bouadary conditions in

particular and as such, provided a sc,heme to estimat " pi+' . The resulting bounda,ry

scheme is actually equirmlent to setting p1{1 equal to pT+'. This can be very easily

verifled from the equations in the original paper. Putting p!I' : pi+t ir equivalent

to setting the first derivative of p lo be zero (to second order in Aæ).

To test these different approaches a simple numerical experiment was designed.

Fifth order upwináing ïyas used to advect a pulse of the form

þ(*,0): 10 , (3.62)

namelg a semi-ellipse centred on æ - -0.5, through the boundary. The sa,me

parameters as before were used (Aæ : 1/100, Ált: L1200, c: 0.4), but the pulse

was advected for two hund¡ed time-steps. At the conclusion of the calculations,

the pulse should be centred at æ : 0.3 and e:ctending from æ : 0.2 lo æ : 0.4.

The combination of fifth order upwinding and a r"-i-ellipse was chosen since the

scheme advects this waveform fairly cleanl¡ but if there is any problem with an

algorithm, the semi-ellipse produces a stronger signal than would be obtained by

usiug a smooth waveform such as a Gaussian pulse. Fifth order upwinding rsas

also selected because it is one of the more simply progrr.--ed high order schemes.

When using implicit schemes, some of the above techniques may cause the matrix

inversion to become unstable, introducing an additional factor that may obscure

any results. The problem with using fifth order upwinding is that it requires v¿lues

at a¡-a and so this scheme also reqúires an independent estimation o1 pî+t. This
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estimation was done by using third order upwinding. This scheme also advects a

semi-ellipse reasonably deanly.

The importance of using schemes that do not produce noisy results, is that

often errors in the specification of boundary conditions are manifested as oscillations

entering the domain. These oscillations could be lost amongst the noise of the base

scheme if one of the implicit schemes is used rather than fifth order upwinding. Care

must also be taken during the calculation of the fl.r¡xes when using different schemes

to calculate adjacent values. This is overcome by using the average flr¡x of the two

schemes. For example, between the second and third grid-point the flr¡x may be

given Av U{Ë" + lfl¡Y\lz where Í{Ë" ul.d ffï'represent the flr¡xes between the

grid-points of third and flfth order upwinding, respectively. This average flux is then

used to calculate pi+' -u

PT+' : Pi - fsp* lsþ (3.63)

A sirnila¡ process can be used to match the flr:xes between the f.rst and second

grid-points if necessary.

As a bencbmark, the test was run with pi being calculated directly f¡om the

analytic solution. While this type of overspecification of v¿lues can induce oscilla-

tious by itself, it rrill be assumed that these are not too serious. \ühen compared

with the analytic solution and the other erçeriments, this ¿ssumFtion is seen to be

\talid. One of the problems with such a test, is that conventional error measures

that represent the ove¡all performance of a scheme are not appropriate for meas-

uring the performance of, what are essentiall¡ "local" schemes, since the standard

erroÌ measures ta^ken over the entire domain are dominated by the errors of the base

schene; in this case, fifth order upwinding.

Despite the small overall contribution to a gross error measure by these difierent

approximations in the vicinity of the boundary, the different boundary schemes

provide the major source of error, even in such a simple test as this. The results are

summa¡ized in Table 3.4 which illustrates the RMS error taken over the eighteen
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Table 3.4 : Error measures of different techniques for estimating p(Aæ, zAú). The
test involved advecting a semi-ellipse through the boundary. The parameters used in
the experiment are the same as the semi-ellipse test with cyclic bouudary conditions
but only 200 time-steps were calculated. The elrors have been calculated using the
eighteen points adjacent to the bounda,ry. The First Sig. Vølue is the index of the
first grid-point with absolute value greater than .0001.

Sc"heme

RMS.
Error

Maximum
lErrotl

First Sig.
Value

Using analytic solution
Linear Interpolation
Quadratic Interpolation
Cubic Interpolation
Linea¡ Extrapolation
Quadratic Extrapolation
Cubic Extrapolation
As for Khuliq and Twizell
First order Upwinding
Lax-Wendroff
4úå order C.T.C.S.

2.4 x 10-3
2.6 x 10-2
3.4x 10-2
6.8 x 10-2
4.6 x 10-3
7.8 x 10-g
6.1x 10-3
6.5 x 10-g
2.0 x 10-3
4.9 x 10-3
5.0 x 10-3

7.3 x 10-ö
8.1x 10-2
1.1 x 10-1
1.8 x 10-1
1.6 x 10-2
2.7x10-2
2.Lxl}-z
2.5 x10-2
6.9 x 10-g
1.6 x 10-2
1.6 x 10-2

11

4
4
1

11

11

9

11

11

11

11

grid-points adjacent to the boundary as well as listing the first grid-point with

absolute r¡alue greater than 1 x 10-4. Again these errors only involve values from

the fi¡al time-step.

While ca¡e must be taken when drawing conclusions from such a sineple test

as this, some points a,re quite evident. Firstly, interpolation is not an appropriate

method nea¡ bor¡¡daries, as shown by the substantially larger errors than other

schemes. The index of the ufirst significant value" (the first r¡alue of pSoo such that

lnjtl t 1 x 10-a, j : L,.. .,18) is also much closer to the boundary in comparison

to other techniques. This indicates that the trailing edge of the pulse is leaving a

much more noticeable trail, which can be o<plained very simply by considering the

estimated value oI pT+t when the trailing edge of the pulse is-halfway between the

first and second grid-points. The values of the analytic solution at the points in the

vicinity of the boundary ate po -- 0, p, : 0.312, ps : 0.527 ap;d ia: 0.661. These

values may be used as a guide to the values of the numerical solution at the sarne

edge. When a value lot pl is interpolated between these values, it is going to be
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quite high in comparison to the analytic solution, (pt :0). The interpolation will

take many time-steps before the value of pi+'goes close to zero due to the values of

pi+r beirgkept high (because pî., pi, p!,... arc too large), stopping the interpolated

value of pT+' approaching zer.o as quickly as it should. A further problem with

interpolation is that it is not based on flr¡xes and so it is not conservative, as can be

seen in the example above, where p1 was incorrectly increased, even if exact values

a,re given to the interpolation.

Of the remaiaing techniques there is little variation, the exception being when

first order upwinding is used to generate the fluxes away from the boundary. This

is perhaps not surprising since the flux away from the bounda,ry as calculated by

this scheme is just qþp\, that is, it only involves values from the boundary. All

the other schemes use information from the numerical solution and so they do not

respond as quickly to changes in the bounda,ry conditions. This rapid response

more than compensates for the low order of this approximation to the outwa¡d flr¡x.

The values of pf+l are also improved since the flux between the first a,nd secoad

grid-points is given by an average of first and third order upwinding which is an

improvement on using only first order fluxes to estimat e pî+t . This scheme has

the further advantage that it is very easy to implement and so it is used for the

remainder of this thesis whenever estimates oî pî+t are required in numerical tests

involving Diricblet boundary conditions.

The remaining problem is the downstream., outflow boundary. Most of the

schemes require a value Íor y']*r. Strictly the advection equation, Eq. (2.2), has

no downstream boundary condition and the imposition of an a¡tificial condition

overspecifies the problem. This can lead to incorrect outwa¡d flux f¡om the domai'.

In practice, horilever, diffusion is generally present, if only weaHg and the presence

of a second order derivative requires the specification of another boundary condition

and so in practice, the downstrea,m bounda,ry value can generally be obtained from

this boundary condition.
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As the advection equation is only being considered in the sense that it is the

limit as diffusion tends to zeto of the full transport equation, the specifi.cation of a

downstream boundary condition does not present a problem. There still remains,

however, the problem of calculating the point adjacent to the bounda,ry for the high

order schemes which require values at a¡a2 to estimat " pi*' . This is resolved in a

simila¡ fashion to the estimation of pÎ+t adjacent to the upstrea,m boundary, with

a low order setreme providing the flr¡x out of the grid cell adjacent to the bouadary

a.nd the high order scheme providing a flruc into this grid cell.

For these reasons, when high order schemes which are tested on problems in-

volving fixed boundary conditions are examined later in this thesis, the points ad-

jacent to the boundary will be given by a lower order scheme.

3.6 Conclusion

Some new high order and very accurate schemes were developed in this chapter us-

ing the modified equation approach of Noye and Hayman (1986). Although these

schemes generally require more CPU time per grid-point per time-step than other

schemes discussed so far, they have been shown to produce results of such accur-

acy (particula,rly when the initial condition is infiniteþ differentiable) that other

schemes require considerably more time to yield comparable results, confirming the

conclusions of Chapter Two that high order schemes are more accurate in practice.

That this is true in the limit as A.a -> oo is obvious, but other methods, such as

numerical erçeriments and comparison of wave propagation pa,rameters ¿ùre required

to demonstrate this for realistic Aæ. These high order implicit sc.hemes have not

only -been shown to be highly accurate, but also provide a greater irnprovement

in accuracy (for a given increase in resolution) than low order schemes. That is,

if efficiency is measured by the computational time required to obtain a specified

accuracy, then these implicit schemes are very efi.cient.

It was also shown that to obtain the full advantages of high o¡der schemes boththe
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spatial a,nd the temporal differencing must be of high order. This is

comparisons of Khaliq and Twizell's schemes with the other very high

The improvement iu accuracy by increasing the order of the

was negligible due to the presence of second order errors in the approximation to

the spatial derivative. It is also clea¡ that any scheme that contained approxima-

tions that were only fi¡st or second order accurate was clearþ deficient i1 aedelling

the simplest form of advection, as lras demonstrated by the results obtained from

fi¡st order upwinding, Lax-Wendroff, Standard Crank Nicolson an'd the Khaliq and

Twüell schemes.

The effect on initial conditions that contain discontinuous deriv¿tives was also

examined. The high order implicit schemes suffered from the production of high

frequency noise which is inherent in all diagonally differenced (centred-time, centred-

space) schemes. This noise is due to the lack of damping of the high frequency

Fourier components, and so relative to the explicit schemes discussed in Chapter

Two, performance of the implicit schemes was degraded.

The errors of the high order schemes NS4 and NS5 are almost entirely due to noise

with a wavelength of only three of four grid-spacings and as will be seen in Chapter

Four, this type of noise is most amenable to removal by smoothing techniques.
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Chapter 4

Review of Smooth Numerical
Schemes

It was mentioned in the Chapter One that in many proble"'. it is c¡ucial to ob-

tain smooth results when aedslling advective processes. This chapter presents a

review of some techniques that a¡e used to attain this goal. The problem of ob-

taining smooth results is closely linked with removing non-physical negative values,

since these negative values a¡e due to the same spurious oscillations that cause the

roughnsss in the numerical solution. Such oscillations cannot just be ignored, since

removing them from the solution by setting negative values to zeto adds mass to

the system. The solution must be smoothed over the entire domain since the source

of the oscillations may be some distance ftom where they fiouJly appea,r. For the

moment there will be no strict defrnition of the smoothness of a solution except that

there should be no "lumps" or "bunps" in the solution. Later in this chapter, rrari-

ous definitions of smoothness and their efiect on numerical results will be discussed.

4.t Linear Filtering

Unwànted negative r¡alues in what should be a positive solutioir, are caused by spuri-

ous oscillations. These in tu¡n a¡e due to the poor uumerical phase speed of the short

Fou¡ier components. One procedure is to use a numerical filter to selectively damp

out these semponents. These filters can have a sharp cutoff of short wavelengths

as shown in Fig. a.l(a) and so delete the high frequencies and thereby retain the
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middle a.nd low frequencies. This does not remove all the negative values from the

numerical results, however, as even the mid-frequencies of the numerical solution

still travel at an incorrect phase speed. If these frequencies a¡e also removed then

much of the detail of the distribution will also be lost. A further problem is that no

linear filters have perfect response, that is, linear low pass filters have responses that

a¡e neither identically zero for high frequencies nor identically one for intermediate

or lower frequencies. So linea¡ filtering will not necessa.rily remove all the negative

values, although it may make them acceptably small in some applications. þ¡¿mples

of using a frlter in combination urith NS5, Eq. (3.60) are provided in Fig.4.1. The

filter used was discussed by Shapiro (1970), namely

pi*' #ri * # þî-,+ Pï*,) - #(rr-,+ pi"*,)

*# þ0"-"+ rqn")- # (pF*^+ pf*^)

(4.1)

where ef is the time-advanced, oscillatory solution.

The filter given by Eq. (a.1) has quite a sharp cutofr in compa,rison with other

filters. This is seen in Fig. a.l(c) where even though the filter has been applied

250 times during the calculations, the disruption to the overall shape of the peak

is minimal. It is also interesting to note the flattening of the peak when the filter

is applied every time step as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). There is a seven or nine point

plateau that arises. This will be seen to be a cotttt',on feature of non-linear filters

as well and is one of the main criticisms levelled against some of the nonJinea¡

smoothing schemes. It seems from this s¡¿rnple that a certain amount of peak

flattening may well be unavoidable. The reason why the flattening occurs is that

the diffusion flattens out the extrema to roughly a three point plateau, but the high

order scheme then produces over-shoots at either end of this plateau. These over-

shoots a¡e themselves fl.attened out and so the plateau gradually widens. In this and

several other cases, the peak was also slightly concave. This slight dip near the peak

has two causes. Firstly the over-shoots take some time to occur and are therefore

slightly less damped. Secondl¡ as the plateau widens, the slope on the sides of the
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pulse becomes steeper, which in turn causes larger over-shoots.

The main condusion from this example is that linear filtering will not provide

smooth results without seriously affecting the amplitude of the pulse. It also shows

in whicb. regions the diffusion is most needed, namely where there ìilas a sudden

change in the f.rst derivative, at the leading and trailing edges of the pulse. This

example does flatter filtering somewhat iu that the fiIter had quite a sharp cutoff

and the high order scheme was very accurate. IJ a less accurate scheme was used,

such as fourth order CTCS, Eq. (3.1a), as shown in Fig. 4.1(d) the results a,re quite

poor. Not only are the oscillations still present but the peak is also rather distorted.

To remove these oscillations the filter must iuvolve much stronger damping, but this

will seriously degrade the pulse a,mplitude, in much the same manner as first order

upwinding,Eq. (2.27).

This style of numerical filter is equivalent to a¡ approximation to the diffusion

equation
0p

0t
(4.2)

with an appropriate choice of para,meters to obtain the desired amplitude response.

Nevertheless, each time the results ate filtered, numerical diffusion is added to the

solution and this diffusion accr¡mulates over time. Filtering the solution too strongly

results in too much residual diffusion being found in the final results. As rvas seen

in Figs. 2.2, 3.L, if there is insufrci"4 darnping (i.e. the filtering is not done often

enough) the osc¡llations can become so severe that they are comparable, in mag-

nitude, to the origiual waveform. In suc.h cases removing the oscillations by filtering

once only will damp out most of the waveform.

The residual diffusion left by linear filters cannot be removed, a posteriori, by

a di¡ect inverse scheme, since any linear numerical model that accurateþ models

the diffusion equatio¡ s¿nnot be inverted in a manner that does not generate any

oscillations. The non-existence of such a¡r inverse is due to the "anti-diffusion"
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equatioû

#:k(-"#) ' a>o (4'B)

producing results that grow exponentially. This exponential growth will apply to

roundoff erroÌs in any linear scheme that approximates this equation. The amp-

lifi.cation of these roundoff errors will generate oscillations in the "anti-diffused"

solution.

A further problem with fiItering is that of. "ringing" as discussed by Shapiro

(1970). This is where the filter produces oscillations of its own. These oscillations

first appear at the grid-points adjacent to the bounda¡ies of the solution domain.

These oscillations may grow to be many orders of magnitude larger than the m¿¡x-

imum value of the numerical solution. This phenomenon occurs when high order

filters (i.e. filters that have a very sharp cut off) a¡e used in problems with specified

bouadary conditions. This is due, in pa,rt, to inappropriate bouldary conditions

being applied to the filter. The bounda,ry conditions must be those of the physical

problem but these a¡e not necessarily consistent with solving the diffusion equation

and can thereby generate severe oscillations, defeating the purpose of filtering.

From this it can be concluded that linear flltering schemes are not appropriate

as general lsdhniques for smoothing numerical solutions, due to the diff.culties asso-

ciated with deter^irritl'g how strongly to diffuse the solution, how often the solution

should be frltered and¡ overcorning ringing near the bounda¡ies. An additional prob-

le"' is that the continual addition of diffusion can have a signiûcant impact on the

overall behaviour of the solution, either by the accumul.ation of numerical diffusion

or through the suppression of some D.on-linea¡ interaction. By using non-linear ûl-

ters it is possible to remove some of the main problems with linea¡ ûltering. Some

of the more coÍrmon non-linear filtering schemes are discussed below.
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4.2 CIP

A method based on polynomial approximation was developed by Takewaki and Yabe

(1987). The Cubic-Interpolated Pseudo-Particle Method is based on interpolating

the value oî. a¡ - ut\t in muctr the same fashion as the explicit lschniques discussed

in Chapter Two, with the differeuce being that the interpolation is done in such a

way as to avoid over- and under-shoots in the numerical results. The full form of

the CIP method is the implicit difference scheme

R';*' : Pî-r-|r; *!cî*
C:-L, . ê;-L,

-#lp'i*,- rîl*Elo; - P';-,1

.klpî*, -zp'ì + pî-,1

,
L;-l r-#lo'i -2p'i-,+ pî-rl

(4.4)

18

L92tÏi +

+

+

+

+

+

#oî*' + finîii: ei

HW;t -Ri*,+r¿';*'-R';l

H l";., - n'; + rtili - R:;_,]

#lon'-ül-# lpî-pl-l

Tlrn,+ p'i -o;t*;--"Ð]

TW + ü-,- ^;tni -rci-)l

* lirr.-, + p'ì) * o] 
to';*, + ßi)]

c?,rc
Tl|r; + p'i-,)*ffto; +nî-)]

#[*.,-R';].+W;-,uî-,1
"+þr*+ p'i -fw;**oÐ)

#1,, t pî-,-ffw;+æî-,)]
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Takewaki and Yabe also gave an alternative approximate form that is explicit, that

closely approximates the implicit form.

Table 4.3 shows that this scheme is also very inefficient as the errors are compar-

able to those of first order upwinding when the difference in CPU time per time-step

is taken into account. The RMS errors for the CIP method with J : 100 are similar

to those of f.rst order upwinding with J : 200 and 400.

That the scheme should be so difusive, is consistent with the result of Godunov

(1959) since the CIP method can be very closeþ approximated by an explicit (linea.r)

scheme. The implicit form should not be of a high order of accuracy either. This

can be seen in Fig. a.2(b) which illustrates the poor a'"plitude response of this

scheme, simila¡ in fact, to that of first order upwinding shown in Fig. 2.1(b). The

scheme requires the calculation of derivatives of. p as does the scheme of Holly and

Preissmann, but to gua,rantee smoothness, the derinatives must be calculated using

the same cubic as used to estimate p(ti -ut&t, t^).

If the s:r¡ne equation as Eolly and Preissmattt"s scheme is used to estimate the

derivatives, the amplitude response (and hence the accuracy) of this scheme is sig-

nificadtly improved, but the numerical solution then contains oscillations.

4.3 Smolarkiewiczls Scheme

Linea¡ filtering, as discussed in the previous section, is based on taking an oscillatory

numerical solution and attempting to produce smooth results. An alternative is to

ta,ke an already overly diffused solution and attempt to remove this diffusion at

the sa^me time as the initial calculations are performed so that the solution remains

smoo-th. One such sùeme based on this idea was developed by Smola,rkiewicz (1983).

Consider first order upwinding, whic"h always produces smooth results. From the

modified equivalent equation we obtain an expression for the a,mount of diffusion

int¡oduced by this scheme, namely

1dvw,: |(l"ll,, - Ltu2) (4.5)
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If the results of first order upwinding are used as initial conditions to the problem

of solving
0o _ _0 ,^, ôp¡
at *@"-,fi) , (4.6)

the fi¡al solution should have the diffusion removed from the upwinded solution.

It should be noted that this does not remove all the numerical darnping as the

higher order amplitude errors corresponding to the higher order terms in the modi-

f.ed equivalent equation remain, but it does remove the dominant amplitude errors

associated with this scheme. The obvious difrculty is how to solve Eq. (a.6) and

retain the smooth nature of the solution, since any linea¡ finite difference approx-

imation will generate more oscillations as roundo errors will be negatively difiused

(i.e.magnified) along with the rest of the solution. Smolarkiewicz suggested rewriting

Eq. (a.6) as

H: -ftr*ø (4.?)

where K : a(0p lAtY p which is just the advection equation, Eg. (2.1), with velocity

an : K. This equation can be solved by first order upwinding, giving a solution to

Eq. (4.6) which is smooth if K can be accurately estimated. Smola¡kiewicz suggested

the approximation

(|",*tlo'- l'tuj*;)
(4.8)K:-L:

Jt2 L,æ

where pj is the value obtained from the first upwind step, and e is some small

pararneter so that K : 0 if pi+, - p; :0. This choice of K will also always give a

stable scheme, as noted by Smolarkiewicz.

This scheme is obviously an improvement on linea¡ filtering since it attempts to

do something about the residual diffusion found in the numerical solution, however,

it does sufier from some drawbacks. For instance, there is no reason to assume that

it in any sense minimizes the residual diffusion. Indeed, Smola¡kiewicz rema¡ked

that the residual diffusion can be successively reduced by repeatedly applying the

a¡tidifusion step. The CPU time, however, will also increase linearþ with the
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number of additional applications of the antidiffusive step, and the return (measured

by the improvement in accuracy) rapidly rliminisfus5.

Applying the antidiffusive time-step three times does sharpen the peak to some

extent as seen by comparing Fig. a.3(a) with Fig. 4.3(c). The number of times

the aatidiffusive step is denoted by the r¡a¡iable ITER in the figures and tables.

The iteration of the antidiffusive step both enlarges the upstream skew of the pulse

and produces a sharper peak, whether it is warra,nted or not. The fi¡st side-effect

elçlains the order of magnitude increase in the third moment of the numerical

solution, given in Table 4.1. The second side-effect is shown in Fig. 4.4(arc) which

indicate how Smolarkiewicz's scheme produces a sirnilar shaped pulse irrespective

of the initial condition, with the curvature of the sides of the numerical pulse being

opposite to that of the analytic pulse. Such behaviour is exacerbated by iterating the

antidiffusive step, and this can be seen when other waveforms (square and triangular

pulses for example) are used. The odd behaviour of the RMS errors with increasing

resolution, as shown in Table 4.3, are also due to the Gaussian pulse being dose

to the favoured waveform of this scheme. The RMS errors fot J : 400 and 800

or for the semi-ellipse test are more representative of the general performance of

this scheme. This type of problem has been found to occur with several of the

lschniques discussed in this chapter, with different techniques having particular

favoured wavefor-". For this reason, comparisons will continue to be based on the

Gaussian a¡.d the semi-ellipse test cases.

This systematic distortion of profiles can be seen by se'"paring Fig. a.3(a) where

the antidiffusive step is performed once per time-step and Fig. a.3(c) where the

scheme is applied three times per time-step. This is also appa,rent in the error

measures given in Table 4.1. It should be noted that iterating the antidiffusive step

also introduces a substantial lag in the position of the peak and shows the pulse

upstream.

Each antidiffusive step still leaves some residual diffusion though, due to the fact
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that flrst order upwinding is being used here as well. A second suggestion was to

scale the antidiffusive velocities K¡+à. Smolarkiewicz found empirically that the best

scaling factor was about 1.06, because beyond this the calculations could become

unstable. This scaling factor is denoted by Sc in the figures a,nd tables. There was no

real justification for this except that it seemed to work, in that a peak does become

sharper. Scaling the antidiffusive velocities has the added advantage over repeating

the antidiffusive step, in that it is obviously very quic.k. Magnifying the velocities

has the disadva,ntage that peaks again become skewed as in Fig. 4.3(b), and the

symmetry of the previous scheme is lost. If these two suggestions are combined then

the faults of both schemes are compounded as shown in Fig. 4.3(d).

Another problem with this scheme is that it admits over-shoots in the numerical

solution. This can be seen by e>camining a sudden jump in the solution, i.e. the point

ærE where p'ì:t to the right of æ¿ (i.e. i >k) æd P';:0 to theleft U < e).

Using ûrst order upwinding alone gives

r j>k
L-c i:k
0 j <k

from which the antidiffusive velocities a¡e obtained, namely

or: 
{

(4.e)

(4.11)

(4.10)K¡*+: {
Aæ(lcl - "')"1 [(z - c)At]
0

i:k
i+k

and fi:rally

pl+' :L+ c2(L- c)2lQ- c)

Stability of the scheme requires that 0 ( c ( I so that there is a possible maximum

over-shoot of.A.2Toof the height of the jump at c - (\874)17 - 0.562. This scheme

will produce over-shoots but not under-shoots, because the antidifrusive velocities,

Ki*¡, will be directed towa¡ds the region of higher densit¡ and hence the oscillations

only take the form of over-shoots. Although it was claimed by Smola.rkiewicz (1983)

that this sc.heme preserves monotonicity of the solution, it is not actually the case,

for if the results are exa,mined after one or two time-steps, there are oscillations in

the results. These oscillations do not produce negative r¡alues but they can cause the
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numerical solution to exceed the least upper bound of the analytic solution, even in

the consta,nt velocity case of advection. The presence of these oscillations is easily

verified by using a sqnare rvave as a,n initial condition. If such a test is performed,

with the width of the pulse being twenty grid-spacings, then these oscillations persist

for up to 240 time-steps. They eventually disappea,r when the numerical solution

forms a definite peak and develops into the scheme's favoured waveform. \['hile,

in general, over-shoots do not cause as many problems as under-shoots, they are

undesirable in algorithms for solving general non-linear problems.

Another reason for examining other approaches is that it is difrcult to use Smol-

a¡kjewicz's approach to obtain more accurate smooth solutions, since of the many

schem.es devised by the author and co-wotkers, none have had less diffusion than

first order upwinding. ff such a scheme could be found and it is stable for small

Courant numbers then it could be used here to give better results, since less nu-

merical difrusion in the original sc.heme should meân less residual diffusion after the

antidifrusive step.

4.4 van Leer's Schemes

In the discussion so far there has been no definition of what is meant by numer-

ical results being smooth. A co"'"'only used definition is that schemes should be

positive defi.nite. That is, if the initial condition is non-negative and there are

appropriate boundary conditions,l then the numerical solution also should always

be non-negative. The sc.heme should also conserve material and so the nr¡merical

solution should not be identically zero except in the two trivial cases of either, no

material present initially and none entering the system, or dl the material being

advected out of the system. Thus, in general, the operator .C, corresponáing to the

lExamples of oappropriate bouudary conditions' a^re

1. Di¡ichlet bouuda,ry conditious with all values beirg non-uegative, and

2. Neumann boundary conditious whe¡e the flux is into the regiou.
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finite difrerence equation must satisfy the two conditions

t. ll(ùl¡ ) 0 for all p such rhat p] > 0 for all j

Z. Ê(ù:0 if and only if p : g

The second part will obviously be satisfied by u.y conserr¡ative difference scheme.

For if there is no gain or loss of material to the system except through the bou¡da¡ies

(which would be the same as for the true solution p) then the numerical solution p

ca.nnot become identically zero unless the true solution does. These two constraints

mean that the difference operator should be a positive definite operator. This defin-

ition is, however, not quite strict enough, as by this definition, Smola¡kiewicz's

scheme is positive defi:rite but may still produce oscillations.

An alternative definition of smoothness is that the difference schemes should

preserve monotonicity of the data. This was described in detail by van teer (1973)

who gave two difierent criteria for schemes to be monotonicity preserving (ot "mono-

tonic"). The first was that there should be no over-shoots o¡ under-shoots by the

scheme. The second was an alternative stipulation that pi'+l should lie between the

two r¡alues pi ard p't-r.

This latter defi-nition forces a slight reduction in the height of a numerical pea.k.

This can be seen by considering a peak that exactly coincides with a grid-point,

cn. One time-step later, the peak will no longer coincide with æo and the maximum

permissible value of the solution will equal ma:r{pp, pp+t} where the maximum

is calculated over the time'adrnnced solution. Under the restriction that pi-, <

p';*' < pi, lhts maximum value will remain as an upper bound for the solution

throughout the computation.

Any couservative scheme that satisfies either of these criteria will be positive def-

inite, for if a scheme cannot admit under-shoots, then it cannot take non-negative
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data a¡d generate negative values. Sirnilarly, if a scheme satisûes the second con-

dition, then pi+l is greater than, or equal, to the rninimum of pi a¡¡d pi4 fot aJI

positive n and, as both of these are non-negative, then so i" p?*',

Va,n Leer (1973) showed how this no ouer-shoot/no und,er-shooú criterion could

be used for schemes based on interpolation of the value oî. p(j&æ - ut/rt, nAú) to

estimate pf+l. As an example, the Lax-Wendroff scheme lsas considered. By ex-

a.rnining the æ-coordinate of turning point of the interpolating quadratic, Eq. (2.28),

it was found that the Lax-'Wendroff scheme gives over- or under-shoots when

e¡+i=\ffi\" (412)

To overcome this, van Leer suggested that if this condition holds then the quad-

ratic should only be forced to pass through (æ¡-t,ú') and (r¡,t") and be tangent to

the line p - p*: where pilj i. some lower bound oo p'i*t. Often pffi can be taken

to be zero, as this means that there will be no negative rnlues appea,ring. Io .^rry

case, the physics of the problem being modelled dictates what value should be used

here. This modif.ed polynomial gives the difference scheme

p'i*' = p'i ct+¡ci + c¡4ni-t

T "n+(L - "¡*i)þî+, - p'i)

C:-L

I",+(L - "¡_t)(p'j - p']-)+ (4.13)

where ,i+à: min((¡+å,1). The terms involving ø conespond to negative diffusive

fluxes, i.e. these are the f.uxes that have been added to first order upwinding to

remove some of the numerical diffusion. IÍ (¡+i ) 1 then the scheme reverts to

Lax-Wend¡off but il C¡+î < 1 then the "negative" diffusive f.uxes a¡e reduced. This

is equivalent to adding diffusion to the Larc-Wendroff scheme in order to produce

smooth results. Since the inequality Eq. (4.12) detects over- and undershoots, it

was shown by van leer (1973) that Eq.. (a.13) also prevents overshoots.

This technique may be used with any one of the upwinding schemes, since they

a¡e all based on interpolation. With the higher order sc,b.emes, however, the criteria
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for under- and over-shooting become very complicated since finding the turning

points of the high order interpolating polynomials becomes increasingly more diffi-

cult.

One of the problems with this approach is that there is no guara.ntee that the

amount of diffusion added to the results is in any way minimized. To overcome this

problem van Leer (1974) demonstrated how to convert tr\omm's scheme

p|*':pî-fi*t+fiZ , @.14)

where

¡i+ : c¡+àPî + +þ7+,+ pi-) , (4.15)

into a monotonic scheme with minimal diffusion added to the original scheme. The

fluxes for the new scheme a,re given by

f;l? = ¡i-,+ - T"o*+(L - .t*ä)(pî*, - 2p'i + p?-t) (4.16)

where
Pilr- P'ì Pî - Pî-t

o¡+T

lpin- p?l +leî - Pî-,1

is a smoothness monitor, similar in nature to (¡+à in Eq. (4.13).

The performance of these two schemes is shown in Fig. 4.5(a,b) and Fig. 4.6(a,b)

and Tables 4.L-4.3. Clearly Eq. (4.16) is the better of the two, with Eq. (a.13) intro-

ducing a significant phase lag and producing a pulse that is more skewed upstream.

The co"'-on feature of these two schemes is the conside¡able flattening of sha,rp

peaks.

While this approac,b. is successful in converting the two suggested schemes (Lax-

Wendroff and Flo--'s) into monotonic difference schemes, it is not a feasible way

of converting a^u arbitrary difference operator into a monotonic operator. Certainly

for implicit schemes it is not at all clear how 1[s lgchnique should be used to ensure

monotonicity. So in an attempt to better utilize the high order schemes developed

in Chapter Three, other techniques need to be exa,nrined. Othe¡ schemes were also

'a

(4.17)
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developed by van Leer (1977) but these all used slope limite¡s. The idea of using

limiters leads to either TVD o¡ FCT schemes discussed below and so these latter

schemes of van Leer will not be discussed here.

4.6 Self-Adjusting Hybrid Scheme

It has been noted that sharp changes in the numerical solution cause the spurious

oseillations of high order schemes. Harten (1978) suggested that by monitoring

the smoothness of the solution, a choice could be made between a smooth (but

difiuse) low order solution and a high order non-diffuse solution. In regions whe¡e

the solution is sufi.ciently smooth, the high order solution will also give smooth

results. In regions of dramatic change in the solution the low order solution is used.

This is a generalization of van Leer's schemes whe¡e the smoothness monitors trere

(¡ *d ø¡. Harten suggested that the general form for the difference operator should

be

L{p'j} - (eiLL + (1 - î¡)t"){pi} (4.18)

where 0 1 0; ( 1 is non-linear. The operators ÊL a"td LE rclet to the smooth

and high order schemes that are combined to fo¡m the hybrid scheme. Earten

derived oc¡lressions lot 0¡ fo¡ the case where both high a¡d low order schemes were

oçlicit, but determining the equirnlent expression for general inplicit schemes is

difrcult. This process is, however, very efiective. For exa,mple, using the Lax-

'Wend¡off scheme, Eq. (2.29), as the high order scheme and fi¡st order upwinrling,

Eq. (2.27), as the low order scheme gives

p';*'

l¡+I

o¡*+

âo*+

þin - pî)

(4.1e)
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As can be seen from Fig. a.5(c) and Fig. 4.6(c), this scb.eme produces results very

simila¡ to those of van Leer (tr), Eq. (a.16). This shows the advantage in ¿llsmpting

fs minirnize the added diffusion to obtain smooth results, however, such rninimiza-

tion is very difrcult for general sclemes.

4.6 Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Schemes

Ha¡ten (1983, 1984), introduced the concept of using the Total Variation Diminish-

ing (TVD) ¿ssumption,

tlrift - Pî*'l:rvQ^*') < rv(e\: Ðlel'*- eîl (4'20)
t2

to solve

ff *ry: hþ) (4.21)

Yee et. af. (1985) and Yee (1986, 1987) have extended this work to obtain a variety

of schemes, both implicit and explicit, that a,re formally second order as well as

positive defi:rite. The non-linear components of the resulting schemes take the form

of either a slope limiter or a fl.ux limiter. The slope limiters impose constraints on

the gradient of z; the flr¡x limiters impose constraints on the gradients of the flrures.

As noted by Yee (1937), flux limiters are generally used in practice. An exa.mple

TVD scheme for the consta,nt velocity case, tvher" f (p) - uP and lz(p) : 0, is the

oçlicit scheme developed by Yee (1986), namely

pi*' : Pî + #,lr- (u,*+ + i¡*î) (ri- - p'ì)

c* (à¡-- + i¡-+) (o'ì - pî-,)l

(4.22)

(r)

C_

c+

(r)

v(r) _

)z(")({,
I
,
1

2

{

(v(z) + z)

I'l
("' + e2) /(2e)
0

,lrl<,
, otherwise

lPî+, - Pî
(s¡*r- ù l(pî*r- Pî)

^l¡+ä

L22
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si : ,smax {0, -i" {" ("r*+) lpî*, - p'il,

s" ("0_;)leî _ c;_,1\\

^t _ tg" (ni*, - p'i)

(*r,r - Hr)
t¡+ä

("¡*È P';*, - "¡+i P']) I (P'i*, - P'i)

1

2

'lP'ì*' - Pî

, otherwise

(e

o(r) :

where e is a small number reflecting machine precision (taken to be 10-16 here).

TVD schemes have been successfuI in solving the proble"'" for which they are

designed, however, if the equation to be modelled is of the form

?*a(?ù -o g.zs)æ' a*

where ul does not necessarily depend on p, then Eq. (a.23) must be rewritten in

terms of a - Ip, -pl', where g satisfies Eq. (a.21). This gives a coupled pair

of p.d.e's which substantially increases the CPU time required. The CPU times

quoted in Table 4.3 are only for the constant velocity case and as suc,h considerably

underestimate the actual CPU time required for the general case. This is to be

compared with the CPU times of the other schemes whicb, are representative of the

times required to solve Eq. (a.æ) for general u,'.

The additional computation can be shown to be necessary, by considering the

case of solving Eq. (a.23) when the velocity ø is a linearþ decreasing function of æ.

The exact solution in this case is given by

p(*,t): eo (@ ao,o) e-h' - -o) "- @.24)

where u: : k(æ-.t'-o) and ps(æ) is the initial condition. Il k : -1, ?uo : 1 and po(æ)

is the square wave

o¡+È

po(x): 1 ,61 1æ162
0 , otherwise

(4.25)

then

Dlri*, -p? :"'^Ð co(@i+r+1)r'*-1) - co(@i+1)eú'-r)
It
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but

lpo(s¡+t) - Po(v¡)l:
1 , if the discontinuity is in [gr¡, gr¡a1]

0 , otherwise
(4.27)

for and g¡. For suitable choices of 61 and ó2, the term lps (g¡*r)- po(g)l can only

be uon-zero for two distinct values of j, giving

Dlpî* - P';l:2etn (4.28)
,

a¡d so

Ð lpïii - P';*'l ' E lpl'* - pîl @.2s)
t3

That is, TVD sc,hemes caû only model equations of the form Eq. (4.21), and for

general advection problems, the p.d.e. must be rewritten in the appropriate form.

This gives a system of coupled p.d.e's describing the evolution of, for exa,mple, p and

utp. The equations can still be made TVD, as it was shown by Yee (1987) that the

defrnition of Total Variation must be modified when modelling systems of p.d.e's.

With this new definition it can be shown that TVD schemes can be used to model

general advective processes.

The results from using the explicit and implicit TVD schemes developed by

Yee (1986) are shown in Figs. 4.7, 4.8 (u,b). The explicit scheme produces an

almost syrnrnstris pulse which also contails a large a.mount of residual diffusion. The

implicit scheme produces an even more diffuse pulse which is also skewed upstream.

The major difficulty with these schemes is the a,mount of CPU time that is

required, with other first order schemes producing more accurate results in less time.

While these schemes do retain their level of performance in more complicated non-

linear problems (when the performance of other schemes deteriorate), TVD schemes

do not appear to be very efficient for modelling advective processes in which ur is

not only a function of p.
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4.7 Flux Corrected TÌansport

Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) was first described by Boris and Book (1973) and

then Zalesak (1979) gave a more general interpretation of the technique. As with

most of the techniques discussed in this chapter, FCT is also based on a non-linea¡

weighting of a low order smooth solution a,nd a high order non-diffusive solution. A

general FCT algorithm is obtained by considering the fluxes into and out of each

cell. The fluxes due to the low order scheme a¡e taken as base values and then these

a¡e cotrected so as to remove the diffusion from the low order súeme. The basic

approach is to take low order flr:xes and to convert them into high order f,uxes, but

if this causes an oscillation to appear that was not present in the low order solution

then this flux is reduced.

In the algorithms developed by Boris and Book, the low order solution and the

high order solution a¡e related, in that one may be constructed f¡om the other. This

can be done in two ways. One is to look at the errors introduced by this scheme and

then to adjust any free pararneters (such as the diffusion present in the scheme) or

to add extra terms to correct these errors. By this technique, a high order scheme

may be developed from any low order scheme. An alternative method is to take an

erylicit fi.nite difference lsshnique and int¡oduce sufrcient diffusion to ensure that

all the coefrcients in the difierence equation a,re positive. For if

pi*t :Ð"tpi*t (4.30)

where the ø¿'s are positive, then, if atl the "i"*"ot. of. pn arealso positive, so aîe those

of. go+1, gtoiog a sufi.cient condition for a scheme to be positive definite. This is also

necessary because if one coefrcient is negative then it is not difficult to construct an

initiat condition that will produce a negative value lot pi+r. For example, if ø-1 < 0

then choosing 2^: (0,...,0,1,0,...,0)", where pï-t:1for some fixed j will give

pi*' < 0. 'While this is a very artificial case, as long as the v¿lue ol p']-, is ta.ken

to be sufficiently larger than the surrounding values it is always possible to make

Pi*t < 0.
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The advantage of this approach is that the diffusion added to the high order

solution is ainimised (but only in a very simple sense). It is important for the low

order solution to be as wea.kly diffusive as possible since the regions containing the

most residual diffusion will correspond to the regions where the antidiffusive fluxes

are set to zero. Setting these fluxes to zero is equivalent to using the low order

solution for the time advanced solution. Eence, if the low order solution is overly

diffusive then so will be the advanced solution.

Constructing high and low order solutions that are directly related has compu-

tational advantages as the antidiffusive fluxes can be then calculated directly. The

antidiffusive f.uxes calculated by this process usually have a sirnFle form. This does

Iimit, however, the choice of which methods may be used to produce the high order

solution for not all high order schemes can be converted into positive definite schemes

by the si'nple process ef ¿dding a¡tificial diffusion, as will be seen in Chapter Five.

Zalesa.k (1979) described how any low order solution and any high order solution

may be combined to give a smooth, high order solution. This approach involves

considerations of fluxes into and out of each cell and then limiting them so they

do not cause the final solution to be outside some specified interrr¿I. In the most

general case, this approach is significantly more time consr:-ming than Boris and

Book's form, however, it does give a general technique for converting any oscillatory

numerical solution into a smooth solution.

An outline of a general FCT algorith- then, is as follows. Given a smooth low

order solution, {p!}, and a nondiffusive high order solution, {pf }, it is possible

to derive the antidiffusive fluxes ftom either the low or high order flr¡xes. These

new fluxes are then applied t" {pîI and contain, in general, less diffusion than the

low order flr¡xes but more than the high order fluxes, the balance being chosen so

that the r¡alues of. pi do not enceed prescúbed limits for any given (*¡, tn), but at

the s¡.rne time attenrFting to stay as close as possible to the high order fl.r¡xes. For

example, consider the sc"heme Phoenical tPE SHASTA described in Boris and Book
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(1976a). This was constructed by minimising the residual diffusion in a general

three point explicit finite difference scheme. The resulting low order solution is

P! : ¡; -TtP'i+,t p';)+Tø; + di-,)

*"¡+tþ?+, - pî\ - "¡-+Øi - p'i) (4.31)

where , : (I * 2c2)16, with antidiffusive fl.uxes, þ, of the form

ó¡+à : å,t - .3*+)(pî*, - pî + 6¡+È - 6i*) (4.s2)

6¡*i : p! - p'i - v¡+l(fi*, - P';) + "¡-+Øi - p'iì

The results of this scheme, presented in Fig. a.7þ) and Fig. 4.8(c), compare favour-

ably with other methods discussed in this chapter. The good performance is also

evident from the error measures in Table 4.1.

An integral pa,rt of this entire approach. is the flr¡x limiter itself. This is a function

that ensures that the modif.ed flr¡xes do not introduce any nerv erctrema into the

low order solution. A suitable choice for such a limiter was the "mintnod," function

described by Boris and Book, namely

aP'; : p'j+, - Pi (4.33)

,S : ,g" (Apï)

l¡+r, : .9max {0,-i"1sa pî-r,ló¡+äl ,sarï*r}}

In Zalesak's formulation this is equiwalent to taking

pT : pî - (ó¡+ + fh+) + (ö¡-+ + ro'-+) (4.34)

wherg f¡"*ri ur" the low order fluxes, as defined in Eq. (4.31) und ó¡+î a¡e as in

Eq. (4.32). The value of p';*'is restricted to be in the interval lp¡^, p¡'*] where

Pi*:max{Pi-,r, Pl, P'j+', P!-r, P!, p!*r} (4.35)

and similarly for piú. This gives limits on the v¿lues of the fluxes into and out

of each grid-cell. In both formulations, the time adva¡ced solutioo l;*' is then
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computed by applying the appropriate limitedfluxes f" p!.It should be clear that,

unless an extremum is advected exactly in an integral number of grid-points, the

limiter will impose too tight a restriction on the corrected fl.uxes. This leads to the

phenomenon of "clipping", where a sharp peak is rapidly converted to a plateau.

This is quite evident in Fig. a.7þ) where the peak has been replaced by a relatively

flat region about five grid-poiuts wide.

While Zalesak's approach a.llows for more general schemes to be used to produce

the low and high order solutions, there a e some points that need to be made.

Firstl¡ by eqlicitly defining the intenr¿l of possible r¡alues lor p|, there is some

scope for overcorning the problem of clipping by expanrling this interr¡al. Zalesa^k

in fact suggested one such method, whereby the linear octrapolation of the low

o¡der solution was used to enhance any extrema there, thus expanding the window

[p¡*, r5*]- This does give slight improvement in the retention of peaks. Morrow

(1985) has found, however, that this can lead to instabilities in some non-linea¡

problems. For this îeason Zalesak's peak reconstruction will not be used.

Eence, it seems most profi.table to use Zalesak's approach to derive a FCT al-

gorithm but Boris and Book's limiter for enacting it. If Zalesa^k's limifs¡ is used

without pea,k extrapolation, it is still more ti"'e consuming than Boris and Book's

lirnif,s¡, Eq. (a.3a), but the results are identical. The idea of reconstructing the

peak may yet provide a way ef sys¡çoyning clipping but it cannot be done by simple

polynomial extrapolation, because linear extrapolation is not satisfactory and higher

o¡der polynomials will allow u¡der- and over-shoots.

4.8 Conclusion

This chapter has presented a brief review of the difierent approaches for obtaining

smooth results in modelling advective processes. Rather than an exhaustive com-

parison of all possible smooth advective difference schemes, the intention was to

provide a discussion on the different methodologies, with a view to adapting one
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Table 4.1:E¡¡or measures for standa¡d difference schemes for the test problem with a Gaussian pulse as the initial condition and

cyclic boundary conditions. The Peak Slúft is given as a f¡action of the grid spacing, Âæ, by which the numerical peak

leads the true peak. All other measures are given in absolute terms.

Peak

Ileight

0.29
0.44

0.56
0.48
0.65

0.46
0.53

0.53

0.36
0.29
0.76

Pea.k

shifr
0.1

-1.0
-1.4

-2.O

-1.9
0.1

-0.2
-0.3
-0.1
-2.8
0.5

Drror of

3'd Moment

-9.6x 10-{
2.6x l0-3
2.3x 10-3
1 .5 x 10-2
l.2xl0-2
1.6x 10-g

-1.7x 10-E
-2.2x10-6
2.?x 10-6

5.2x l0-g
- 1.4 x 10-a

Rel. Error of

2td Moment

7.1x 10- 1.6x
5.6x 10-r
4.6x 10-1
5.4x 10-1
4.1x 10-1
5.4x 10-r
4.7x 10-r
4.7x 10-1
6.4x 10-1
?.2x 10-1
2.4xL}-r

-3.5x10-2
-6.5x 10-2
4.6x 10-1
5.5x 10-2
-3.4 x 10-2
-2.3 x 10-1
l.2xl0-2
1.3x 10-a
-3.9 x 10-1
5.2x 10-3

10.?6
5.38
3.47
6.59
5.22
3.34
1.64

1.69

5.68
10.43

0.27

Rel. Error of
1'l Moment

Maximum

lErrorl

RMS.

Error

1.8x l0-r
1.4x 10-r
1.1x 10-1
1.3x 10-r
9.8x 10-2
1.3x 10-l
1.1x l0-l
1.1x 10-r
1.6x 10-l
1.8x 10-r
4.9x 10-2

Scheme

CIP
Smola¡kiewicz

- (5"-1.06,IORD:I)
- (Sc=l, IORD=3)
- (Sc=1.06, IORD=3)

van Leer (I)
van Leer (II)
SAHS (Lax-lVendroff)
Yee - Explicit TVD
Yee - Implicit TVD
Phoenical tPE SIIASTÁ.



H
C¡,
N9

'fal¡le 4.2:Error measures for standard difference schemes for the test problem with a semi-elliptical pulse as the initial condition

and cyclic ¡oundary conditions. The Peak Shift is given as a fracüion of the grid spacing, Ac by which the numerical

peak teads the true peak. Äll other measrrres are given in absolute terms.

Peak

Height

0.49

0.74

0.94

0.78

1.07
0.74

0.83

0.83
0.60

'0.40

0.98

Peak

shifr

0.1

-0.9
-1.2

-2.8

-3.2

0.6
-0.3

-0.5
-0.1
-2.8

2.5

Eror of

3'd Moment

-1.6x 10-
4.7x 10-s
4.4x10-3
3.0x 10-2
2.6x 10-2
1.9x10-3
2.5x l0-{
3.6x l0-{
l.2x 10-{
8.6x 10-3

-3.3x10-3

5.5?
2.62
1.56

3.34

0.27
L.57

0.72

0.72
2.76
6.20
0.37

Rel. Error of

2'd Moment

Rel. Erro¡ of

1" Moment

5.lxl 4.3x10-
3.6x l0-1
3.1x l0-r
3.5x 10-r
3.3x l0-l
4.8x l0-r
3.5x l0-r
3.8x 10-r
4.2x l0-t
5.2x 10-r
2.2x 10-r

-3.5x10-2
-6.6x 10-2
6.2x 10-1
6.9x 10-1
-2.0x l0-2
-2.2x10-3
2.3x 10-2
1.1x 10-3
-?.2 x t0-1
-3.9x10-3

Maximum

lErrorl

RMS.

Error

S¡nolarkiewicz
- (S"-1.06,IORD=I)
- (S"-1,IORD=3)
- (Sc=1.06,IORD=3)

van Leer (I)
van Leer (II)
SÂHS (Lax-\,rVendroff)
Yee - Explicit TVD
Yee - Implicit TVD
Phoenical LPE SII.A,STA

2.1x 10-
1.4 x 10-l
1.1x 10-r
1.3 x l0-r
1.1x 10-r
1.3 x l0-r
8.4 x 10-2
8.5 x 10-2
1.?x l0-r
2.2x l0-r
4.4 x 10-2

Scheme



Table 4.3:Comparisons of improvement in R.M.S. error velsus increasein CPU time due toincreasingresolution. The test problems
use either a Gaussian pulse or a semi-circle as the initial condition along with cyclic boundary conditions. The CPU
Times are for the calculat,ions with J = 100 and 800.

H
C¡t
C/o

CPU
J:800

1r0
2900

770
780

1870

1900

420
550

550

3400

3700

725

Semi-elliptical Pulse

2.1x 10-r
1.4 x l0- I

1.1x 10-1
l.3x 10-r
1.1x 10-l
l.3x 10-l
8.4 x 10-2
8.5x l0-2
l.7x 10-r
2.2xl}-r
4.4x10-2

1.6 x l0-r
8.7x10-2
8.6 x 10-z
8.3x 10-z
1.0x10-r
7.2x10-2
4.1x 10-2
4.2x10-2
8.?x 10-2
1.6 x l0-r
3.5 x 10-2

1.2x10-1
5.6x10-2
6.9x 10-2
5.2xL0-2
8.0x10-2
4.3x10-2
2.6x10-2
2.6x 10-2
4.7xIO-z
1.2x lõ-r
2.1x l0-2

8.0x 10-2
3.5x l0-2
7.1x l0-2
3.3x 10-2
7.TxL0-2
2.7x10-2
l.6xl0-2
1.6x l0-2
3.0x l0-r
l.0x l0-r
1.3x l0-2

2.9x 10- 2.6x 10- 2.2x10- l.7x l0-
J=400J=200J=100

Gaussian Pulse
J=800

1.1x 10-z
8.2x 10-2
1.1x10-2
4.2xl0-2
1.5x 10-2
9.8x 10-2
1.6x 10-2
5.9x 10-3
5.5x 10-3
2.0x 10-2
1.lxl0-r
4.3x 10-s

J=400
2.2xL0- 2.0x10- 1.5x10-
1.8x l0-1
1.4x10-r
1.1x 10-r
1.3 x l0-r
9.8 x 10-2
1.3x 10-r
1.1x l0-r
1.1x 10-r
1.6x10-r
1.8 x l0-r
4.9x l0-2

1.5x10-r
8.3 x l0-2
4.4x10-2
8.1x 10-2
7.0x 10-2
?.9x10-2
4.8x10-2
4.9 x 10-2
1.1x10-r
1.5 x 10-r
2.0 x 10-2

l.2x 10-1
3.4 x l0-2
5.2 x 10-2
4.0x 10-2
t.2x10-r
3,7x10-2
1.6 x 10-2
1.8 x l0-2
5.3x l0-2
1.3 x 10-r
7.3 x 10-3

I =200J=100
CPU

2

45

t2
L2

29

29

7

I
I

53

58

T2

Scheme

First Order Upwinding
CIP
Snrolarkiewicz

" (S.=1.06, IORD=I)
" (S"=1,IORD=3)
" (S"=l.06,IORD=3)

van Leer (I)
van Leer (II)
SAHS (La:r-Wendrofl)
Yee - Explicit TVD
Yee - Inrplicit TVD
Phoenical tPE SHASTA



of them for use with high order implicit difierence schemes. Other versions of eaù

of the local adjustment sc.hemes crtt be, or have been derived elsewhere, but the

versions discussed here are all built a¡ound comparable high order schemes, and so

may be treated as representative of eac.h class of algorithms. As such, the relative

performance of these particular algorithms gives an indication of the relative merits

of the different approaches.

It is clea¡ from the discussions on linea¡ filtering and the CIP scheme, that using

linea¡ schemes introduces too much residual diffusion into the numerical solution.

To overcome this, some form of non-linea¡ calculations must be introduced into the

numerical schemes. These non-]inea¡ities appear even in the consta¡t velocity case.

The approach of Smola¡kiewicz leads to other problems, the two main ones a¡e: the

production of over-shooting oscillations, and the consistent deformation of any pulse

onto something resembling a Gaussian distribution. The suggested improvements

to this scheme do increase the height of the pulse, but unfortunately this can lead

to a signifrcant over estimation of the peak height in even simple problems, su& as

the semi-elliptical test case. The iteration of the antidiffusive step introduces two

additional errors, na"ely the lag in the position and the la,rge upstrea- skew of the

pulse.

The schemes of va.n Leer (1973, L974) use a smoothness monitor to decide

whether diffusion should be added. While these schemes a¡e fast in comparison

to some of the others discussed in this chapter, both methods have a tendency to to

convert sharp pulses (such as the Gaussian) to ¡ather broad, squat pulses. If higher

order schemes were used, this could be overcome but the necessary conditions for

higher order schemes to be positive definite rapidly become very difficult. The SeIf-

adjusting hybrid scheme can be made to be a general approach for erplicit súemes

although the extension to implicit schemes is also difrcult.

The schemes based on the TVD assumption have been shown by Yee and others

to be very accurate in modelling shocks and similar phenomenon. For modelling
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advection in a prescribed velocity freld, however, they require signif.cantly more

computation. Even for the case of constant coefficients, these schemes require more

time than other sc,h.emes. If the velocity becomes a function of space and tim.e, the

TVD schemes will be even more expensive relative to the other schemes. This high

cost in CPU time is not rewarded in increased accuracy in such problems.

Phoenical LPE SHASTA was the most accurate of all the schemes discussed in

this chapter, although it does slightly skew the pulse. This can be seen in Table 4.1

a¡rd Table 4.2 where the RMS and Maximum errors and the relative error of the

second moment are the best, or close to the best, for both t¡>es of initial condition,

but the third order moments are not as good as those of other schemes. This scheme

was also a,mongst the most efrcient, along with the second of van Leer's sch.emes,

Eq. (4.16), and the Self-adjusting hybrid scb.eme, Eq. (a.19).

The general approach offlux corrected transport has the adrnntage over the other

approaches in that it is very easy to incorporate high order methods, especially if
Zalesak's approach is used. Chapter Three described the success of the high order

implicit schemes in providing vety efrcient schemes by either being exceptionally

accutate or, reasonably accurate and unconditionally stable. The combination of

these implicit schemes with one of the trsçhniques for obtaining smooth results that

a¡e discussed in this chapter should lead to an accurate, robust positive definite

scheme. Of the smoothing techniques suggested, the TVD a.nd FCT approaches

provide the most straightforwa¡d extension to implicit schemes. The problem with

the TVD approach is that when applied to the problem of advection with specified

velocitg it is very time consuming. This leaves FCT as the obvious ch.oice for

produciug an efficient, implicit and high order positive defi.nite scheme.

There axe some proble"'s with many of the FCT algorithms described by Boris

a,nd Book (fOZ6a). The most obvious is that many of the algorithms resulted in

nnmeúcal waveforms that tended to have a positive curvature along the trailing

edge of a pulse and then a sudden change to negative curr¡ature on the leading edge.
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This is due mainly to the low order sc.hemes being highly diffusive, and the "high

order" schemes being only second order. Using third or higher order schemes with

a certain amount of care, overcomes the problem of the sudden change in the sign

of the curvature.

Flom Table 4.3 it can be seen that of aII the schemes described, the Self-adjusting

hybrid scheme, Eq. (a.19), provides the greatest improvement in accuracy with in-

creased resolution, that is the ratio of the RMS error for J : 100 to that for J : 800

is no worse than for any other scheme. This is true for both initial conditions, and

so it appears that this approac} is very good at preserving order. That this scheme

is better than first order follows directly from the deriv¿tion in Harten (1978).

It should be noted that the low order scheme is very irnForta.nt. This may be one

of the reasons why the FCT algorithms based on the low order scheme SHASTA

(Boris and Book, 1973) do not show the tu¡as improvement in accuracy with in-

creased resolution, despite being more accurate overall. The low order scheme,

Eq. (a.31), is even more diffusive than first order upwinding. This is best seen by

compa.ring the amplitude response for Eq. (4.31), shown in Fig. 4.9(b), with that for

first order upwinding in Fig. 2.1(b). A further problem with the low order scheme

for Phoenical LPE SHASTA is that is it only stable for c ( Ll2. The poor quality

of the low order scheme will be seen in Chapter Five to have a signifrcant impact on

the overall accuracy of the algorithm.

One of the important features of a comparison between difierent techniques for

producing positive definite algorithms is that all the schemes produce very smooth

waveforms. There are no sharp signs of discontinuous changes in the derivatives.

It was shown in Chapter Three that the high order implicit schemes advected such

profiles (e.g. the Gaussian pulse) with exceptional accnracy. Thus, once the wave-

form has been slightly smoothed during the first few time-steps, it will be advected

with very little change by 1[s imFlicit schemes. This means that greater weight can

be given to the high order solution which should heþ reduce the a,mount of residual
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of the performance of the low order scheme for Phoenical
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diffusion in the numerical solution. The next chapter deals with how high order

implicit schemes ca,n be incorporated into an FCT algorithm.
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Chapter 5

Smooth Implicit Finite Difference
Solutions

This chapter deals with the use of implicit fi,nite difierence súemes to obtain ap-

proximate solutions to the advection equation, Eq. (2.1) that are free from numerical

oscillations. In Chapter Three, it was shown how implicit schemes can be used to

obtain results that are either of comparable accuracy to high order erçIicit schemes,

but without the restriction on the time-step, or considerably more accurate than any

other scb.emes. These schemes were also seen to perform to their maximum capab-

ilities when there \rere no abrupt changes in the derirr¿tive of the initiat condition.

Chapter Four gave a brief review of techniques for converting a rrariety of finite

difference schemes that produced oscillatory results, into difference schemes that

produced smooth results. Of all the techniques discussed, flux corrected transport

was the most direct approach for converting arbitrary ûnite difierence schemes into

non-oscillatory schemes. It is also worth noting that all the smoothing techniques

discussed in Chapter Four produce waveforms with no sudden changes in the fi.rst

derirr¿tive. This is a di¡ect consequence of their construction, since all these tech-

niques relax back to low order, diffusive schemes in the preseace of sudden changes

in the derivatives of the solution. The c,b.a.nge from sharp to smooth profiles occuts

relatively qui&ly. Once this transformation has occurred, the high order implicit

schemes ca.n be oçected to advect this smooth proflle very accurately, without pro-

ducing the large oscillations that appeax when with sharp profiles a¡e advected. A
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less oscillatory numerical solution me"''s greater weight can be given to the high

order fluxes, reducing the impact of the low order fl.uxes and the fl¡¡ç limiter and

thereby reducing any continued distortion of the peak by clipping.

A further advantage of using implicit schemes arises in the modelling of prob-

lems that exlibit a fine structure and include some diffusion. A frue grid is required

in the vicinity of this structure if the detail is to be accurately modelled. If diffu-

sion is present in the problem, then stability restrictions depend on the pa.ra,neter

s : o,\tl(Ar)' (a being the coeff.cient of diffusion), in much the same manner

as stability for advective processes depend on the Courant number. If an explicit

scheme is used to model diffusion, then the stability restrictions within the fine grid

cr.', severely limif the time-step that can be ta^ken. This can result in a considerable

increase of CPU time for very little gain in accuracy, as noted by Morrow (1987). In

such problems, it is more efficient to use implicit differencing of the diffusion terms,

but if this done, there is very little overhead required to use implicit difierencing

for the advective terms. So for a variety of reasons, there is much to be gained by

deriving smooth implicit difierence schemes.

5.1- Boris and Book's REVFCT

Boús and Book (1976a) described some FCT algorith"'s which were implicit in

certain aspects. Generally it was only the antidiffusion that was employed implicitl¡

with the advective part still being explicit as in the Implicit tPE SHASTA algorithm.

This approach was also used by Patnaik et al., (1987) in their "ba,rely i"''Flicit" FCT,

a code that models everything, except advection, implicitly. This is difierent to the

problem being ena.mined here which is to develop a,n FCT atgorith- where the

advection is treated implicitly and possibly the antidiffusion as well.

Boris and Book observed that it is indeed preferable to incorporate the antidif-

fusion implicitl¡ for then the scheme can automatically be made to have "Zero Re-

sidual Damping"(ZRD) by keeping the differencing centred. Zerc residual damping
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means that if the numerical solution is diffused and then immediately antidiffused

(bypassing the f.ux lirnifs¡) there is no damping of any components. An algorithm

that meets all these conditions is REVFCT, as described in Boris and Book (1976a).

This was de¡ived by taking the Crank Nicolson form of the advection equation with

diffusion simultaneously added and subtracted, that is

pf + ["0*+ (pf*, + pi) - c¡_à þi + ei)] t+

+ "¡*+ (pT*, - pi) - u¡-t Gi - of-,)

: Pi 1",*+ (p';*, + P';) - c¡-i þ'; + Pi-')) 14

+ \*; (ni¡, - Pî) - u¡-t þî - p?-') (5.1)

It was noted that by putting , : (2+ c2)ltZ the fourth order method Eq. (3.la)

was obtained. Since the fl.r:xes involving z on the left hand side of the above equation

correspond to "negative" diffusion and those on the right correspond to "positive"

diffusion, Boris and Book reasoned that an appropriate low order scheme would be

p! : pf t u¡+à (oT*, - pi) - "¡-+ þf - pt"-,) (5.2)

(5.3)

St"iog the antidifrusive fluxes

ó¡+à: "¡*ä 
(pT*, - pi)

\ilhile this approach gives a vely simple form for the antidiffusive fl.uxes, it does

not yield a smooth difference scheme. This was partially acknowledged by Boris and

Book 1,

"Because both the transport and the diffusion ¿¡s implicit, the transport

causes numerical pÌecursors which cross the mesh in one cycle. These

extend far beyond the reach of the relatively local flr:x limiter and hence

ga.nnef, be controlled by it."
lpage 1.14, Boris a.rrd Book (19?6a)
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aJc.d 2

"This objection to implicit treatments of the convective term would seem

to be quite general even though only a specif.c case'was tested"

One of the aims of this chapter is to show that such. claims are incorrect, and

that it was just their particular approach which caused problems. It will be shown

that although the f.ux limiter only directly uses information from a few gridvolumes,

the fl.r:xes for implicit schemes are themselves defined recursively. Either the fluxes

a¡e calculated by a marching scheme or are calculated explicitly from expressions

that involve more than one value of the high order solution. This means a certain

'rnount of information is carried downstream from every point, or equivalentl¡ any

point obtains some i¡formation from all the upstream points. So despite the limiter

being derived by considering only local flr¡xes, the f.uxes themselves contain enough

information from upstrea,m points to allow the flux limiter to cope with any numer-

ical precursors. Another reason for not believing that the flux limiter is incapable

of handling numerical precursors is that if this were the case then the same problem

should appear with high order explicit schemes. Consider fifth order upwinding,

Eq. (2.39). A sharp gradient at any gridpoint will cause this s&eme to produce a.n

oscillation up to three gridpoints away, since pf-. is used in the calculation of l;*'.
As higher and higher upwind schemes are used then these oscillations will occuÌ over

a wider number of points. It is easily verifi.ed that such behaviour does not occur,

and it appears that the flr¡x limiter is capable of controlling these fluctuations that

occur over maûy gridpoints. So it is not unreasonable to believe that there is a pos-

sibility that the flr¡x limiter is capable of controlling the fluctuations in the limiting

case, where the oscillations spread throughout the domain after eas fime-step, as

occur in higher order schemes.

If it is not the limiter that is at fault then there must be a problem with some

2page 118, Boris a¡d Book (1976b)
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other part of the REVFCT algorithm. One such problem is that the low order

scheme does not guarantee smooth results, which violates the basic assumptions of

any FCT algorithrn. This can be verifi.ed by using pT*' : n! fot three time-steps with

a square wave as the initial condition. The minimum value for the numerical solution

in such a test is -5.3 x 10-4 and the sum of the negative values is -1.1x 10-3. After

a few more time-steps, enough diffusion is added to the solution (recall that only

the low order solution is being considered here) for the oscillations to disappear. In

a non-linear problem, however, these oscillations may remain, causing the problems

noted by Boris and Book. This simple oca,mple also contradicts the assertion on

page 114 of Boris and Book (1976a) that

"... REVFCT is great for passive advection..."

REVFCT is quite dearly not ideal for linear advection problems as it is not a smooth

difierence operator, and so it is not surprising that it is r¡¡suitable for non-Iinea¡

problems. Pa¡t of the reason for the appearance of these oscillations is connected

with the discussion on linea¡ frlters in Chapter Four. Equation (5.2) is sirnilar to

the second order approximation to the diffusion equation Eq. (a.2) with I : v.

This type of process, applied to the high order solution given by Eq. (5.1) has been

shown not to necessarily provide oscillation free results. The next two sections

describe corrections to the errors in REVFCT and demonstrate that the flux limiter

can be used with implicit schemes.

6.2 Conditions for Implicit Equations to be Pos-
itive Definite

If implicit schemes are to be used, then it is necessary to know when smooth results

can be guaranteed. For a linear scheme, this is equivalent to it being positive

defi-nite, since adding or subtracting a consta,nt from the initiat condition results in

the new numerical solution changing by the sa.me co¡rstant. Hence, if a linear scheme

produces over-shoots such as those of Smolarkiewicz's scheme, theu the same over-
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shoots should appear as a spurious sign change with a modified initial condition.

This does not appea.r with Smola¡kiewicz's scheme as it is non-linear. Sufrcient

conditions under which the solution of the set of linear algebraic equations

loirei+' : \b¡npt (5.4)
hh

will produce positive values, given p'; > 0 for all j, ate :

L. b¡tr, øij are non-negative, and

2. ø¡*( 0 for il k +j and Dx,x+¡lø¡*l < aii.

This can be shown as follows:

Suppose lhatb¡*, øii)0, -øii 1tr¡* ( 0 for k+ i,úd pî ) 0 for

ull j. Eq. (5.a) can be rewritten in matrix form

(I - A) en*' : i!

where the elements of A are given by

-ø¡;lati i0j
ooroi)

øi;

il¡

2

1,I

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)E lo¡¡
Ic

Under such conditions, each of the elements of A arrd i! will be non-

negative. So Eq. (5.5) has solution

En*':Ëo*¿ (5.8)
fr=0

Since each element of A is non-negative, then so is each element of

-Ae, and by the non-negativity of d,¡, pi+Lís non-negative for all j. The

convergence of the series Dîio A* follows directly from

J

-u*tla¡¡l:llAll-<t , (5.9)
lc=1

which is ensured by the construction of A and the second assumption

on the diagonal dominance of A
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It has now been shown that if an implicit differeuce equation is written in the

fo¡m

(I - A) en*' :B,4¿n (5.10)

and

L. ø;j,b¿¡ ate non-negative for ulli, j

2. llall- < 1,

then smooth results are guaranteed. Less restrictive conditions could be found by

only requiring that all elements of (I - A)-18 are nonnegative. Such conditions

are unlikeþ to be of much use in developing conditions for the coefficients of a finite

difie¡ence equation to be positive definite since, in general, the relationship between

the elements of (I - A)-t and the coefi.cients in the difrerence equation is very

complicated. Applying the non-linea¡ constraint

E [(r - a)-'] ,* bri > o f or øu i (5.11)
I1

to the design of a finite difference scheme would be too cumbersome. The advantage

of the two restrictions given above is that they are simply ¡elated to constraints

on the coefi.cients of the finite difference equation, and as such, may be directly

incorporated in the construction of any smooth finite difference súeme.

It should be noted that these conditions have been shown to be sufi.cient for

an implicit scheme to be positive definite. The necessary conditions under which

Eq. (5.a) is positive definite will not be too dissimila¡. In practice, there are more

lik"ly to be many negative elements of A than just one or two, since each row

of A-comes from the sr"re difierence equation. So that if -one element, a¿¡ for

example, is negative then there are likely to be several other negative elements

nea.rby. (This need not necessarily be the case as near stagnation points, or other

special locations, it may be possible to have just one or two negative rmlues, which

will not propagate into the rest of the solution domain. In general however, any
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ripples will usually grow, within bounds, as they are advected about the domain).

If there is a systematic pattern of negative elements in the matrices A, however,

then negative values may also appear in the powers of A, and hence in (I - A)-t.

H this were to occur, it is possible to admit negative values of Í;*'. A simila¡

a.rgument holds for the matrix B, for if any elements, ó;¡, rrere negative then there

exist vectors g such that Bg contains negative values, a.nd so even if all the powers

of A contained only positive values, it would still be possible for negative values of

p'i+t ¡o appeat.

It is important to distinguish between a matrix being positive defiuite and a fi-nite

difference scheme being positive defi.nite. For an arbitrary matrix K to be positive

defiaite, then ET K ç must be positive for all E, but does not imply anything about

the signs of individual elements of Kp. If a finite difie¡ence scheme is positive

definite then for all ç such that æ¿ ) 0 for all i, the finite difference operator .C

must be such that each element of Lq is non-negative. In this respect, referring

to finite difference schemes as positive definite is somewhul oxisls¿ding, since for a

linear fi:rite difference scheme, the corresponding matrices may be positive definite,

without the finite difference scheme being positive defi.nite. This can be seen in the

following example.

The behaviour of a linear finite difference scheme is dictated by the nature of the

matrix (I - A)-18. If atl the elements of B a,re positive then the finite difierence

scheme will be positive definite if each element of (I - A)-tg is non-negative for all

p suc.h that æ¡ ) 0 for all i. The following examples show that neither (I - A¡-t

or A being positive definite will ensure a positive defi:rite finite difference scheme.

Consider the matrix
e

-€/2

srlKs-e(t?+e3

K: 0

e,
(5.12)

for some positive number e. In this case

1
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2
æfi2) (5.13)



which is positive since one of æ! or æ2, is gtealer than or equal to la¡a2l. It is also

clea¡ that if. q ) 2a2 then lKgl, is negative. Thus, the fact that any matrix, such

as (I-A)-1 is positive definite, is insu"fficient to ensu¡e that the corresponding fi.nite

difference scheme is positive defi.nite. Furthermore, the fact that the matrix A is

positive defi.nite is insufrcient to ensure that all elements (I-A)-1g are non-negative

when all the elements of ç are non-negative. Consider the case where

A:[? s] (5.14)

(5.16)

Now

çr Ls - z(al + a| +Trr'r) (5.15)

which will be positive since æf +æ3 > lrrrrl, however, the first element of (I- A)-tg

is -æ1, a,nd so the corresponding finite difierence schene will not be positive definite.

It is also worth noting that the second constraiut ensures that the matrix (I - A) is

diagonally dominant, and so inve¡sion of this matrix by elimination schemes, such

as the Thomas Algorithm will be stable.

Having determined sufi.cient conditious for implicit finite differeuce schemes to

produce smooth results it is now possible to correct REVFCT. This is will be d.one

in the following section

5.3 Corrections to REVFCT

The first point to note about calculating high and low order solutions for implicit

schemes in the mânner of Eq. (5.2), is that it makes a difierence whether the low

order solution is calculated ftom the high order solution, as iu REVFCT, or vice

versa-. This is best seen by writing Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) in the form

(r+l +D)gE -a
e, : (r+D) eE
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where A contains the coefficients involving c and D contains the coeffcients involving

z. Eq.. (5.16) is equivalent to solving

[r + .1, (r + o)-1] p¿ : d (5.12)

e, : (I+D)-1p¿

This will generally have different solutions to

(I + A) e" : il (5.1s)

er: (I_D)g,

whic.h correspond to calculating the low order solution f.rst and then calculating

the high order solution. The latter approach also changes the equation for the

antidiffusive fluxes, wt+h p! replacing efinnq. (5.3).

One of the errors in REVFCT results from this. The low order scheme was

intended to be the Crank Nicolson scheme with diffusion added at time-level ú' and

it was argued by Boris and Book that this diffusion was enough to give smooth

results. Even if this were so, by using Eq. (5.2) to calculate the low order solution

(and hence the antidiffusive flr¡xes), the calculated low order solution need no longer

be smooth.

Another error is that the additional diffusion is not strong enough to guarantee

smooth results. That the low order scheme

pi + l"o*+ (p!*, + pi) - c¡-i þ! * pi-,)l 14

: p'; 1",*¿ (e7*' + pî) - c¡-à (pî + ei-,)) t+ (5.1e)

+ "¡*à (pî*, + pî) - u¡-i þ'j - p';-,)

is not positive definite as can be verified by using Eq. (5.19) to advect a square wave

for th¡ee time-steps with c¡*r : 0.4 for all j. It must be stressed that although

Eq. (5.19) was intended to be the low order scheme for REVFCT, the method of

calculating the low order solution, using Eq. (5.2) mea.nt that a slightly diferent

scheme was actually being used, as discussed in the previous paragraphs. Using the
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scheme Eq. (5.19) yields a numerical solution with a 'ninip¡1n value of -5.70 x 10-4

and the sum of the negative rralues is -5.72 x 10-4. It can be directly compa,red

against the results from using low order solution Eq. (5.2) which were -5.3 x 10-3

and -1.1 x 10-3, respectively. Such a comparison shows that calculating the low

order solution from the high order solution (as in REVFCT) gives a less diffuse

solution than if the low order solution is calculated directly (as above). The result

is consiste¡,t with the statement that calculations of the type Eq. (5.2) a^te not

necessa.rily positive definite, even if calculations sirnilar to Eq. (5.19) a,re positive

definite.

It is also interesting to note that Eq. (5.19) violates the constraints developed

in the previous section, as the coefi.cient of pfi is positive. While this does not

necessa,rily mean that the scheme is not positive definite, it demonstrates what

happens when one coeff.cient of the difference equation consistently violates the

constraint . In this case, every element of the super-diagonal of the matrix A is

negative, since the coefrcient of ffi is positive for all j.

So fa¡ it has been shown that there are difrculties with REVFCT other than the

alleged inabiJity of the flr:x limiter to control the numerical precursors of the implicit

solution. It remains to be shown that when these new difficulties a¡e overcome, the

scheme becomes positive definite. While the non-linea¡ test cases used by Boris and

Book (1976a) a¡e not reproduced here, as the support software was not available,

it has been shown that REVFCT is not ideal for simple advection problems. It is

possible that the errors discussed above are the cause of the difi.culties in the non-

linea¡ models, rather than any problems with the flr¡x limiter. It will now be shown

how the REVFCT algorithm may be converted into a positive defi.nite scheme.

Assuming for the moment that the only problem with REVFCT is that the low

order solution is not positive definite then, using the two constraints mentioned

above, it should be possible to correct the algorithm. In order to show that the

errors in REVFCT a¡e due to the calculation of the low order solution, and hence the
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a,ntidiffusive fluxes, an algorithm will be developed which doseþ follows REVFCT,

to the point of only calculating the antidiffusive flr¡xes, rather than both the high

a.nd low order solutions. This does mea.n, however, that the antidiffusive f.uxes must

be calculated f¡om the low order solution and not the high order solution.

Boris and Book (1976a) derived REVFCT by noting that Eq. (5.1) is the Crank

Nicolson scÀeme, Eq. (3.8), with diffusion added at time-level ú' and subtracted

at time-levd ú'¡+1. One possible method of correcting REVFCT is to calculate the

necessary diffusion that should be added to the Crank Nicolson scheme in order to

obtain a positive definite low order solution. There are several ways of achieving

this, depending on which coefrcients need altering in order to satisfy the appropriate

constraints. It should also be noted that the diffusion is being used as a device to

alter the coefficients and not to accurately model any physical process. For this

reason the order of the approximation is not of vital imFortance. The approximation

should still represent diffusion in some sense, however, as diffusion is the physical

equivalent of smoothing.

Using trþs Q¡ank Nicolson scheme Eq. (3.8), it can be seen that the coefi.cients of

pili ana p!¡1 are both of the wrong sign if the coustraints developed in the previous

section are to be satisfied. Hence, diffusion must be added at both time-levels, and

Íln appropriate approximation to the diffusive term is

a (^ap\ -æ\"t) = (5.20)

1 r.-

6-ry l?ù+eþn - pi*') - Qo)¡-à(pî*' - iî!i))
+ oþ [t" - 0a)¡+î (pî*, - pî) - @ - la\¡-r þî - p';-,)],

for some arbitrary weight function, á, defined on the grid, with 0 < 0 ( 1 every-

where. For d + U2 this approximation is not centred. al (æ¡, f+ä) and so will lead

to errors of O{At}. This does not mattet, since at the moment, the ma.in task is

to obtain a positive definite implicit seå.eme, rather than a highly accurate scåeme.

The inequalitites that gua,rantee smooth ¡esults require that the coefi.cients of pill
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*a pTli must be negative, gt.'iog the two constraints

+-(ds)¡*r<o (5.21)

"¡+l t- 
^ 

-(s-îs)¡*t<0

where ti+*: o¡*¡Lt/(Aæ)2' These constraints imply that

c:tL . , "¡+Iq1s*à<ffi (5'22)

which can only be true if 1 - 0¡*i S 0¡*t, ot

f,<e,*r<t . (5.28)

In order to ensure that the diffusion in the low order scheme i, aiairnized (which in

turns helps minirnize the residual diffusion), it is appropriate to choose

"¡+*
4o¡+L

For the coefficient of pi+t to be positive the additional constraint

"¡+l + (5.25)

must hold. This implies lhal 0¡*t < *, .od using Eq. (5.23) it is clea¡ that the

optimal choice of para.meters is

and s¡+l (5.26)

ever¡.where. This gives the difference equation

8i+I
2

(5.24)

0"¡+I
4o¡+ä

1
1

2
o¡*+

2

c¡+*

2
e7! + 1+ Pi* Pi-r + 1- c¡+*

2
f; $l7))

1

This scheme produces smooth resu.lts if 0 ( c¡*r ( 2 for all i. To retain

consistency with RE\IFCT, the antidiffusive fluxes are calculated explicitly using

ó¡+t:Tþ!.,-P!+p'i+,-p'j) (5'2s)

The results for this sc.heme are shown in Fig. 5.1(c,d) The numerical solution

in the figures is now shown by crosses in the diagra.ms. The reason for this change
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is that, in previous chapters, it was the distortion of the pulse that was being

o(¿minsd, and while this distortion was due to linea¡ damping or dispersion it was

best illustrated by depicting the numerical solution as a line. This was partic"l"*ly

true of the dispersive numerical solutions, where a continuous representation gave a

clea¡er view of the wavelength of the oscillations. In this chapter, however, most of

the distortion will be due to clipping, which is best illustrated by using a discrete

representation of the numerical solution.

This scheme is, however, quite difusive. This is mainly due to the heavy diffusion

in the low order scheme, which is appa,rent in Fig. 5.1(b) and from the modifred

equation

H*,3;:ry#+o{(aæf} (52e)

The error measures for this scheme are given unde¡ CN2POS in Table 5.1 and

Table 5.2. The distortion with the sudden change in curvature nea.r the pea.k is

due to flr¡xes on the upstream side of the pulse being more heavily lirnited thau

on the downstream. side. This is in turn due to the slow propagation of the sho¡t

wavelength Fourier components by the high order scheme introducing oscillations

that trail a region of sharp gradients.

An alternative co¡rection to Boris and Book's REVFCT is to use the high order

scheme of REVFCT (the fourth order CTCS scheme) and deterrnine how much

diffusion should be added to make it positive definite, since the a.mount added

originally was insufficient. \ryith diffusion incorporated, the fourth order difference

equation becomes

p,;*, + T þ;ll + p,;*,) - + (pî*, + p,;!i)

+ ú-
t2 - (0")¡+, þn - Pî*')

4_
L2

(pî*' - P';!i)

(å.

(å. - (o')¡-,

P'; T þ';*,+ P';) +T þî + P';-,)

L52

(5.30)
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Tal¡le 5.l:Error measures for some positive definite difference schemes for the test problem with a Gaussian pulse as the initial
condition and cyclic boundary conditions. The Peak Shift is given as a fraction of the grid spacing, Aa by which the

numerical peak leads the true peak. All other measures a¡e given in absolute terms.

Peak

Ileisht
0.77
0.63

0.45
0,87
0.44

0.90
0.91

0.83

0.53

0.76

0.78

Peak

shifr
-0.5
1.5

-0.5
0.5
0.5

0.õ
0.5

-0.3
-0.2

0.5
-0.5

Error of

3'd Moment

3.0x10-{
4.5x l0-4
2-2xl}-s

-8.0x 10-E
1.4 x l0-3

- 1.? x 10-{
-1.5 x 10-a
9.2 x l0-5

-1.7 x l0-6
-1.4 x 10-4
2.2xl}-a

Rel. Error of
2td Moment

0.14
2.95
3.38
0.004
4.lr
0.038
0.017

0.058
1.64

0.27
0.25

Rel. Error of

l't Moment

0.23
0.49
0.55
0.13

0.56

0.10
0.09

0.u
o.4T
0.24
0.23

3.8x l0-
-8.6x10-2
-4.7x10-2
9.3x 10-3
-6.9x 10-2
-3.1x 10-r
6.9x l0-a
-1.9x l0-8
-2.3x 10-{
5.2x 10-3
6.8x 10-8

Maximum

lErrorl

RMS.

Error

0.049
0.159
0.182
0.028
0.204

0.019
0.017

0.034
0.109
0.049
0.048

Sclreme

RDVFCT
cN2POS
NDVPOS
CN4FCT
CN2FCT
NS4FCT
NS5FCT
Fifth order upwinding + FCT
van Leer (II) 

r

Phoenical LPE SIIASTA
Implicit LPE FCT



Table 6.2:Error measures for some positive definite difference ¡chemes for the test problem with a semi-elliptical pulse as the initial
condiùion and cyclic boundary conditions. The Peak Shift is given as a fraction of the grid spacing, A¿ by which the
numerical peak leads the true peak. All other measures ate given in absolute terms.

ts
Cn
Crr

Peak

Height

0.97
0.63

0.73
0.98
0.72

0.99

0.99

0.98
0.83
0.98
0.99

Peak

shifr
0.0
1.5

0.5
0.5
1.5

-0.5

1.5

-1.5
-0.3

2.5
-0.5

Error of
3'i Moment

-1.7x10-õ
4.6 x 10-4
1.8x 10-3

-6.5x 10-4
-2.8x 10-6
5.3 x lO-a

-1.8 x 10-3
1.8 x l0-g
2.5 x l0-4

-3.3x10-3
6.3 x l0-{

Rel.

z'o,d

Error of
Moment

0.06
2.94

r.54
0.04

1.99

0.02

0.10

0.15
0.72
0.37
0.13

-5.1x
-8.6x10-2
-3.4x 10-2
-1.2x10-2
-4.7x l0-2
-4.1x 10-3
-3.3x l0-3
-5.4 x l0-{
-2.2x10-3
-3.9x10-1
-3.6x l0-{

Rel. Error of

1'l Momenü

Marimum

lEr¡orl
0.18
0.49
0.48
0.18

0.50

0.16

0.14

0.18
0.35
0.22
0.22

RMS.

Error

0.038
0.t74
0.222
0.039

0.146

0.030

0.024
0.039
0.084
0.044

0.046

Scheme

REVFCT
CN2POS
CN4POS
CN4FCT
CN2FCT
NS4FCT
NSsFCT
Fifth order rrpwinding + FCT
van Leei (II)
Phoenical LPE SIIÂSTA
Implicit tPE SHASTA



+
1 C;tL2

u*t*('-0")¡+L
1 C:-.tz

e*t+(r-0")¡-à

(pî* - pî)

(oî - P';-)

where, again, d is some weight function defi.ned on the grid and contained urithin

the interval [0, 1]. Firstly consider the case where 0 < c¡+ï ( 1, so the system of

equations is to be solved by the Thomas algorithm. The coefrcient of pffi *itt U"

negative provided that

(1+ )(2 + c¡* )

L2 - (9o)¡*r < 0

and so the diffusion of the low order scheme is rninimized if

(1 +cr*;)(2tc¡*1)si+î: , (5.32)

a,nd 0¡¡: 1. The resulting low order scheme is

-ffoi- + ('+ff)r!
: Pî T (o;*,+ Pî) + + (p? + Pî-,) (5.4s)

+ (å. "#)(pi*,-ü)-(å. +)þ'i-pî^) ,

a.nd the corresponding antidiffusive fluxes are

ó¡+r:iG,*r+z)(c,*i+lþ!+,+p!) (5.s4)

This scheme will be denoted REVPOS in the following diagrr-s and tables.

The diffusion in the low order part of REVFCT was (c¡*r)2 f 12 whtch is clea,rly

less than that required here. This is consistent with the deduction that the low

order fl.uxes of REVFCT do not guarantee smooth resu.lts. Unfortunateþ, the heavy

diffusion required to obtain the low order solution signif.cantly degrades the overall

results as shown in Fig. 5.2(b,c).

The degradation relative to REVFCT can also be seen by comparing the modified

equivalent equations for the two low order schemes. The low order scheme for
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REVFCT, calculated directly using Eq. (5.19), ¡ather than from Eq. (5.2), has the

modifi.ed equinalent equation

X*,!::ry G+*) y*.o{(tæ)'z} (5.s5)

whereas Eq. (5.33) has a modified equirralent equation

9r**,3;:+ (;* å * *)#+ o{(aæ)'z} (5 s6)

Both of these low order schemes cause considerable damping of the solution, due to

the terms involving c-l (as 0 < c < 1) and so neither is particula.rly suitable as a low

order scheme. At the moment this does not matter, as the preseut aim is to show

that with appropriate corrections, REVFCT can be made positive definite in orde¡

to show that the numerical precursors are not the only explanation of the failure of

REVFCT in non-linear problems. The development of an accurate scheme would

have been a bonus.

Another option for correcting the REVFCT algorithm is to add the difrusion to

the ma¡ehing form of Eq. (5.1). With the equation in this form, diffusion again must

be added at time ú' and ú'*1 since the coefficients of p7!L Ci*', pi ard pi+, ult

have the incorrect sign. There are two possible approximations that may be used,

either Eq. (5.20) or

*("#) = o¡+È(ry) -",-* (#¡ (5s?)

Neither of these are appropriate. It does not matter that Eq. (5.37) is not a particu-

la,rly good approximation, since the emphasis is still on obtaining a positive definite

implicit scheme, rather than a higbly accurate scheme. In the case of Eq. (5.20) the

constraints on the coefi.cients of p!-r, p!, p']*, *¿ eî require that

ci+tu¡+à-ï-"r*à <
ci+Lv¡+tr-ï+"t*t >

(5.38)
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the performa.nce of REVPOS uéing Eq. (5.33) and

Eq. (5.34) as the low order schemes and antidiffusive fl.uxes. The dia-

grams show (a) the a,mplitude response ( of the low order scheme, ,"d
the results of numerical test cases with cyclic bou-nda.ry conditions a.nd

iûitial conditions that a¡e (b) a Gaussiao pulse and (c) a semi-ellipse.
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^2"i+*
6

êÉ
6

where ,i+ä : çZ + "'o*)112. 
The first two inequalities require

(> 0)

and the last two require
q

"i+I
6

2

3

2
.t
ù

"¡+å 
) 

l"o*, - (5.3e)

2
2s¡*t 1-

3
(< 0) (5.40)

It is impossible to satisfy both (5.39) *d (5.40). If Eq. (5.37) is used then s¡*r is

replaced by ït¡+ä in (5.39) and (5.a0), a"d a simila¡ contradictionis obtained.

The remaining possibiliiy is to select a form for s¡.ur that will eliminate the

coefficient o1 pill. In this case it is the coefrcient of. p';*' that must be positive and

this leads to Eq. (5.33) as before.

The two FCT algorithms developed here, CN2POS and REVPOS, show that

with appropriate corrections REVT'CT ca,n be made positive definite. These new

algorithms follow the original calculations of REVFCT very closeþ in that an impli-

cit solution is calcr¡lated, from which the aatidiffusive fluxes are er¡aluated directly.

These fluxes are then limited and the final solution is obtained in exactly the same

ma¡.ner as for REVFCT. Only two modifications are required to the REVFCT af-

gorithm to make it positive defi¡ite. Firstl¡ the low order scheme had to be made

positive definite. This involved determining constraints on the coefficients of the dif-

ference equation to guarantee a positive definite scheme. Secondly, the antidiffusive

fluxes must be calculated from the low order solution to retain the positive defin-

ite nature of this solution. It is u¡fortunate that these modif.cations result in low

order schemes that are so diffusive as to seriously degrade the results of REVFCT.

However, it does show that implicit schemes can be used in FCT algorithms and the

flu:< limiter is capable of controlling the overall solution.
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6.4 A High Order Implicit FCT Algorithm

Given that the major souîce of error in the two sùemes CN2POS and REVPOS

was due to the very strongly difusive low order solution, there is still scope for

developing an improved solution by using a less diffusive low order solution. The

reason for this improvemeut is that it is predomiuantly via the low order scheme that

diffusion enters the final solution, and so the less diffusive the low order scheme, the

less diffusion will be present in the final, corrected solution. The modified equivalent

equation approach discussed in Chapter Two is ideally suited to obtaining the least

diffusive linear finite öfference scheme, since the problem is then one of minimiziug

the coefficient of ô2pf ðæ2, na-ely rf2, with respect to the coefficients of a general

finite difierence equation. The minimiza,tion must be performed over a class of

implicit schemes since Godunov (1-959) demonst¡ated that first order upwinding

was the least diffusive positive definite, orplicit, linear finite difference scheme. As

a result the constraints ou the rninimiza,l,íon become the conditions for an implicit

scheme to be positive definite, described in Section 5.2.

The most general th¡ee point implicit linear fi¡.ite difference scheme (for model-

ling constant velocity advection) is

p'ì*' - pi + # ltrfon - p?*') + Lr(pi+' - pili)

+hþ'i+t - P'Ð + 6þî- rf-,)] : o (5'41)

where

htoo+Cl+(o:1 (5.42)

for consistency. The corresponding difference equation is

-cflsii\ + (t - cïy + "îo)li+' * cfupfi

: 
"(1 - 0o - 0, - C)pi_,

+(1 + 2"(, - c I cilo * cflt)p': - ceúî+t
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and the modified equivalent equation is

0p ôp uL,æ

at + u-tu : z G - c - 2(t - c)0t * 2c0s - (r)Y*+ o{(Ao)3} (5.44)

For convenience, implicit schemes will be consistently referred to as either ttmatrix

inversion", implying use of the Thomas algorithm, or "marching", implying that

the solution is obtained by a recurrence relation. Strictly spe"king both schemes

a¡e forms of direct matrix inversion, but for the want of better terms, these two will

be used. Consider the case where Eq. (5.a3) with j - 1,. . . , J, is to be solved by

matrix inversion. If the scheme is to be positive defi-uite, the inequalities

0s>

h<
0olh*h <

2h-l0o*h <

Ct<

must hold. The first two constraints ensure that the coefficient of pT*t, namely

(l-c01tc0o) is positive. The solution is chosen to minimize the numerical difiusion,

nameþ11 -"-Dl where

D :2(l - ")0, - 2c0s ¡ (, (5.46)

If c( l then, D <0 andtheminimumof l1 - c- DloccurswhenDis amaximum.

The largest D can be is zero, which occurs when 0t : 0o : (r = 0, which produces

the fi¡st order upwinrling scheme, Eq. (2.27} Furthermore, if (t : 0r: 0, so that

oaly methods involviîg p';!1, ei+', ei-. ard pi are used, thén ag'.in D attains a

marcimum value of. zeto when 0o:0.

The discussion so far has concentrated on three point schemes that give rise to

systems of equations that must be solved by matrix inversion techniques. One of the

reasons for this is that any implicit scheme involving three or more unknowns, that
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is solved by a marehing method (these methods are sometimes referred to as set'ri-

implicit), contains at least one oscillatory mode within the solution. For a¿¡ehilg

schemes, the second condition to gua,rantee positive deflnite results, given in Section

5.2, can be relaxed to be: ø¡* 3 0, lø¡rl 1 ø¡¡1or ullk + j. This follows directly from

the conditions for explicit schemes to provide positive definite results. For schemes

that satisfy these conditions none of these oscillatory modes will dominate in linea¡

models as the solution must be positive definite. In problems involving non-linear

feedbacks, however, it is conceivable that such fluctuations could produce problems.

For example, in gas dynamics, during the calculation of the charge density, p, the

velocity may be ta^ken to be prescribed, providing a linea¡ system of equations for the

density. Later in the modelling process these densities are in turn used to calculate

the pa,rtide velocities, and this type of non-linear feedback may excite any oscillatory

modes in the solution, possibly leading to the appearance of non-physical octrema.

A detailed description of these oscillatory modes follows.

Firstly, it must be noted that the behaviour of any linea¡ system of equations

can be determined by treating them as a set of recurrence relations. The decision

as to whether the solution is to be calculated by matrix inversion or by use of the

recurrence relation is governed only by the stability of the solution scheme. WTen

analyzing the behaviour of the solution of the system of equations it is appropriate

to assr¡.m.e that the calculations are performed to infi.nite precision, in whictr case

the method of calculation is itttttaterial, since þ6f[ fschniques must give the same

results by the uniqueness of solutions to such systems of linear algebraic equations.

This means that in order to analyze the behaviour of the solution to a linea¡ system

of algebraic equations, it is sufficient to analyze the solution to the corresponding

recurrence relations.

Conside¡ the system of equations of the form

(5.47)

representing a difference approximation to the constant velocity form of the advec-

dia'kP?!l
K

E
Ë=0
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tion equation. The summatiou is taken over all points involved in the recurrence

relation and without loss of generality ø¡ and øK may be assumed to be non-zero.

The solution to this equation is given by

K
p'i*' :l'a;,\i + P¡ (5.48)

wheré P; is determined by the vector function {dr.}, the A; axe determined by the

boundary conditions and the ì¡ are the roots of the characteristic pol¡momial

K

Ð or-*l* (5.4e)
É=0

By equating the coefi.cients of this polynomial with those of

K

i=1

"o fI() - ìr) (5.50)
h=l

it is dear that all of the eigenvalues, ìr,, are positive if, and only if, the coefi.cients,

ø¡ç-¡ of the recurrence relation are alternating in sign. By comparing this result with

the criteria for i-Flicit, ma^rchi"g scb.emes to be positive definite, described above

it can be seen that for such a scheme involving th¡ee or more unknowns at least

two coefficients must be of the same sign (both negative), indicating the existence

of at least one negative root of Eq. (5.49). It should be noted that this argument

also applies to a.ny implicit sc.b.eme of four or moÌe points that is solved by direct

(or elimination) methods.

It must be stressed that these negative roots do not invalidate the conditions for

smooth results, since the presence of a negative root does not automatically imply

the presence of atry new extrema in the time adva,nced solution. If a difference

schene obeys the stated conditions then the dominant root will be positive and

so the scheme will be positive definite, provided that the boundary conditions are

appropriate. The smaller amplitude oscillatory mode does, however, mean that

there is not a steadg exponential decay from a sudden disturbance and it is thus

possible that such fl.uctuations could be amplified in problems involving ary non-

linea¡ feedbacks-
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A further problem is the requirement for the calculation of additional bounda.ry

conditions, e.g. the calculation of pî+t in a three point ma¡ehiag scheme. If ca¡e is

not taken in the calculation of this value, this too may produce a new e¡ctremum.

This is demonstrated by the following example. Consider material arriving at a

previously empty region, i.e. /] = 0 for all j and pi+t : l. If pi*t is taken to

be zero, as would be the case if it were calculated by a purely explicit scheme and

a three point scheme is used fron there on, clearly pi+' > 0, imFlying that a new

rninimu¡l has appeared in the numerical solution. 1¡is simFle case may be corrected

by matching fl.uxes in and out of the first grid cell, but it is still possible that in

more complicated problems a numerical extremum may be generated.

A final problem is that due to the expense in solving penta-diagonal systems of

linea¡ algebraic equations it does not seem profi.table to devise a five point implicit

Iow order scheme for use in conjunction with a three point implicit high order scheme.

For example, if a five point implicit high order scheme (such as NS4 or NS5) is used,

then the computational cost of inverting two pentadiagonal matrices would produce

a scheme that is likely to be extremely expensive in terms of CPU time. Furthermore,

it is unlikeþ that such a súeme would be of sufficient accuracy to justify the expense

of CPU time. For these reasotrs, it is considered unnecessaxy to fi¡rther investigate

other implicit smooth difrerence schemes for use within a.lr FCT algorith-, and it

appea¡s that fi.rst order upwinrting is a natural choice for a low ordei scheme withia

such an algorithm. The use of such a low order scheme, however, means that Boris

and Book's approach to FCT must be abandoned in favour of Zalesak's.

Zalesak's formulation of FCT does not require adding or subtracting diffusion

from a scheme in order to determine the antidiffusive fluxes, allowing ss"'Flete

f¡eedom in the choice of high and low order schemes. The antidiffusive f.uxes are

simply defi¡.ed to be the difierence between the high and the low orde¡ flr¡xes. The

source of either of these fluxes is çemFlet"ly op to the user. For example, the high
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order fl.uxes may be chosen to be those of REVFCT Eq. (5.1),

óf*t -+ (pïii + P';*' + p']+, + pi)

- (* .+) þî# - Pî*'- Pî*,+ Pi) (5.51)

which are the sâ.me as for the fourth order CTCS scheme, Eq. (3.1a). First order

upwinding could be used to give the low order f.uxes,

Ó!*+: "¡+',Pî
(5.52)

grving the antidiffusive fluxes

ó¡+à : -+ (pïii + Pî*'+ pî*,-sü)

- (* .+) þ?ii - Pî*'- P'i+,+ Pî) (5.58)

These fl.uxes, along with Boris a¡d Book's limiter, produce a positive definite, impli-

cit difierence scheme (denoted CN4FCT) which is also slightly more accurate than

that of REVFCT. Diagra^rns illustrating the performance of CN4FCT and R^EVFCT

a¡e shown in Fig. 5.3. The difierence in accuracy is not very obvious in these figures

but can be detected in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

There is one problem with the scheme as described above, na-ely that it is still

not valid for c ) 1. Although the high order difference equation is von Neumann

stable for c ) 1, neither the low order scheme or the matrix inversion used to

evaluate nf is v-dlid.

To overcome the restriction on the time-step, multiple upwind steps can be ta^ken

during each time-step of the high order solution, provided the high order solution

remains stable. The simplest method for calculating the low order fluxes is to use

f¡+ä:P!-PT-f¡-i (5.54)

The only restrictions on the individual time-steps are that each low order calculation

must be stable, and the sum of these time-steps equals the time-step of the high
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Figure 5.3: Comparisons of CN4FCT and REVFCT. The first two diagrams show
the results of using (a) CNaFCT and (b) REVFCT rrith a Gaussia.n
pulse as an initial condition. The other two diagrams show (c) CNaFCT
and (d) REVFCT with a semi-elliptical initial condition.
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order calculation. In the test cases provided, the time-steps were chosen so that the

maximum value of. c¡*¡ for the ith low order time-step did not exceed 0.8, with the

Iast time step being adjusted to bring the low order solution in to line with high

order solution. The rnlue of 0.8 was chosen because in large, complicated models it

is often the case that the time-step is chosen so that the maximr¡m Cou¡a¡rt number

is slightly less tha¡¡. that required for stability (Leslie et. al., 1935). While any value

less tha.n one would avoid instability in the linea¡ case, it is necessary to err on the

side of caution when dealing with non-linea.r problems. Since the aim is to produce

a general scheme, it was decided to imitate practical non-Iinea¡ modelling as dose

as possible.

Eq. (5.54) ca,n be used to calculate the f.r¡xes from any numerical scheme defined

on a grid, not just finite difference schemes. If the high order solution, trf; is used

in Eq. (5.54), instead of the fi, th.o this equation can also be used to calculate

the high order f.uxes. The antidiffusive fluxes can also be calculated by the same

equation, since

pi-p! (5.55): -rf*ä+ fh++ ff+r- ¡!-t
: Ó¡++ - ö¡-*

o!

ó¡+i: p! - pi + ó¡-î (5-56)

This approach can also be used to overcome the problem of solving lor pf when

c ) L and the Thomas algorithm is unstable. In this case the ma.rching form of

Eq. (5.1) must be used, but the flr¡xes must be calculated a posteri,ori. If this is

done explicitly using

f"n+ _ Tþi.,+pf -p',+,-pî) (5.52)

-v¡+l þr*, - pf - p']*, + pî)

then there is a signifi.cant overhead relative to the original calculation of. pf . Altern-

ativel¡ using Eq. (5.56) to calculate the antidiffusive flr¡xes requires only two extra
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additions per grid-point per time-step. This method can also be used when c ( 1,

the results being identical to those obtrined by the explicit calculations of /¡*r in

both cases.

This approach for calculating the high o¡der fluxes allows the marching method

to be merged with the inversion method when the Courant number changes from

greater tha,u one to less than one. In a region of decreasing velocitg the marching

scheme ca¡ be used to provide an upstream boundary condition (at the point where

the Courant number decreases from greater than one to less tha¡ one) for the inver-

sion method. In the case of an increasing velocity fi.eld, the low order solution can

be used to give a downstrea,m boundary condition (at the point where the Courant

number changes from less than one to greater than one) for the inversion tec.hnique.

The ma¡ching method can then be used from that point.

5.5 Extensions to Implicit FCT

Described above is a finite difference scheme that guarantees smooth results for all

v¿lues of c. The approacL adopted was quite general, any other finite difrerence

scheme could have been used as the high order scheme. In fact any numerical

scheme may have been used since it was shown how to construct the antidifrrrsive

flr¡xes using only the grid-point rralues from two schemes, one high order a.nd the

othe¡ low order, along with the ú.ux at one point (usually at a boundary). Similarlg

any numerical scb.eme that produces smooth results may have equally well been

used as a low order scheme. There are th¡ee components to the algorithm CN4FCT,

the high order solution, Eq. (3.14), the low order solution, Eq. (2.27), and the fl.r¡x

lirnifs¡, Eq. (a.3a). The importance of each of these compone.pts will be exa.mined

in this section.

The fourth order CTCS scheme, Eq. (3.1a) was used to provide the high order

solution in the above algorithm, because CN4FCT was originully u conected form of

REVFCT. In Chapter Three it was shown that the fourth order scheme is an accur-
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ate, unconditionally stable a,nd efficient algorithm for modelling passive advection.

Of course, other high order schemes could have been chosen, but it will be demon-

strated here that this particular choice of high order scheme is especially suited

fo¡ use in a general purpose, positive defi.nite algorithm fo¡ modelling advection.

This will be shown by comparing the results of CN4FCT with similar algorithms

using other high order schemes such as the Crank-Nicolson scheme, Eq. (3.8) and

the two five point implicit schemes NS4, Eq. (3.50) and NS5, Eq. (3.60). Com-

parisons will also be made with algorithms using e:rplicit high order schemes such

as the Lax-Wendroff scheme, E,q. (2.29) and fifth order upwinding, Eq. (2.39) to

demonstrate the efficiency of using implicit high order schemes in FCT algorithms.

These five algorithms will be denoted CN2FCT, NS4FCT, NSSFCT, LWFCT and

U\ry5FCT respectiveþ Further comparisons will be made with other positive defin-

ite algorith-" such as van Leer's second scheme (VIII), Eq. (4.16), Phoenical LPE

SEASTA and Implicit LPE SHASTA. Van Leer's scheme (VIII) was found to be

one of the most efficient positive definite algorithms discussed in Chapter Four, with

the other two schemes being the most accurate for a given resolution. The stability

restriction of 0 < c < Ll2 for these last two schemes, however, requires that the

time-step must be half of that for compa,rable schemes and so the efrciency of these

schemes is ¡educed. Illustrations of the results from the numerical tests of these

last th¡ee schemes were presented in Chapter Four, a,nd the results of the schemes

CN2FCT, LWFCT, II\M5FCT, NS4FCT and NSSFCT a¡e shown in Figs. 5.4 - 5.5.

Quantitative measures of the accuracy of all these numerical tests are presented in

Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Table 5.3 compares the effect of improved resolution on the

performance of these schemes. These tables also include the algorithms discussed

ea¡lier in this chapter, namely REVFCT, CN2POS a¡d REVPOS.

The initial conditions used are Gaussian aud semi-elliptical pulses. The first

conclusion to be made from these comparisons is that the high order scheme in

an FCT algorithm should ideally be better tha.n second order. This can be seen
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Table 5'3:comparisons of improvement in R.M.s. error versus increase in cPU time due to increasing resolution. The test problemsuse either a Gaussian pulse or a semi-circle as the initial condition along with cyclic boundary conditions. The cpuTimes are for the calculations with J = 100 and g00.

ts\¡
C¡9
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J 00 200 J=400I J 800

CPU

7.9x1 2220
1720
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2140
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4070

4330
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l5t 0
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by compa,ring the results for CN2FCT and TWFCT with other schemes. The only

difference between these two algorithms and CN4FCT, U\ry5FCT, NS4FCT and

NSSFCT is the choice of the high order scheme used, with exactly the sa¡ne low

order scheme and flr¡x limiter being used. The poor performance of the algorithns

using second order sc.hemes is directly attributable to the low quality of the high

order solution. Using CN4FCT with half the resolution produces superior results and

requires less CPU time. Using either the Crank-Nicolson or Lax-Wendrofr schemes

also introduces significant distortion to the shape of the pulse, with a sudden change

in cu¡vature at the peak. In the initiat discussion of these second order schemes in

Chapters Two and Three it was seen that the phase lag of the shorter wavelengths

results in the leading edge of the pulse being smooth and the oscillations occurring

on the trailing side of the pulse and upstream f¡om there. As a result the high

order fluxes are used to calculate most of the leading edge, but the low order fluxes

a¡e used to calculate most of the trailing edge. This causes most of the residual

diffusion to appear on the upstrea,m side of the pulse resulting in the deformation

seen in Fig. 5.4(a,c) and Fig. 5.6(a,c). As such the deformation is typical of these

two methods, and is easily verifi.ed by using a va,riety of initial conditions. The

deformation is also reflected in the substantial degradation of the second and third

moments of the nume¡ical solution, relative to that of CN4FCT. This is particularly

noticeable with a Gaussian pulse as the initial condition.

A second point that can be drawn from these çemFarisons is that using even

higher order sch.emes is still very effcient in respect of the accuracy attained in a

given amount of CPU time, although ¡[s improvement is not as ma¡ked as ïeas seen

in Chapter Three, due to the errors associated with the limiter. The errors due to

the flr¡x limiter are predominantly associated with the five or seven gridpoints nea.r

the numerical peak, irrespective of the grid-spacing. The error associated with the

lirniter diminishes only slowly as the mesh is refiaed, and so the increase in accuracy

of a pa,rticula¡ scheme that can be obtained by using a fi-ner mesh is less than was
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seen in Chapters Two and Three. This means that given the choice of using a higher

order method on a coarse mesh or a low order method on a fine mesh, it is preferable

to use the former, assurning that both configurations require approximately the

same CPU time. An additional reason for the sustained efrciency of the algorithms

involving high order implicit schemes is that the flux correction process requires

approximately the same amount of computation for all the algorithms. Since the

fl.ux correction takes a significant fraction of the total time, the additional time

spent inverting a penta-diagonal matrix, as a fraction of the total CPU time, is

much less than was seen in Chapter Three. It should be noted however, that the

matrix inversions associated with the schemes NS4 and NS5 become unstable as the

Courant number, c, increases beyond one, but the fourth order CTCS scheme is

unconditioually stable. In addition, the accuracy of the th¡ee point scheme scheme

does not dete¡iorate significantly until c is well in excess of two. As a result, the

times for CN4FCT can almost be halved since the high order solution and flux

limitilg process is only calculated half as often and so this scheme becomes the

most efficient of all.

Compa,ring the results for the Gaussian initial condition with those for the semi-

ellipse indicates that the use of higher order implicit schemes in conjuaction with

FCT is most advantageous with irregular profiles. The results for the Gaussian

pulse test case indicate that CN4FCT and NSSFCT a¡e of ¿ similaf, efficiency for a

given Courant number. The additional CPU time spent using CN4FCT on a high

resolution grid as compa.red to using NSSFCT on a coarse grid, being compensated

by the gain in accuracy. Eowever, for the semi-ellipse case, the results for NSSFCT

on the coarse grid are quite close to those of CN4FCT on the finer grid. At first

this may appeax somewhat surprising given the results in Chapter Three where NS5

extribited only moderate improvement over fourth order CTCS in the case of the

semi-ellipse test but substantial improvement for the Gaussian test case when both

were tested on the sam.e grid. The improvement of NSSFCT in the r"ai-ellipse test
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is due to the limiter, which has greatest impact on a sharp peak such as Gaussian

pulse and less impact on a flatter peak such as that of the semi-ellipse. Furthermore,

higher order schemes produce higher frequency oscillations, as noted in Chapter

Three. The shorter the wavelength of this numerical noise the more efficiently it is

elirninated by the flux limiter, leaving less residual diffusion in the final solution.

It is also interesting to note the performance of the UWSFCT algorithm relative

to CN4FCT. In general it would appear that there is little to separate the two

algorithms. \ryith smooth initial conditions, CN4FCT is slightly more accurate,

but UWSFCT shows some improvement with irregular profiles, such as the semi-

ellipse pulse. The e:<planation for this is that the short wavelengths are da,mped

by frfth order upwinding. In the case where no flux limiting procedure is used, as

was the case in Chapters Two and Three, such damping is an obvious advantage,

particularly for profiles with discontinuous deriv¿tives. The damping, however, is

still not strong enough to eliminate all the oscillations a,nd so the f.ux limiter is

still required, resulting in two sources of numerical diffusion, the high and low order

solution. These two factors appear to more than outweigh any advantages due to

fifth order upwinrling propagating the Fourier s6"'ponents with better phase speed

than the for¡¡th order CTCS scheme. Note that, although using fi.fth order upwinding

as a high o¡der scheme produces a slightly faster algorithm in that less calculation

is required per time-step the scheme is still restricted to 0 < c ( 1. There is no such

restriction when the fourth order CTCS scheme is used and as was seen before, the

time-step can be nlrnost tripled before the solution begins to signifi,cantly deteriorate,

resulting in a substantially more efrcient algorithrn.

The compa¡isons with other high order schemes illustrate how well the fourth

order CTCS scheme is suited for use within a,n FCT algorithm, in that it provides

results of comparable accuracy to other high order schemes relatively efrciently. The

comparisons with the use of second order sch.emes such as the Crank Nicolson and

the Lax Wendroff schemes illustrate that even with the sa.rne time-step, using the
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fourth order CTCS scheme is more effcient.

The final comparison to be made is between CN4FCT and other positive defi.nite

schemes discussed in Chapter Four. The schemes included in this comparison were

van Leer's extension of Fromm's scheme (VLII), Harten's Self Adjusting Hybrid

scheme (SAHS) applied to the Lax'Wendroff scheme, Trnplicit tPE SHASTA and

Phoenical tPE SHASTA. The first two algorithms were the most eff.cient of the

schemes discussed in Chapter Four and the last two were the most accurate for a

given resolution (ignoring the CPU time necessa,ry for the calculations). To attain

the sa.me accuracy as CN4FCT, the first two schemes require more thau twice the

spatial resolution corresponding to a moÌe than fou¡-fold increase in CPU time

relative to the calculations on the original (coarse) grid. This also demonstrates the

high efrciency of CN4FCT since the two schemes, VLII and SAHS require more

than one-qua¡ter of the time of CN4FCT when used on the same grid.

Comparisons with Implicit tPE SHASTA and Phoenical tPE SHASTA demon-

strates the accuracy of the CN4FCT algorithm. This is also important since all

computers have a finite amount of memory available for the storage of arrays a.nd

sometimes this can be the main restriction and so it is important for a,n algorithm

to be accurate for a given resolution. It is also important for an algorithm to ob-

tain a solution reasonably quickly since CPU time is often limited. As seen from

the comparisons with alternative schemes, the use of the fourth o¡der CTCS within

an FCT algorithm leads to a very accurate and efi.cient positive definite numerical

scheme.

The ¡emainder of this section will be concerned with the er¡ors due to clipping,

which is due to the interaction of the fl.ux limiter and the low order solution. The

Iimiter cannot distinguish between the pa,rt of the high order solution corresponding

to the "true" peak and an overshoot, especially when the true peak does not lie

exactly on a gridpoint. As a resuft the part of the high order solution coresponding

to the true peak is treated as an overshoot and the low order solution is invoked.
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Due to the diffusive nature of the low order calculations and the fact that the

phase speed of this low order schem.e will generally differ from the high scheme, this

eventually leads to a region of constant values - the plateau that is characteristic of

FCT schemes

There are three ways of reducing the effect of clipping. Firstly, the adjustments to

the high order f.r:xes that a¡e needed to ensure a smooth solution can be reduced. As

was seen in Chapters Two a,nd Three, high order finite difference schemes generally

produce less severe oscillations than lower order schemes and so the corrections to

the high order fluxes of fourth or higher order schemes a¡e much less than those

of second order schemes. This was seen above where the er¡ors due to the limiter

in the FCT algorithms using higher order schemes (CN4FCT, NSSFCT, etc.) are

much less than those of the algorith"'s involving lower order schemes (CN2FCT,

LWFCT, etc.).

The next alternative for reducing clipping errors is to improve the limiter, so

that it gives less weight to the low order solution when choosing the range of ad-

missable values for the final solution. Sweby (1984) compared a variety of lirniters

fo¡ TVD schemes, and it was noted that T\ID limiters and FCT limite¡s have some

inherent differences '.''d ca,nnot be arbitrarily interchanged. A further limiter has

been discussed by Leonard (1990) - the ULTIMATE lirnifs¡, which uses values at

haH gddpoints as well as values at the standard gridpoints. The extra information

artificially enhances the accu¡acy of this limiter in much the sa,me way as Eolly and

Preissmatr't's scheme provides substantial improvements over third order upwinding

when used on the same grid. When comparable a,mounts of information were used,

the two third order schemes produced similar results. A simila¡ argument applies to

the ULTIMATE limiter, as the clipping is still spread over about seven rnlues, but

since values at haJf gridpoints are used, the clipping appears to be spread over only

three or four gridpoints. So that when compared on the same grid the ULTIMATE

Iimiter provides greatly improved results, but a fairer test is to use a standard üm-
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iter on a double grid and then comp:Ìxe every second gridpoint. This is uot to say

that there is not scope for improvement on Boris and Book's lirnifg¡, but it is not

a straightforwa¡d task. The other advantage of Boris a.nd Book's limiter is its ease

of use and there is no problem with non-linear instabilities such as is the case with

Zalesa.k's pea,k extrapolating limiter.

The thi¡d approach to reducing clipping is to improve the low order scheme,

as this will also reduce the necessary adjustments to the high order fluxes. That

clipping can be avoided, even when using Boris and Book's limiter, can be seen

in Fig. 5.7(arc, where Smolarkiewicz's scheme rvas used as a low order scheme a¡,d

fou¡th order CTCS was the high order scheme) This method is not proposed as

a useful scheme, due to the possibiJity of ove¡shoots in the low order scheme, but

more as a demonstration of the potential for reducing dipping by using a low order

scheme that maintains the peak of a pulse. The results f¡om the semi-ellipse test

show how inappropriate this scheme is for many profiles. Nevertheless, the results

from the Gaussian pulse test show that when a defi:rite peak (as opposed to a broad

plateau) appears in the low order scheme, the peak will also appear in the flux-

corrected solution. In order to improve the low order scheme it is necessa,ry to

use a non-linear scheme, for it has been shown that first order upwinding is the

most appropriate linear, low order scheme. thus it is not such a simple matter to

irnprove the low order scheme since the accuracy of the low order scheme in the

vicinity of extrema is most important, æd many non-linea¡ schemes simply revert

to fi¡st order upwinding in such areas. This can be seen in the demonstrations

of the use of van Leer's second sc.heme (VtU) in Fig. 5.7(b,d), whic,h only provides

ma.rginal improvement over using fi¡st order upwinding, and very little improvement

in the vicinity of the peak. If Ea¡ten's SAES is used instead of VLII, the results a¡e

indistinguishable. In fact, by using these non-linea¡ schemes it is possible to actually

degrade the solution relative to using first order upwinding, since the clipping that

would normally appeax when these schemes are used by themselves can add to the
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clipping of the limiter, Ieading to an even broader plateau and larger RMS errors

5.6 Conclusion

This chapter described the development of an accurate and robust positive defi.nite

algorithm, CN4FCT. In order to derive sucÀ a scheme it was necessary to demon-

strate that Boris and Book's objections to using implicit schemes a¡e not necessarily

valid. These objections were based on the failure of the algorithm REVFCT to pro-

duce positive definite ¡esults and it was asserted that fþs flurJiniter was incapable

of handling an implicit high order solution. It has been shown in this chapter that

this need not be the case, because there is an alternative reason, namely that the

low order solution as calculated within REVFCT was not positive defrnite. Such

a problem equally well explains any difrculties ia ¿ ¡¡ep-linear model a.nd it was

demonstrated that this could lead to small unphysical oscillations even in the con-

stant coefficient case.

To correct the algorithm REVFCT, it was necessary to derive a set of constraints

on the coefrcients of implicit finite difierence schemes which guarantee positive def-

inite results. This led to the schemes CN2POS a¡d REVPOS, which always produce

positive defi.nite results (provided the calculation of the low order solution is stable).

The only differences between REVFCT and REVPOS were in the calculation of the

low order solution, r¡rith the underlying deriv¿tions of the two algorith-s being oth-

erwise identical. This indicates that it was indeed the calculation of the low order

solution that was at fault, rather than any inherent weaknesses due either to the

flux-limiter or to the general FCT approach.

The apparent failure of the two positive defirite algorithms, REVPOS and

CN2POS to model accurately passive advection is due to the excessive numerical

diffusion in the low order scheme which is a direct consequence of ensuring positive

definite solutions. It must be kept in mind that the primary objective in developing

these two schemes Ìyas to arrive at an algorithm that dosely related REVFCT, while
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maintaining positivity. Because of the high residual diffusion in these scb.emes, Boris

and Book's formulation of FCT was abandoned in favour of Zalesak's approach which

allows a greater choice of possible low order solutions. It was shown in Chapters Two

and Three that the modified equivalent equation approaú provided a convenient

measure of a scheme's overall performance. By constructing the modified equival-

ent equation for a general three point implicit scheme it was shown that first order

upwinding was the most suitable choice for a low o¡der scheme. This method has

the further advantage of requiring very little CPU time to obtain its solution. Other

stencils, involving more than three points, could be used fo¡ the low order scheme

but the presence of a small, negative root to the characteristic equation means that

there is some chance of the non-linea¡ precursors described by Boris and Book re-

appea,ring. In addition these schemes would generally require more CPU time and

it is questionable how much would be gained, even in the linear case.

It is important to appreciate that CN4FCT is a genuine use of an implicit tech-

nique within an FCT framework. A semi-implicit method was discussed by Grandj-

ouan (1990), that used values at half time levels, so that the time adr¡a,nced solution

was calculated ocplicitly, producing a predictor-corrector algorith'". The result-

ing scheme only guaranteed positive definite results for c ( Lf2, as compared to

CN4FCT which always produces positive defi:rite results. The use of the modified

equation approach to calculate the "best" diffusive and anti-diffusive fluxes is ap-

pealing, however account must be taken of the constraints on the coefficients of the

low order pa,rt of calculation, as described in this chapter. Furthermore, wheu higher

order schemes are used, the flrur-limiter ( and hence the diffusive fluxes ) ooly have a

significant effect near the peak of a pulse. In this region, the fl.r¡x limiter will always

set the a.nti-diffusive flnxes to zero, producing the plateau that is characteristic of

the flux-limite¡. In the case of NS4FCT and NSSFCT, this plateau is only five or

seven grid spacings wide, whic,h is as narrow as can be hoped for, given the pa.r-

ticula¡ flr¡x-limiter. This means that the erÌors in the final solution ¡¡.re dominated
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by the errors in the diffusive f,uxes, which are determined by how much numerical

diffusion is contained in the low order solution. There may well be some benefi.t to

be obtained from using the approach of Grandjouan, but it does not address the

major source of errors, namely the flr¡x-limiter or the quality of the low order flr¡xes.

The inportance of each of the semponents of an FCT algorithm were demon-

strated. If a scheme of only second order is used, then the distortion of a pulse

ca¡ be quite severe. By using higher order schemes, the distortion is considerably

reduced. It was also noted that the amount of diffusion present in the low order

scheme had considerable impact on the accuracy of the fi.nal algorithm. The flux

limite¡ itself is more difficult to anaþze, in that its performance is tightly bound in

with the accuracy of the low order scheme and to improve the general performance

of a limiter is no simple matter. To a certain extent the combined effect of the lim-

iter and the low order solution ca,n be seen by using non-linear low order schemes.

Although these schemes are not proposed as realistic algorithms, it does show the

difrculty in developing an improvement to the limiter that rrill have a signifrcant

impact on the solution, since by necessity the lirniter must modify the result towards

the low order solution nea¡ the peak.

The results from CN4FCT were shown to compare favourably with alternative

positive definite algorithms. Not only were the numerical solutions quite accurate,

but they were obtained relativeþ quickly. This eff.ciency, coupled with the un-

conditional stability of the scheme, means that CN4FCT is pa,rticula,rly suited to

advecting arbitrary waveforms. It now remains to be shown that these results carry

over to more general problems. This will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Further Tests of Implicit FCT

In the previous chapters, the discussion and comparisons have concentrated on the

constant velocity case of the advection equation. This was done for reasons of claritg

as the shortcomings of any methods become immediately obvious when such a simple

test case has been used. These comparisons, however, have only limited r¡alue when

considering schemes for practical applications. If the velocity, ur, varies with either

space or time, the waveform is then distorted by the advection. In Chapter Th¡ee

it was shown how high order implicit schemes are very accurate when advecting a

pulse in constant velocity fields. It remains to be shown that in a varying velocity

ûeld, these same schemes will now advect a pulse in the correct m'nnet.

As mentioned in Chapter One, futher problems occur when there ¿¡s nsa-lins¿r

interactions between the velocity field and the material being advected. One of

the major difrculties when solving non-linear problems is how to overcome spurious

oseillations, as these can lead to severe problems with a numerical model. Suc,h

problems tatrge from physically mea^ningless results to the model run aborting due

to an illegal operation. There is only one practical way of demonstrating that a

method is capable of handling all the complexities of a non-liaear problem, and that

is to apply the method to such a problem. For this reason a brief discussion is

presented on the results of Morrow (1991), using CN4FCT to model gas discha,rges.

The discussion will concentrate on the numerical aspects of the problem, with only

a brief description of the physical processes.
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Due to the complexities of modelling gas discharges, the model results can not

be verified aga.insl an analytic solution, although, the general properties of the

solution are known from observation. The obserrrations however, do not resolve

all of the small scale structure, but in conjunction with some conceptual models,

these observatiors câ.n be used to infer some of this structure. It is also possible

to verify the behaviour of the numerical model in certain simplified cases. From

these cases and the knowledge gained in previous chapters about the performance

of different numericaJ. schemes it will be shown that CN4FCT is pa,rticula,rly suited

to modelling gas discha.rges.

6.L A Mathematical Model of Gas Discharges

A mathematical model describing the distribution of charge and electric current

in negative corona was described by Morrow (1985). The field is set up between a

negatively cha,rged sphere and a positively charged plane. The problem is essentially

two dirnensional, with the prima,ry rr¿riation of the solution being in the axial (c),

and radial (r) directions. Observations indicate negligible v¿riation in the angular

(d) direction.

The variation in the radial direction is predominantly due to the finite radius of

the discha¡ge, there being little radial development of the discharge. This r¡ariation

can be calculated by solving Poisson's equation in two dimensions as discussed by

Davies and Evans (1967). The problem then becomes one of determining the axial

component of the electric field, E(æ), which can be found via the method of disks

(Davies et al., 1964). This involves representing the discha¡ge as a cyliuder, with

unifo¡m radial distribution and variable axial distribution of-cha.rge. The electric

field has two components, the first being due to the space charge in the gap, nameþ

E(,) : *t t- Io" 
o@-') {

* 
Ioo-" 

p(æ * a')

1+ dæ'
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where p(æ) is the net charge density, .R is the cylinder radius and d is the distance

across the gap from the sphere to the plane. To this, must be added the other

component obtained from solving Laplace's equation. The boundary conditions

b"iog introduced via the use of image charges beyond the electrode surface. This

approach means that the problem is reduced to one of solving for the one-dimensional

motion of the charged particles, in order to obtain the spatial distribution of the net

c.harge density.

The calculation of the spatial distribution of the cha,rged partides is co'nplicated

by the fact that not only do these particles interact with the electric fi.eld, but

also with other particles. The interactions between the difierent species of charged

particles are as follows:

1. Neutral pa,rticles may be ionized, increasing the number of free electrons and

positive ions.

2. F¡ee electrons may recombine with neutral particles to form negative ions.

3. Any oppositely cha,rged pa.rticles nay recombine to form neutral pa.rticles.

In addition, the high velocities of the electrons relative to the ion velocities, means

that electron diffusion is also an important process.

Since charge must be conserved, the continuity equations may be used to de-

scribe the motion of the th¡ee species of cha,rged particle. Denoting the number

of electrons, positive ions and negative ions by N., N, a,nd iV, respectivelg the

resulting equations are

0N"
At : d¿lw.l N. - aolw"l N. - d,NpN. - 

U(W) *
aN.
É = a;lw"liv" - o,Jv./vo - o,N. No - a(W) ' (6.2)

ùNn - ftt, t ^t - À7 Ãr A(W^N-)
T = d"lW'lN'-a'NrJV'- Ë

where W",W, and Wn are the drift velocities for the th¡ee types of cha,rged particle,

and a¡, d,o, e.î arrd D" are functions representing the ionization, attachment, re-

combination and electron diffusion.

a2 D.N.)
0æ2
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The boundary conditions for this problem are also influenced by a variety of

processes. At the a,node, the electrons are totally absorbed and their number density

approaches zero (Braglia and Lowke, 1979), giving effectively

N.(d,ú) :0 for ølIt (6.3)

but at the cathode, secondary electrons may be produced by either photons or ions,

gt"iog

^L(0,ú) 
- /v3(0, ¿) + .l\t(O, ú) (6.4)

The number of secondary electrons released by photons, lVf,, can be calculated from

the electron drift velocit¡ W",lhe number of electrons, Àd, and the radial extent of

the charge. The number of secondary electrons released by ions is

(6.5)

where e¡ is the ion-secondary-emission coefrcient lV¿ is the number of ions anld W¿

is the drift velocity of those ions. The boundary condition at the cathode for the

negative ions is

N'(0, ú) : 0 , f ør øll t- (6.6)

fþs aqnlinea.rity in this system of equations comes f¡om the dependence of m.ost

of the coeft.cients in Eq. (6.2) on the ratio of the electric field, E to the neutral gas

number densit¡ .iV. Onty the recombination coefficient, c, is ta^ken to be a constant.

The remaining coefrcients all involve e:<ponential functions oL ElN. Examples of

the precise form of these fuuctions is given in Morrow (1985, Appendix A).

Morrow (1985) also discussed the important spatial features of the numerical

solution. From a computational stand point, the main featurès of interest a,re, the

presence of a bounda,ry layer in the electron densitg and nea¡b¡ a low field region

where charge accumulates. These regions are shown in Fig. 6.1(a-c), from Morrow

(1985). In order for the numerical results to be physically reasonable, the numerical

algorith'" must satisfy the constraints,
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1. the number of each species of charged particle must be non-negative,

2. there should be no overshooting of the electric field in the low field region, and

3. there should be no spurious accumulation of charged particles.

The boundary layer or "cathode sheath" corresponds to a regioa of rapid decrease

in field strength, and hence a rapid change in electron drift velocities. This featu¡e

poses some difi.culty for numerical models and ca,n cause the numerical solution to

produce non-physical results. It should also be uoted that these features a¡e all

interconnected by the non-linearity of the solution. For example, spurious accumu-

lations of c.harge will introduce spurious disturbances in the electric field and vice

versa. This feedback loop means that any numerical model of gas discharges must

not produce any numerical oscillations.

Given that the cathode sheath a,nd the low field region a¡e of such importance to

the entire process, as well as causing many of the numerical difrculties, it is worth

discussing these regions in a little more detail. The electrons leave the cathode at

high velocity, and must then slow down to a small fraction of their initiat velocity

as they pass fron the cathode sheath to the low field region. The high velocity

region, near the cathode, must contain relatively little structure in the charge dens-

it¡ because the electrons flow across this area with such high velocity that there

is no mecha.nism for any detailed structure to form. On the other hand, the low

field region is characterized by the continual arrival of electrous coupled with the

relatively slow motion of any electrons already there. Such an a¡ea is inevitably

gohg to e:r:hibit considerable structure. This structure is important, as it is f¡om

here that the discharge emanates.

This transition from a region of high velocities and weaker gradients (less struc-

ture) to one of low velocities and strong gradients (greater structure) is typical of

problems involving partides moving across decreasing velocity frelds. The large vari-

ation in velocity and gradients can be partly catered for by using a finer mesh in

both the boundary layer and low field regions. By choosing a suitable grid, the range
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of Courant numbers involved may be reduced, and any detailed structure may be

suitably resolved. The extension of FCT schemes to a variable mesh as described

by Morrow and Cram (1983) is readily extended to implicit FCT schemes and will

not be discussed any further.

Any mesh refinement has signifrcant impact on the modelling of the diffusion

term, A2(D"N")10a2. The stability of a finite difrerence approximation to this term

is governed by the pa,rameter s : D.Âltl(Ar)', in much the sa,me way as the Courant

num.ber governs the stability of the approximations to the advective terms. It has

been found that if a suitably fine mesh is used to ¡esolve the velocity a,lrd density

gradients then the stability (and hence time-step) is determined by the value of s,

rather than the Courant number. This mea,ns that either very small time-steps must

be taken or implicit differencing of the diffusion term is necessary. The overhead of

using an implicit scheme turns out to be far less than the CPU tim.e required by

an oçlicit difierencing of diffusion. Since there is negligible cost in also induding

advection implicitl¡ it seemed profitable to investigate the performance of smooth,

fully implicit schemes for modelling advection. In Chapter Three it was seen that

the accuracy of implicit schemes is predominantly dictated by the sha.rpness of the

density gradients, with only weak dependence on Courant number for values of c

less than about three. It should be noted that this range of values for the Cou¡ant

number can be extended if the high velocity regions also correspond to the regions

of high Courant number since the gradients in these regions a^re generally weaker.

As such, it was considered that smooth implicit schemes showed some promise for

application to this type of problem. The next sections will demonstrate that this

is the case, by investigating the performance of a variety of schemes in spatially

rrarying velocity fields.
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6.2 Decreasing Velocity Fields

The performance of different numerical methods in modelling the motion of elec-

trons in the vicinity of a cathode, was given by Morrow (1981). This comparison,

was based on the advection of a square u¡ave in a velocity field that decreased lin-

ea,rly with distance, æ. While these tests demonstrated the usefulness of using FCT

schemes to model advection in decreasing velocity fields, the relative performance

of the different schemes was not quantified and only qualitative comparisons rtrere

provided. By using quantitative erroÌ measures, this section will provide a more

detailed description of the relative accuracy of a selection of smooth difference op-

erators.

The test used here consists of advecting a semi-elliptical profile of unit height

and half-width of 0.1. The pulse is initially centred about a :0.2 and specified on

a uniform grid, with Læ :0.01. The velocity field linea¡ly decreases to approxim-

ately LVo of its rnlue at the upstream boundary. That is, the advection equation is

modelled, with u(æ) : 1.01 - o for æ in the interval [0,1], a.nd an initial condition

of

Po(æ): (0.1)'-(a-0.2)z10

0

0.1 <æ(0.3
otherwise .

(6.7)

(6.8)

The exact solution to this problem is

p(a,t) : no (@ - 1.01)e¿ + 1.01) eú

The values, p(0,ú) are specifred, and the downstream bounda,ry is free. If a down-

strea.m boundary is required by u.n algorithm, to dose the system of equations, then

outgoing fluxes a¡e calcul.ated from the low order sùeme. For the case c ( 0.9 and

J : 100, 60 timesteps were used, with the number of timesteps in the other cases

varying according to cha.nges in the maximum r¡alue of c and the grid spacing, so

that the fi.nal time is constant for all tests. I ssmi-elliptical profile was used in

preference to either a Gaussian pulse or square wave for two ¡easons. Firstl¡ the

wave form becomes progressively thinner and taller as it is advected, and in the case
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of a Gaussian pulse, the numerical solution at a time ú : ? can become so thin that

the bulk of the waveform is only a few grid-points wide. This means that the error

measures for the difierent schemes a¡e dott"inated by just a few values and as such

a¡e not pa.rticularly meaningful. This is highlighted by the fact that as the time

interval of integration is varied, the relative accruacy of the difierent schemes also

varies, and by either increasing or decreasing the length of time of the integration

(provided ? is large enough) it is possible to show any one of a number of schemes

in a favourable light. This is not surprising, as it was shown in Chapters Two

a¡d Three that no finite difference schemes accurately model the advection of short

wavelength Fourier components. Hence, if the bulk of detail in a¡r ocact solution is

of this scale then all schemes will perform poorl¡ and intercompa.risons will be of

Iittle use. By using ¿ ssmi-elliptical profile the fi,nal solution is better resolved and

so the error measures provide more representative comparisons between the diferent

schemes. An alternative is to use a Gaussian pulse that is initially very broad, but

this has the disadvantage that for most of the numerical integration, the waveform

is extremely well resolved, and all schemes perform well a¡d little information is

gained by compa.ring different schemes.

The second reason for using a semi-elliptical pulse is that there is still some

detail that needs to be captured, besides the sha,rp gradients. A squa.re wave also

contains the sharp gradients, but there is no other detail to model. It is irnFortant

that sc,hemes not only capture sha,rp gradients, but that any nearby, more gradual

changes a¡e also well modelled. For these reasons it is not surprising that when

results for many different runs a,re exa-ined, in which the width and shape of

the profile and the time of integration are all rraried, the compa,risons between the

different schemes are generally similar to those provided here. That is, the advection

of a semi-elliptical test provides the most representative basis for the comparison of

difrerent schemes

The RMS errors for selected schemes are presented in Table 6.1. The maximum
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Table 6.1 : Compa.risons of improvement in R.M.S. error (x100) due to increas-
ing resolutioa. The test problem involves a semi-elliptical pulse as

the initial condition in a linearþ decreasing velocity fleld. The CPU
Times are relative to First Order Upwinding with c < 0.9.

Sc,heme max c "I : 100 J :200 J: 400 J: 800

l"t order Upwind

Lax-Wendroff + FCT

wan Leer (II)

Phoenical tPE SHASTA
Implicit tPE SHASTA
UWsFCT

CN4FCT

0.45

0.90
0.45
0.90
0.45
0.90

0.45
0.45
0.45
0.90
0.45
0.90

3.60
5.40

33.5
27.9

L7.L

16.1

16.4
L4.7

13.0

L2.L

13.6

L2.6

t2.L
t2.5
13.3

15.7

26.07
2L.76
12.86
12.05
11.55
L0.24

8.80
7.95
9.2L
8.60
7.67
7.65
8.15

11.18

18.58

T5.L2

7.45
6.94
6.17
5.29

4.99
4.34
5.11
4.72
4.63
4.67
4.87
6.59

14.53

11.88
5.57
5.18
4.45
3.81

3.57
3.07
3.62
3.38
3.19
3.16
3.36
4.56

value of c is given by --an2&tl&a and may be considered to be a scaled time-

step since all calculations were performed on the sãrne grid and with the sa^m.e

velocity field. Again a range of grid spacings were used, to show the efiects of

changing resolution on the results. This is also useful for úe&ing the validity of

the erior measures, as alternative error measures could have been used instead of

RMS error. These other error measutes, however, provide little extra information,

with the relative overall performance of the schemes being unafiected. F\r.rthermore,

some of the other erÍor measures seem to occasionally give anomalous values, in

that it is possible for any particular scheme to have either a very poor or a very

good value for a particular resolution. In this case it is evident that such a value is

not truly representative of the overall performance of the scheme. These anomalous

r¡alues vary according to which scheme, resolution and erro¡ measure is used. This

problem with anomalous values does not seem to appear in the RMS error values

given in Table 6.1.

It was shown in Morrow (1981) that Phoenical LPE SHASTA was suitable for
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modelling the motion of electrons near a cathode, whereas the schemes such as frrst

order upwinding and LWFCT produced too much distortion of the initiat pulse. The

error measures for these schemes have been included as bench"'arks fo¡ acceptable

a,nd unacceptable errors respectively. As ca¡ be seen from Table 6.1, the "high order"

FCT schemes such as Implicit tPE SHASTA and CN4FCT provide very accurate

results, better in fact than Phoenical IPE SEASTA. The scheme, UWSFCT, is

probably best considered to be comparable to Phoenical LPE SEASTA, in that

UWSFCT car use a larger timestep and is then more accurate the Phoenical LPE

SHASTA, but if the same time-step is used then it is less accurate. The scheme van

Leer (II) is defrnitely better than schemes such as LWFCT but not as accu¡ate as

the other schemes.

The advantage of using CN4FCT is that high accuracy may be retained over a

wider range of time-steps. In comparison with the SHASTA FCT sc.hemes, the time-

step may be increased fi.ve or six times, without seriously degrading the accuracy of

the results. Furthermore, since the elect¡on diffusion is modelled implicitly there is

rninimal overhead in also using an implicit scheme to model electron advection.

It is also worth noting that CN4FCT is still more accurate thau UWSFCT.

This can be explained by the fact that although fifth order upwinding approximates

the phase speed of the Fourier components more accurately than the fourth order

CTCS scheme, this only succeeds in reducing the error due to dispersion, i.e the

errors associated with the spurious oscillations. These errors are virtually removed

by the flux correction process anyu¡ay. Fifth order upwinding does, however, have

a.n effect on the e.mplitude of these components and this is not taken into account

by the flux correction process. It seems therefore, that the advantage in using a

less dispersive high order scheme is only slight ia comparison with the use of a

less diffusive high order scheme, since flux correction reduces dispersive errors but

exacerbates di.ffusive errors.
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6.3 Increasing Velocity Fields

The case where the velocity, ut(æ), is a,n increasing function, is also of some interest.

The exact solution corresponding to an initial condition of. ps(æ), is given by

p(r,t) - po(æe-t)e-t (6.9)

The analytic solution now describes a waveform that becomes broader and flatter.

As such, this case is of less value for compa.ring the general performance of numerical

schemes, since any strong gradients in the initial conditions gradually weaken as the

waveform is advected which enhances the performance of most schemes. That is

uot to say, however, that motion in increasing velocity fields is of no interest, for it

was noted above that an imFortant part of nqdslling gas discharges is accurateþ

capturing the absorption partides at outflow boundaries. In o¡der to verify that

schemes such as CN4FCT are capable of faithfully reproducing this, comparisons

a¡e made with Phoenical LPE, and Implicit LPE SEASTA.

The results of modelling a Gaussian pulse of variance If 400, starting at æ :

0.6, for 120 time steps (c--. : 0.45) for CN4FCT, Phoenical and Implicit LPE

SEASTA schemes are shown in Fig. 6.2(a-c). The number of time-steps were chosen

so that at the fi.nal time step, the rea,r edge of the pulse was passing through the

boundary. By examining the pulse at a rrariety of ti"'es, it was for¡-nd that during this

particular phase of the solution, any errors associated with the boundary condition

were most pronounced. The boundary rnlues are handled in the same manner as

for the decreasing velocity case, A Gaussian pulse is used rather than a semi-ellipse

pulse (as in the decreasing velocity er<perimerits) since now that the profile becomes

broader and f.atter, it is a more rigourous test to sta¡t with a thin pulse, such as a

Gaussian, rather than a a wider pulse such as a seni-ellipse.

The difference between the diagram for CN4FCT with c-^- - 0.9, using 60 time

steps and that for 120 time steps with c'¡x : 0.45 is beyond the resolution of the

graphs and so the larger time step case is not presänted. The RMS errors for these

examples arc 4.4 x 10-3 for CN4FCT, 4.9 x 10-3 for Implicit LPE SHASTA and
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of the flow of material across a.n outflow bouada,ry using (a)

SN4FCT, (b) Implicit LPE SHASTA, and (c) Phoenical tPE SAHSTA.
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6.0 x 10-3 for Phoenical LPE SHASTA. Comparisons between CN4FCT and either

of the tPE SHASTA methods, using Fig. 6.2(a-c) and the RMS errors shows that

the CN4FCT solution is both smooth and accurate.

This simple experiment demonstrates that the use of an implicit scheme need

not have any effect on how smoothly an FCT algorithm advects material across an

outflow boundary. The downstream bounda,ry condition for the implicit fou¡th orde¡

scheme was treated very simply by using first order upwinding flt¡xes to represent

the fl.r¡xes out of the last grid cell. The equation for pi+l then involves values at

the grid points æ¡-1 arLd æ1 only, and the tri-diagonal system of equations will

possess a unique solution. Any mismatch due to the difference between the fl.r¡xes

of the implicit scheme and first order upwinding is resolved by the flux correction

process. This approach is preferred to simply setting the value of pTt to be that

of first order upwinding as the former approach causes the oscillations in the high

o¡der solution to reflect off the downstream bounda¡y. In the latter case, where the

value is specified, rather than the fl.ux, the flt¡x correction process will still elirninate

oscillations. It was shown in Chapter 5, however, that the best results are obtained

by rniniaizing the a,mount of work the f.r¡x limite¡ must do, i.e. by minimizing the

use of the low orde¡ solution. The introduction of further oscillations into the high

order solution can do nothing but degrade the final result.

6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the modelling of gas discharges 'was chosen as an Ðcample for a dis-

cussion on the development of a numerical method for modelling complex advective

processes. The major problems as far as numerical modelling.is conceraed, namely

the region of sudden speed change, the region of complex structure and the smooth

transport of material both in and out of the solution domain occur not only in gas

discharges, but in a wide variety of applications. The advantage of using gas dis-

charges as an exa,mple is the sensitivity of this problem to errors in the modelling
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of any of these features.

The implicit FCT algorith'" CN4FCT, has been incorporated into a model of

gas discharges and was found to provide a very fast and accurate solution. In a

wa¡ this provides the fi-ual proof of the v-alidity of Implicit FCT. The success in

accurately capturing the evolution of the electric field demonstrates not only that

CN4FCT provides smooth results in idealized cases, but that this carries through to

more complex examples. This also validates the systematic derivation of CN4FCT,

f¡om examination of the wave propagation parameters of high order implicit schemes,

through to the derivation of conditions under which implicit fi.nite difierence schemes

produce smooth results.

As far as modelling the development of the spatial distribution of electric charge,

the three main components a¡e the cathode sheath, the low field region and the ab-

sorption of ions. This is not to trivialize the calculation of the electric field ftom

the distribution of charge or indeed any of the other calculations involved in gas

discharge models, but the topic under discussion is the modelling of transport pro-

cesses, and as such the ûrst three components are the most relevant. The accuracy

of CN4FCT in mod"lliog each of these components was discussed in tr¡¡n. That

CN4FCT should be suitable for use in the low field region follows from the discus-

sions in Chapter Five. Within this region it is important that the solution should

accurately capture the sharp gradients, and at the same time contain no spurious

osoìlations. It was shown in Chapter Five that CN4FCT is capable of maintaining

sharp gradients within a smooth solution for the case of constant velocity. In a full

model of gas discha,rges, these sharp gradients imply that diffusion also becomes

imFortant. The pÍesence of physical diffusion only enhances the accuracy of most

finite difference schemes, CN4FCT included, and so it is only mentioned in passing.

The ability of CN4FCT to adequately resolve the cathode sheath was demonstrated

by considering the simplified case of linearly decreasing velocity. It was shown

that CN4FCT accurately captures the growth of a peak, again while maintaining a
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smooth numerical solution. Similar tests were used by Morrow (1981) to compare

difrerent schemes. The tests used here involved a more stringent initial condition,

and the provision of error measures provided a quantitative measure of performance.

The fi¡al aspect, the flow of material across an outflow boundarg while not

difrcult, is still important. By use of appropriate flr¡xes at a downstream boundary,

the solution of the implicit linear equations becomes unique and allows for the free

movem.ent of material out of the solution domain.

Ia problems such as this, where physical diffusion cr'' become significant over

part of the domain in which the fine structure is important, an algorithm such

as CN4FCT becomes even more efrcient ¡elative to explicit schemes. This is be-

cause the overhead in calculating the high order, implicit advective flr¡xes becomes

negligible, due to the need for implicit difrerencing of the electron diffusion. The

diffusion could be differenced explicitlg but because of the fine mesh in the region

where diffusion is significant, the time step for this part of the calculation becomes

very small. This ¡esults in schemes based ea i'nFlicit difie¡encing of the electron

diffusion requiring considerably less CPU time overall. By incorporating the calcu-

lation of the advective flr¡xes with that of the diffusive fluxes, the overhead of using

implicit advective fluxes becomes insignificant relative to the calculation of explicit

advective fl.r:xes.

The second method of increasing the efficiency of CN4FCT is by using the fact

that the fourth order CTCS scheme for modelling the full transport equation be-

comes positive definite when

1
(6.10)i"¡*+

This was shown in Section 5.3. In such regions, whete this is true for two or more

adjacent grid cells, the flr¡x correction process may be switched off. The exact gains

produced by this reduction in the number of flux co¡rection calculations depends very

strongly on the nature of the problem, but they can be significant. This extension

must be used with some care as it is possible in some very non-linear problems for
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the small oscillatory modes discussed in Section 5.4 to produce some measurable

oscillations.

Such behaviour also demonstrates the advantage of performing the advection

and diffusion calculations together, rather than as two separate steps as would be

the case in a split operator scheme. As was seen in Section 4.1 the addition of

a diffusive step to an advective calculation is equivalent to applying a linear fllter

to the advected solution, and that this does not guarantee non-oscillatory results.

Thus, at some stage of the calculations in a split operator method some form of

smoothing must still be performed at every time-step and at every grid point. The

statement holds, irrespective of the order of the advection and diffusion calculations

within eac,h. time step since all linear high order advective schemes are capable of

producing numerical oscillations as ïsas shown in Chapters Two and Three.

Apart from reiterating that CN4FCT has been very successfully included in a

full non-linear model of gas dyna.mics by Morrow, and pointing out that this success

is as e<pected from its behaviour in idealized syste-s and the systematic approach

used to derive the algorithm, no more of the results will be discussed. Suffice to

say that the speed and accuracy of the CN4FCT method confirms its suitability for

modelling transport processes in complicated flow fields and should be applicable to

a wide variety of such problems.
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Chapter 7

Concluston

This thesis has demonstrated that high order implicit finite difference schemes ca"

be successfully incorporated into a model involving complicated advective processes.

These schemes a.re frequently overlooked in discussions of such models due to a

perceived inability to produce smooth results. It has been shown that, on the

contrary, such schemes can be used in such a Ìray as to provide positive definite

algorith"'s which are both accurate and efficient in comparison with si'nilar explicit

algorithms.

The accuracy and eff.ciency of implicit schemes as applied to simple, Iinear prob-

lems have been discussed at length within the literature. The greater task has been

to adapt these schemes for use in non-linea.r problems, where it is often crucial to

maintain positivity. In order to do this, it rras necessary to provide a detailed ana-

Iysis of the differences between numerical solutions obtained from implicit schemes,

as opposed to those obtained from explicit schemes. This involved analyzing the

behaviour of different schemes as applied to the constant velocity case. The com-

parisons between the different high order schemes were also used in deciding which

schenqes could be used most profitably in an FCT algorithm to_provide a robust and

accurate model for non-linear advection.

It has been a widely held view that the numerical oscillations produced by impli-

cit schemes are inherently difrerent from those of elçlicit schemes and that they are

therefore unsuitable for use within local adjustment algorithms, such as FCT. The
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basic difference is, that after one time step explicit schemes will produce only local

oseillations, but implicit schemes will produce global oscillations. It was noted that,

in this respect, implicit schemes could be considered to be similar to erçlicit schemes

with very wide stencils, and thus, techniques that only consider local adjustments

may still be applicable.

By examining the sources of the oscillations produced by implicit difference

schemes, it was shown that some of the problems encountered by other workers

within the field could be attributed to errors in the calculation of the low order

fl.uxes. By applying suitable conditions to the calculation of these f,uxes, it was

then demonstrated that implicit schemes could be incorporated successfully into

positive definite algorithms that only use local adjustments to produce the final,

smooth solution.

Chapter Two discussed approaches for comparing the performance of a variety of

schemes, using the wave propagation parameters, the modifi.ed equinalent equation

and some numerical tests. The equivalence between the order of the modified equi-

valent equation and the accuracy of the wave propagation pararneters was demon-

strated in theory and practice. The theo¡etical results established the equivalence

in the lirnit as the grid-spacing approaches zero (/Vr - æ). The numerical experi-

ments demonstrated that this equivalence also holds for finite JV¡. These methods

of comparing schemes were shown to provide an appropriate measrue of the overall

performance of a selection of explicit schemes.

In Chapter Three it was shown how the modifi.ed equivalent equation can also

be used in the development of schemes, not just as a diagnostic tool. Due to the

corre-spondence between the modified equivalent equation a¡d overall accruacy, a

scheme that is constructed so as to maximize lhe order of the modified equivalent

equation will also be very accurate. Implicit differencing was chosen as it has two

adwantages. Firstlg very high order schemes can be obtained without recou¡se to

exceptionally wide stencils and secondly it is possible to guarantee unitary arnplitude
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reponse. While it is acknowledged that this second feature is a d¡awback when

implicit schemes are used by themselves to advect sharp profiles, it was shown in

Chapter Five that when used in conjunction with some smoothing techniques, such

an a,mplitude response rtras an advantage. It was also demonstrated that schemes

with no damping are particularly well suited for the advection of smooth profiles,

such as a Gaussian pulse.

It was also shown in Chapters Two and Three that high order schemes produce

results of a specifi.ed accuracy faster than low order schemes and for this reason they

can be considered to be more efrcient. One of the major difficulties in quantifying

effcieucy is how to match gains in accuracy and increased CPU time. This was

overcome by comparing the CPU time needed by different schemes to obtain sirnila¡

levels of accuracy which automatically provides the correct weighting of CPU time

relative to accuracy. Being able to attain a certain level of accuracy with lower resol-

ution is also a signiflcant advantage when dealing with multi-dimensional proble"'",

for then it is often the capacity of the machine to store large arrays that is the major

constraint on the problem, rather than the amount of CPU time required. In such

cases high order schemes are dearly advantageous.

The compa.risons between the high order schemes obtained via the modifi.ed equi-

valent equatiou approach and those based on Padé approximants demonstrated that

high levels of accuracy are attained only when the modified equirralent equation is of

high order in Âø and Aú. Khaliq and Twizell's schemes a,re of high order in Aú but

only second order in As. The error measures associated with these methods were

much closer to those of other second order schemes than the higher order schemes

NS4 and NS5. This is due to the errors associated with the spatial discretization

dominating the solution and persist despite the use of either higher order Padé ap-

proximants or the suggested extrapolations. Using the modified equivalent equation

directly in the development of the difference scheme ensures that there is no such

inconsistency between the spatial and temporal discretizations.
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TmFlicit schemes also possess the additional advantage of unconditional stability

in the von Neumann sense. A comparison between the CPU times of high order

implicit and explicit schemes shows that the timestep need only be inc¡eased by

a factor of two or so before the implicit schemes become as fast or faste¡ than

the oçlicit schemes. Since for some schemes, the timestep caû be almost trebled

before the solution begins to significantly deteriorate, the implicit schemes can be

considered to be highly efÊ.cient.

The unconditional von Neumann stability of implicit schemes does not however

gua,rantee that the algorithm will be stable, due to the presence of other instabilities.

These instabilities are often ignored in discussions of implicit schemes but a¡e still

important because an instability of any form will eventually cause a numerical model

to give physically unreasonable results. ¡a s¡ample of ignoring other instabilites ïyas

associated ïvith Khaliq and Twizell's schemes, where the individual steps were stable,

but the extrapolation to provide high order time discretization was not necessa,rily

stable. This was not discussed in their paper, but the instability can be seen to

appear reasonably quickly in the case of the (2,0) scheme. Other instabilities are

associated with matrix inversion by schemes based on the Thomas algorithm or with

the marcling of solutions across the domain. It was shown that the fourth order

CTCS scheme can be used in such a way as to guarantee stable results for any

size ti'rrestep. The unconditional stability and overall accuracy of the fourth order

CTCS scheme makes for a very efficient method of modelling advection (although

the accuracy of the solution deteriorates as the timestep becomes la,rge).

A further complication with using high order schemes arises when boundary

conditions a¡e considered. The brief discussiou in Chapter Three demonstrated that

interpolatiotr was inappropriate and that usiug the fl.uxes f¡om first order upwinding

ïvas as good as any of the alternatives. Using these flr¡xes has two further advantages

over other schemes namely simplicity and the instantaneous response to sudden

changes in bor¡¡dary values. Other schemes, which use values at interior gridpoints
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necessarily cause a lag in the propagation of information ftom the boundary to the

interior of the solution domain.

Another problem with high order implicit finite difference schemes is the pro-

duction of high frequency noise by sharp gradients in the advected profile. This

was highlighted by experiments involving a serni-elliptical waveform. It was noted

however, that the overall accuracy of these schemes was still quite high despite the

oscillations. The sensitivity of the high order implicit schemes to sha,rp gradients res-

ulted in a reduced improvement in accuracy over e:çlicit schemes of sirnila¡ order.

The high order implicit schemes were norv ge''"parable to third or fifth order up-

winding. The point was made that since all high order schemes (oçlicit or implicit)

produce oscillations and as such require the use of some form of smoothing technique

in order to produce a positive defrnite algorithm, the high frequency oscillations seen

in implicit solutions are not necessarily a major problem.

A variety of smoothiug techniques were discussed in Chapter Four where it was

shown that linear filtering is inappropriate, since diffusion is continuously being

added to the numerical solution, a¡rd nothing is done about minimizing the residual

diffusion. Va¡ious other methods were considered, some being more successful than

others. The most successful were those that used a high order solution over most

of the solution domain, but reverted to a low order solution in regions of high

gradients. These induded schemes such as van Leer's extension of Fromm's scheme,

Ha¡ten's Self Adjusting Eybrid Scheme and the two FCT algorithms, Phoenical

IPE SHASTA and Implicit LPE FCT. The remaining non-Iinear techniques were

not considered as appropriate for combination with the high order implicit schemes

since Smola¡kiewicz's scheme admitted oseillatory overshoots and the TVD schemes

of Yee were seen to be not only very CPU intensive but also rather inaccurate. Of

the more successful schemes, FCT is the most general in that it makes the least

assumptions about the nature of the high and low order solutions.

In the discussions on the behaviour of these methods two important points
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emerged. Firstl¡ that non-linear smoothing techniques, such as FCT, are very ef-

fective at removing oscillations with wavelength of about three grid points. Secondly,

sharp profiles rapidly become smooth and so the the problem of advecting a sharp

profile degenerates to one of advecting a smooth approximation to the origiaal pro-

file. In the light of these observations it is apparent that high order implicit schemes

should be well suited to use within a general smoothing technique.

If implicit schemes were to be used within an FCT algorithm an answer had

to be provided to Boris and Book's statements about the incon¡Fatibility of using

a local flu:r lirniter to handle the global osollations present in implicit high order

solutions. A reanalysis of REVFCT demonstrated that this aþorithm is less than

ideal for passive advection, for even in the case of constant velocit¡ there are still

oscillations in the results. Although these oscillations ¿¡s ssall, they a,re a genuine

product of the numerical algorithm and not due to round-of error. This difficulty

was originally attributed to numerical precursors, but it was shown here that the

low order solution did not always produce positive definite resu.lts whic,h violates the

basic assumption of FCT. For the case of constant velocity advection, the numerical

oscrllations in the low order solution will also appear in the corrected solution until

removed by residual diffusion. In more complex applications, however, it is quite

feasible that these oscillations could produce the problems encou¡.tered by Boris and

Book.

To demonstrate that it was only the low order solution producing these oscilla-

tions it was necessary to alter the calculation of the low ordér solution of REVFCT,

¿¡d ¡sfain the remainde¡ of the algorithm. Since the corrected form of REVFCT

was positive def.nite, then it seems that it was the low order solution producing

the osollations rather than any problems associated with using a local fl¡¡ç limiter

to control the global oscillations produced by implicit schemes. The correction to

REVFCT required the derivation of a set of conditions under which implicit finite

difference schemes were positive definite. These constraints not only mea,nt that a
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difierent low order scheme had to be used, but also the method of calculation had

to be úanged. The original method used to calculate a low order solution from a

high order implicit solution is only an approximation to calculating the low o¡der

scheme directly. This approximation need not preserve the positive definite nature

of the low order scheme. \ryith these corrections to both the low order scheme and

the method of calculation of the low order solution, the oscillations present in the

REVFCT corrected solution disappeared. This led to two algorithms that may be

considered as cor¡ections to REVFCT, nâmely CN2POS and REVPOS. The calcu-

lations involved in both of these schemes closely followed those of REVFCT apa,rt

from those associated with the low order solution. The results from these correc-

ted forms of RE\IFCT we¡e not particularly encouraging, as far as obtaining an

accurate, positive definite finite difference scÀeme rilas concerned. In the context of

using implicit high order solutions within an FCT algorithm, however, they were

very encouragiug as they demonstrated that it was possible to use FCT and high

order imFlicit schemes to produce a positive defi¡.ite result, provided that suff.cient

care was ta^ken with the calculation of the anti-diffusive fluxes.

The main reason for the significant loss of accuracy in going from REVFCT to

either REVPOS or CN2POS was the excessive diffusion present in the low order

schemes, as was evident ftom the corresponding modifi.ed equivalent equations. To

overcome this problem, Zalesak's formulation of FCT was used which allows com-

plete freedom in the choice of the low order scheme.

The remaining problem was to find an appropriate low order solution. Godunov

(1959) showed that fi¡st order upwinding is the highest order, positive definite ex-

plicit finite difference scheme. By expanding a general difierence scheme on a (3,3)

stencil and applying the constraints of Section 5.2,it was found that first order up-

winding was also the least diffusive scheme on this stencil. Hence, this scheme was

used as the low order solution, gviog the algorithm CN4FCT. This was shown to be

positive definite and of comparable accuracy to REVFCT. The point was also made
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that this scheme was superior in efficiency to the other positive defi-nite algorith'"s

due to its overall accuracy and unconditional stability.

In a similar fashion a family of implicit FCT schemes were obtained and these

were compa¡ed to ascertain the most accurate and efficient algorithm. There was a

substantial Stio in accuracy when fourth (or higher) order schemes were used to cal-

culate the high order solution, as opposed to using second order schemes, such as the

Lax Wendroff and Crank Nicolson schemes. The gain in accuracy ftom using fourth

order CTCS rather than a lower order explicit scheme more than compensates for

the computational expense of using an implicit scheme Com.parisons rvere also made

using frfth order upwinding, NS4 (sixth order) a.nd NS5 (eighth order). Substituting

fi.fth order upwinding as the high order solution did little if anything to enhance the

accuracy of CN4FCT. This can be explained by the de.mping of the explicit scheme

reinforcing the diffusion of the flux limiting process, which will not occur when a

fully centred finite difierence scheme is used. The higher order sc.b.emes, NS4 and

NS5 a¡e more efficient for a given Courant number, but the limited timestep (due to

the stability of the matrix inversion) means these schemes are in general, no more

efficient than CN4FCT.

One of the aims of this thesis was to develop a positive defi.nite advective al-

gorith"' for use in a gas discharge model. It was because of this that the discussions

have concentrated on the abilities of different sc,hemes to model the advection of

pulses. The compa¡isons suggested that the most suitable algorithm $'as CN4FCT,

which was successfully induded in the model described in Chapter Six. While the

results of the CN4FCT version of this model appeared reasonable, when compa,red

with other numerical and idealized models it was not straightforward to determine

whether or not CN4FCT was performing as expected. To this end the three regions

that could cause most of the numerical difficulties were slc¡miasd more closely.

The modelling difrculties associated with the low field region were one of the

major reasons for developing implicit FCT algorith'"s. For it is here that spurious
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osollations cause most difi.culties and it also the region where implicit difierencing

of the diffusion term is required due to the frne grid spacing necessary to resolve

the sharp gradients which can form. Since the diffusive fluxes were to be calculated

implicitly it was decided also to try to calculate the advective fluxes imFlicitly.

The reason was that if the two steps a,re performed separateþ, then the physical

diffusion is added to any numerical diffusion. 'Whereas, if the two steps are performed

simulta.neousl¡ the high order advected solution is necessarily smoother, helping to

reduce the residual diffusion in the system. The results presented in Chapter Six,

demonstrate that in the low freld region, the CN4FCT algorithm performs acceptably

well.

Other a¡eas of concern were the regions where the electrons rapidly slow down,

aad where pa,rticles leave the domain in a¡ increasing velocity fieId. The performance

of CN4FCT in these regions was quantified by using an idealized situation where the

velocity fields varied linearþ in space. Compa^risons were made between CN4FCT

a.nd other schemes, and it rvas seen that the comparisons made in the constant

velocity case were still v-¿lid when the velocity was allowed to va^ry.

The success of implicit FCT algorithms (and CNaFCT in particular) in provid-

ing robust and accurate sctremes for modelling advective processes opens up many

avenues for further resea¡ch. More work needs to be done on the discretization of

non-linea¡ terms, within the implicit calculations. In all of the experiments discussed

here, the velocity has been determined before the advective calculations were per-

formed, although there was still a uon-linea¡ interaction between the advected fields

and the velocity fields in the gas discharge model. AIso, other adjustment strategies

could be examiaed, as the major source of errors in the linea¡ test-problems was

the inability of the flux-limiter to adequateþ preserve the peak. It has been shown

here that local adjustment strategies can be adapted for use with implicit equations,

a,nd so work done on oçlicit algorithms should carry over to implicit algorith"'s.

It would also be interesting to incorporate the conditions for implicit schemes to
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be positive definite into Grandjouan's work on modified equations and FCT. This

may go some way to reducing the errors near the peak, although these erlors are

dominated by the inability of the flux limiter to preserve peaks. Nevertheless, the

algorithms developed here have been shown to be a significant improvement over

maûy existing schemes.

I
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